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The development of inexpensive and sustainable renewable energy technologies is of
critical importance in fulfilling rapidly growing global energy demand. The seriousness of
this endeavour is also amplified by the urgent need to eliminate the usage of fossil-fuels. In
the recent past, the cost of power generated using solar photovoltaics (PVs) has dropped
below that of power generated by oil and gas, making them an attractive candidate in
the renewable energy market.
The Shockley-Queisser limit (S-Q limit), also known as the detailed balance limit,
refers to the maximum theoretical efficiency that can be achieved using a single p-n
junction solar cell. Silicon PVs, which account for about 90 % of the solar-PVs market
share, have achieved an overall power conversion efficiency of ∼ 27 % which is very close
to its threshold S-Q limit of ∼ 30 %. Therefore, in order to further reduce the cost of
solar power, it is essential to find technologies capable of surpassing the S-Q limit. In
this thesis we discuss three main strategies for surpassing the S-Q limit: (i) tandem solar
cells, (ii) singlet fission sensitized solar cells and (iii) triplet-triplet annihilation assisted
upconversion.
Following a review of the relevant background theory for organic semiconductors, col-
loidal quantum dot (CQD) semiconductors and perovskite semiconductors, we discuss
their applications in inexpensive, solution-processed, optoelectronic devices. We com-
mence by demonstrating the first prototype of a solution-processed, monolithic tandem
solar cell with perovskite and CQDs as the top-cell and bottom-cell active materials re-
spectively. Using a detailed balance model we show that the radiative coupling between
the two sub-cells can result in an absolute gain of ∼ 11 % in the tandem cells efficiency.
Next, we study a novel solution-processed pentacene precursor for applications in singlet
fission sensitized photovoltaics and photon downconversion systems. We observe signi-
ficant contribution from singlet fission to the photocurrent generated in these devices.
Finally, we study organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) that are prepared using an effi-
cient singlet fission (SF) molecule to investigate the physics of triplet-triplet annihilation
(TTA) in such molecules. We develop a kinetic model based on the Merrifield theory to
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Considering the urgency of swiftly commercialising photovoltaics (PVs) in the context of
climate change [1], it is of significant importance to develop sustainable and efficient photo-
voltaics at low cost. In 2017, energy generated by solar photovoltaics reached 460 TWh
which is about 2 % of the global energy output (IEA, 2019). In order to further increase
the adaptation of solar photovoltaics in the energy industry it is essential to develop
affordable, efficient and easily scalable technologies. The majority of the costs of solar
PVs come from the additional hardware required along with the PV module (includ-
ing cables/wiring, insulation materials, etc) and installation costs (electrical, mechanical)
which all scale with the area of the PV module. Furthermore, the cost of the semicon-
ductor active layer used in a solar cell can change with different semiconductors but the
overall module cost are still dominated by the other layers. Thus improving the power
conversion efficiency of the PV module itself can significantly reduce the solar electricity
costs. The Shockley-Queisser limit (S-Q limit) also known as the detailed balance limit
refers to the maximum theoretical efficiency that can be achieved using a single p-n junc-
tion solar cell [2]. For silicon solar cells, which account for about 95 % of the total global
production (Fraunhofer ISE, 2019) of PV technologies, this S-Q limit is calculated to be
≈ 30 %. In this work, we investigate different materials, mechanisms and devices and
study the underlying photophysical processes to provide pathways for surpassing the S-Q
limit.
Multijunction tandem solar cells have successfully achieved efficiencies as high as
38.8 % using III-V semiconductors [3]. However, complex fabrication processes make
large-scale production of such photovoltaics uneconomical. Solar PVs based on solution
processable materials including lead chalcogenide CQDs, perovskites and organic mater-
ials provide promising alternatives to the traditional inorganic PVs. Low-temperature
and high-throughput processing of these materials along with abundance of availability
promise great potential for such technologies although it is also important to carefully
consider the limitations of these materials. Presently the cost of chemical synthesis of
these materials (CQDs and organic compounds for transport layers in perovskite devices)
1
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is relatively high. However, some strategies to make these solution processed technologies
commercially viable are discussed in detail references [4, 5]. In Chapter 4 we demonstrate
the first prototype of a monolithic, solution processable tandem solar cell using perovskite
and colloidal quantum dots (CQDs) as an affordable alternative. Using methylammon-
imum lead iodide (MAPbI3, 1.55 eV bandgap) and lead sulphide (PbS) CQDs (1.0 eV
bandgap) as the active materials, we calculate theoretical efficiency of 43 % under 1-sun
illumination. Interestingly, we find that radiative coupling between these two luminescent
active materials contributes substantially (> 11 % absolute gain) to the total efficiency, via
photon recycling [6]. Using the insights from this model we design a monolithic tandem
solar cell employing luminescent materials. We describe the device fabrication process
and performance in detail and discuss the challenges of realising a monolithic tandem
solar cell with multiple solution-processed layers. Although our monolithic tandem solar
cells were limited at 1 % PCE, combining the theoretical model with the state-of-art data
from literature in Section 4.4, we project that a power conversion efficiency of 29 % can be
achieved using MAPbI3 as the top-cell semiconductor and PbS CQDs as the bottom-cell
semiconductor in a two-terminal tandem architecture, proposed by our work.
While tandem solar cells address the concept of harvesting photons from all regions
of the solar spectrum, singlet fission (SF) is a mechanism that ensures efficient utilisation
of every harvested high-energy photon [7]. Known to occur in organic semiconductors,
singlet fission is a process whereby a singlet exciton (generated by absorption of high-
energy photon) splits into two low-energy triplet excitons. SF is shown to be up to 200 %
efficient in some acenes [8–10].
Pentacene is one of the most commonly used singlet fission sensitizer for solar cells
[11–13]. Triplet diffusion is limited to ≈ 40 nm [14] in the singlet-fission domains of SF
sensitized solar cells made using pentacene. Thus, SF-generated triplet excitons need to
be separated into individual charges within this distance in order to employ pentacene
in solar cells. However, poor solubility of these molecules in organic solvents means that
they cannot be deposited via solution processing and hence have to deposited via vacuum
deposition. This restricts the active layer design to a layered structure as opposed to
bulk heterojunction. This further limits the overall performance of pentacene solar cells
as the SF layer thicknesses cannot exceed the triplet diffusion length scales of ∼ 40 nm
thus limiting the amount of light that can be absorbed in such devices.
Although various substituted pentacene molecules like triisopropylsilyethynyl-pentacene
3
(TIPS-pc) are used to enhance the solubility of the core pentacene molecule, the bulky
side groups provide steric hindrance affecting the carrier mobilities in thin films [15]. In
Chapter 5, we propose a novel solution-processed precursor (p-Pc) that fully converts to
pentacene on annealing at temperatures > 150 °C in solid state, to develop bulk hetero-
junction solar cells with pentacene. We demonstrate that SF is still found to be 200 % effi-
cient in thin-films prepared from p-Pc and the triplet lifetimes are calculated to be ≈ 4 ns
in our published work [8]. We report on incorporating p-Pc into bilayer, bulk hetero-
junction and hybrid solar cells using C60, phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM),
lead-sulfide (PbS) and lead-selenide (PbSe) CQDs as electron acceptors respectively. We
find that defect states in p-Pc films prevent efficient extraction of triplets in our devices.
We also explore the prospects of incorporating p-Pc in a downconversion system using
CQDs sensitized p-Pc films as a photon multiplier and learn that the annealing step of
pentacene precursor conversion results in CQD aggregation. We thus propose using novel
organogel matrices as an innovative nanostructure to suspend CQDs without aggregation.
Triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) or triplet-fusion is the reverse process of singlet fis-
sion whereby two low-energy triplet excitons annihilate to form a singlet exciton [16]. TTA
is investigated as an important strategy to enhance solar cell performances by capturing
photons with energies lower than the active-semiconductor bandgap [17, 18]. In organic
light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), presence of TTA in the active layer is known to enhance
their external quantum efficiencies [19, 20]. An OLED can thus be thought of as an elec-
trical upconversion system where both singlets and triplets can be generated via electrical
excitation and TTA can occur if the energetics are favourable. Di et al. recently observed
significant contribution from TTA to electroluminescence (EL) of TIPS-pc doped organic
light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) [21]. In order to investigate this capability of an efficient
SF molecule to undergo TTA and understand the underlying spin-dependent photophys-
ics we study the magnetic-field effects on the electroluminescence from these OLEDs in
Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we review the three types of semiconductor materials studied in this thesis
and provide the theoretical tools to understand their optoelectronic properties. We mainly
focus on the theory required to explain the excitons formed in organic semiconductors as a
lot of the work in this thesis focuses on harvesting the triplets formed via singlet fission and
also on the reverse process of triplet fusion forming singlets. We begin by looking at the
organic semiconductors and discuss their electronic structure, types of prevalent electronic
transitions and excitation transport in solid films used for applications in optoelectronic
devices. Next, we review the quantum confinement properties of colloidal quantum dots
and discuss the type of excitations and transport properties of this material class. Finally
we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of perovskite crystal structures and review
the properties which make perovskites an attractive candidate for application in highly
efficient solar cells.
2.1 Organic Semiconductors
Organic semiconductors are mainly composed of hydrogen and carbon atoms. Each carbon
in the molecule has six electrons and each hydrogen atom adds an additional electron. In
this section we will describe the theoretical tools required to explain the interaction of
light with such many-body systems.
2.1.1 Electronic Structure
2.1.1.1 Many-body system
Using quantum mechanics, we can define the total energy of many-body systems using a
Hamiltonian. For systems containing multiple nuclei (n) and electrons (e) for example, a
molecule, we define this Hamiltonian as
Ĥ = Ĥn−n + Ĥn−e + Ĥe−e , (2.1)
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where Ĥn−n defines the inter-nuclear, Ĥn−e the nuclear-electron and Ĥe−e the electron-
electron interaction respectively. Each of these terms can be defined by considering the






































where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, {Rα,Mα, Pα, Zαq} and {ri,me, pi, q} represent the
position, mass, momentum and charge of the nuclei and electrons respectively [1].
Solving the time-independent Shrödinger equation for a molecular state wavefunction
Ψ(r, R) given by
ĤΨ(r, R) = EΨ(R, r) , (2.5)
where E is the energy of the molecular state Ψ(r, R), we can get information about the
energetic structure of the molecule. However considering the complexity of the Hamilto-
nian, we will now discuss the necessary approximations that allow us to treat the weaker
interactions perturbatively.
We begin with the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation [2] which allows us to
decouple the motion of the nucleus and the electrons. Considering that the mass of an
electron is much smaller (approximately 103 times) than that of the nuclei, the motion
of the two is well-separated in time. Therefore the electrons experience a static nuclear
potential whereas the nuclei experience an effective Coulomb screening due to the average
configuration of the surrounding electrons. Thus, considering a static nuclear position R
and separating the molecular state wavefunction into nuclear and electronic wavefunctions
as Ψn,e = |φn(R)〉 |φe(r, R)〉 we can write for the electronic wavefunction
ĤBO |φe〉 = E |φe〉 , (2.6)
where ĤBO is the Born-Oppenheimer Hamiltonian given by
[Veff(r, R) + Ĥn−e(r, R) + Ĥe−e(r, R)] |φe(r, R)〉 = E |φe(r, R)〉 ; (2.7)
Veff is the effective nuclear potential for a given electron and nuclear positions r and R
respectively; and |φe(r, R)〉 is the electronic wavefunction which depends parametrically on
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+ Veff(r, R) , (2.8)
where Veff is the effective static nuclear potential for a position R and the first term is the
kinetic energy of an electron. The other electrons can then be added by modifying the
dielectric screening of the nuclear potential. The BO approximation provides a tractable
starting point for understanding the electronic states in molecules. However, this approx-
imation breaks down when the electronic energy splitting approaches nuclear vibration
frequencies and as the electronic manifolds approach degeneracy.
2.1.1.2 Atomic and molecular orbitals
The notation n(αl)
m is used to denote the electronic configuration in any atom where
n is the principal quantum number (or the electronic shell number), l = 0, 1, 2, ... is the
orbital angular momentum quantum number and m is the number of electrons occupying
the electronic state. αl ={s,p,d,f,...} is the spectroscopic notation which denotes distinct
spatial electron probability distributions. Hydrogen and carbon atoms form the backbone
of organic molecules and we can write the electronic configuration in these atoms as 1s
for hydrogen and 1s22s22p2 for carbon. The only electron in hydrogen occupies the first
s-orbital and in carbon the first two electrons occupy the 1s orbital, the next two occupy
the 2s orbital and the final two electrons occupy the 2p orbital. While the s-orbitals
are spherically symmetric, the p-orbitals are dumbbell shaped with lobes aligned in a
particular (x, y or z) direction as shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Illustration of atomic orbitals and molecular bonds.
In molecules, the individual atomic orbitals are altered in the presence of other atoms.
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Thus molecular orbitals can be formed by using the LCOA (linear combination of atomic
orbitals) approximation whereby depending on the energy gain from bond formation with
surrounding atoms, new orbitals can be formed. Atomic orbital hybridization specific-
ally for the s- and p-orbitals in carbon-based molecules are of three types: sp, sp2 and
sp3 where the superscript describes the number of p-orbitals participating in the hybrid-
ization. sp hybridization is found in acetylene (H C C H), a linear molecule, sp2 in
ethylene (H2C CH2), a planar molecule and sp
3 in methane (CH4), a tetrahedral mo-
lecule. The hybridized orbitals are called σ−orbitals and the unhybridized p-orbitals are
called π−orbitals. The σ−orbitals have cylindrical symmetry along the bonding axis and
thus are highly directional and form strong covalent bonds. The π−orbitals are orthogonal
to the σ−orbitals thus obstructing the molecular rotation around the bond axis. Thus
atomic orbital hybridization allows directional optimization and energy gain for molecular
bonds (see Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.2: Illustration of σ and π bonds formation in Benzene molecule. The blue shaded
lobes indicate filled π-orbitals.
The strength of the carbon-based molecules is around 10 eV, and these bonds define
the molecular structure. The electrons in σ bonds however, do not participate in optical
processes on interaction with sunlight as photons from the solar irradiation have energies
between 1 eV to 3 eV. It is the electrons in the unhybridized π orbitals, which can overlap
and delocalize over multiple carbon atoms thus resulting in conjugation, that provide
organic semiconductors their optoelectronic properties. Electronic conjugation between
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multiple atoms results in formation of bonding (π) states where the π−orbitals are in
phase with each other and anti-bonding (π∗) states when they are not in phase. Figure 2.2
demonstrates the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) in a benzene ring based on these bonding and anti-bonding
states. Extended regions of bonding and anti-bonding states cause broadening of state
energies thus providing an analogue to a ‘bandgap’ in conventional semiconductors based
on the energy difference between the HOMO and the LUMO [3].
The single-electron Hamiltonian described earlier in equation 2.8 can be rewritten in




t̃i,j |Ψi〉 〈Ψj| , (2.9)











such that when i = j, t̃ii describes the energy of an electron in state i and when i = j, t̃ij
describes the mixing between the two wavefunctions |Ψi〉 and |Ψj〉 in a molecule.
2.1.2 Energy level splitting
Multi-particle wavefunctions can be built based on the single-particle wavefunctions de-
scribed above. The first constraint imposed while doing so is having multiple particles
(electrons) in one given state [4, 5]. The ground state, for instance, is occupied by two
electrons of opposite spin (according to the Pauli exclusion principle). Considering the
unpaired π-electrons in the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO, φh) in the ground
state (φGS), we can write its spatial wavefunction as
φGS(r1, r2) ∝ φh(r1)φh(r2) , (2.11)
where r1 and r2 are the positions of the two electrons occupying this state. This spatial
part of the wavefunction is symmetric with respect to exchange of two electrons, therefore
the spin part of the full wavefunction must be antisymmetric as we know from experi-
ments that the total wavefunction for two indistinguishable fermions changes sign upon
exchanging the coordinates of any two particles. This antisymmetric spin wavefunction
is given by




(|↑, ↓〉 − |↓, ↑〉) , (2.12)
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where S is the total spin of the system with two electrons (each with spin quantum number
s = 1
2
and ms = +
1
2
, |↑〉 or ms = −12 , |↓〉) and mS is the total spin projection quantum
number.
Having looked at the ground state wavefunctions we can now discuss the excited state
wavefunction by exciting one electron from the HOMO to the LUMO to give
φ±ES(r1, r2) = φh(r1)φl(r2)± φl(r1)φh(r2) , (2.13)
where φ±ES define the symmetry of the wavefunction with respect to exchange of the two
electrons. The corresponding spin wavefunctions can again be antisymmetric (as given by
eq. (2.12)) or symmetric for the total wavefunction to be antisymmetric. The symmetric
wavefunctions, for total spin S = 1 and mS = {−1, 0,+1} can be given by





(|↑, ↓〉 − |↓, ↑〉) , (2.15)
|1,+1〉 = |↑, ↑〉 . (2.16)
These four excited states including one with symmetric spatial wavefunction φ+ES |0, 0〉
(singlet state) and three with antisymmetric spatial wavefunction φ−ES |1,−1〉, φ
−
ES |1, 0〉
and φ−ES |1,+1〉 (triplet states) are all degenerate in absence of interactions between the
involved particles. However, in presence of interactions between the two electrons these
states all acquire different energies. We can model their energies by altering eq. (2.9)
above for the one-electron Hamiltonian. While still working in the basis of products of







|φiφj〉 〈φkφl|︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ṽijkl
, (2.17)














where φn(r) is the spatial wavefunction of an electron in the n
th state.
In organic semiconductors, the Coulomb interaction (responsible for electron-hole
binding) and the exchange interaction (responsible for singlet-triplet energy splitting)
can be used to explain the energy splitting of electronic states. Building upon the above
two-electron Hamiltonian we can write the integral for Coulomb interaction for two elec-
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trons in the HOMO and LUMO as













and one for the exchange interaction as













where the static potential Veff(r1− r2) is now the effective shielding potential from all the
bound electrons in filled states defining the effective dielectric constant (∼ 3 in organic
semiconductors [6]).
By including the spin wavefunctions and taking both the C and K integrals into
consideration we find the energy difference between a singlet state (S1) and a triplet state
(T1) relative to the ground state (S0) to be
ES =E(S1)− E(S0) = Eg − C +K , (2.21)
ET =E(T1)− E(S0) = Eg − C −K , (2.22)
∆EST = ES − ET = 2K , (2.23)
where Eg is the energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO levels. This relatively simple
model tells us that the triplet state(s) is lower in energy as compared to the singlet
state by 2K. The exchange and Coulomb interaction energies in organic semiconductors
are on the scale of ∼ 1 eV [6] thus causing the excitons to be ‘bound’ strongly (Frenkel
excitons) as compared to loosely bound excitons in inorganic semiconductors (binding
energy . 100 meV, Wannier-Mott excitons). These bound and highly localized electron-
hole pairs diffuse as quasi-particles in organic semiconductors defining their electronic
properties. One of the efficiency determining step in photovoltaics is the charge separa-
tion (or electron-hole separation). In inorganic semiconductors like silicon for instance,
the thermal fluctuations at room temperature are enough to separate the loosely bound
excitons whereas in organic semiconductors this is not true. Thus one of the main chal-
lenges of organic photovoltaics is to be able to efficiently separate the charges as will be
discussed later in this work.
The polyacenes (used as model singlet fission system in this thesis) with general for-
mula C4n+ 2H2n+ 4 (with n = 2, 3, 4) are aromatic compounds of the catacondensed family.
This means that each carbon atom in a polyacene molecule is shared by no more than two
rings and all carbon atoms are in the periphery of the conjugated π-system. Polyacenes
satisfy Huckel’s rule of aromacity as each molecule has 4n+ 2 π-electrons. For a general
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N-ring acene molecule, the energy levels can be given by





i can be given explicitly by













k ∈ [1, N ] (2.25)















α for i = j
β for adjacent sites
0 for non-adjacent sites
(2.27)
where i, j correspond to nuclear coordinate indices in a basis of atomic orbitals centered
on each nucleus [7]. This shows that as the number of rings (N) in a polyacene molecule
increases the gap diminishes. In order to obtain efficient singlet fission, we require the
system to satisfy ES ≥ 2ET and polyacenes have been known to satisfy this requirement
for singlet energies (ES) in the visible region. The synthetic tunability of acene mo-
lecules also means that all trends in changing of absorption and fluorescence properties of
these polyacenes can be attributed to the increase in number of rings in these polyacene
molecules.
2.1.3 Electronic transitions
Having established the energy level splitting in the previous section we now describe the
possible transitions in between these energy levels and discuss the interaction of such
electronic systems with photons. A summary of these transitions is illustrated using the
Jablonski diagram [8] in Figure 2.3.
2.1.3.1 Absorption and emission
Electronic transitions between an initial ground state |i〉 and a final excited state |f〉
can be induced by interaction with light. The rate of these transitions depend upon the
overlap of the energy level difference (∆) with the energy of the photon. This transition
rate is given by Fermi’s Golden Rule in the absence of nuclear degrees of freedom and
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Figure 2.3: Jablonski diagram describing the different types of intramolecular electronic
transitions. Different states in each spin manifold represent different molecular vibrational
modes.
interactions between the electrons as
Ki→f ∝ |Mi→f |2ρf (E) , (2.28)
where ρf (E) is the density of final states at energy E. |Mi→f |2 is the transition dipole
matrix element given by
|Mi→f |2 ∝ 〈f |µ̂ · ε̂|i〉 , (2.29)
where µ̂ is the electric dipole operator µ̂ = −qr̂ and ε̂ is the electromagnetic field operator.
Electrons thus excited decay back to the ground state and release a photon of energy ∆ on
interaction with the quantized electromagnetic field. Since the transition dipole depends
only on the spatial wavefunctions, the rate of absorption of a photon or its emission
depend on the overlap of the spin states of |i〉 and |f〉 as follows
Ki→f ∝ |Mi→f |2ρf (E) · |〈fS, fmS |0, 0〉|2 , (2.30)
where |fS, fmS〉 is the spin wavefunction of the final state with total spin fS and the
corresponding spin projection quantum number fmS . Thus it can be seen that for a
transition to occur between the intial and final state, fS must be 0 as Ki→f = 0 if fS = 1.
This implies that as the ground state is a spin-singlet state (i.e. total spin S = 0) the
allowed optical transitions from the ground state can only occur from and to other states
with S = 0. As a consequence of spin-orbit coupling in organic semiconductors, radiative
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transitions from spin-triplet states S = 1 are only weakly allowed. Such transitions are
called phosphorescence and have transition rates at least 10−103 times slower than direct
emission from the singlet state [8].
The nuclear motion of a molecule also affects the energy-level splitting thus affecting
the transitions in the molecule. However, as mentioned earlier, the optical transition
frequencies are much higher than the vibrational frequencies of the molecule. Nuclear
vibration and rotation about its centre of mass, resulting from bond-stretching and bond-
bending for instance, can be described using the molecular normal modes. Approximating
small displacements about an equilibrium nuclear position as a harmonic oscillator, its




+ n)~ω , (2.31)
where we can interpret n as the occupied molecular normal mode number and ω as the
angular frequency of a given vibrational mode. We can refine our transition rates using
the Franck-Condon model which applies Born-Oppenheimer approximation to electronic
transitions by assuming that the nuclear position remains static during an electronic
transition. According to this model the rate of transition in terms of the initial nuclear
vibrational state |χi〉 and final nuclear vibrational state |χf〉 is given by
Ki→f ∝ |Mi→f |2ρf (E) · |〈fS, fmS |0, 0〉|2 · |〈χf |χi〉|2 . (2.32)
This implies that the rate of transition depends upon the overlap of the initial and final
nuclear vibrational states including any changes in the nuclear geometry caused by the
electronic transition. The relative shift in the final nuclear geometry relative to the initial
state determines which two vibrational states will efficiently couple to allow a transition
between them, thus defining the features of an absorption and emission spectrum as shown
in Figure 2.4. Such a transition is termed a ‘vertical transition’ as the nuclear coordinates
are static through the transition, but just in a different vibrational mode (labelled νi for
i different vibrational modes in Figure 2.4). As the timescale for vibrational relaxation is
typically sub-picoseconds, the absorption and emission transitions usually happen from
the lowest energy vibrational states as illustrated in Figure 2.4 resulting in mirrored
features of the absorption and emission spectra. Detailed description of the effect of
this approximation on the absorption and emission spectra of organics can be found in
reference [9].
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Figure 2.4: Electronic transitions modelled with respect to nuclear motion using the
Franck-Condon approximation, giving rise to features in absorption and emission spectra.
2.1.3.2 Non-radiative transitions
So far we have discussed electronic transitions that proceed with either absorption or
emission of a photon. These transitions between electronic states can also proceed non-
radiatively. The two main types of such transitions are internal conversion and intersys-
tem crossing where the former refers to transition between electronic states within the
same spin manifold and the latter refers to transitions across different spin manifolds.
Using Fermi’s golden rule the rate for internal conversion can be given by
KIC ∝ exp(−γ∆E) , (2.33)
where γ is a molecular parameter which includes the highest-energy vibrational mode
involved in the transition and ∆E is the energy difference between the initial and final
electronic states (both in their lowest vibrational state ν0) [10]. This indicates that the
rate of internal conversion decreases exponentially with increasing energy gap between
the initial and final states also known as the energy gap law [11, 12]. As the higher energy
singlet-states have much lower energy gap between them when compared to the energy gap
between S0 and S1 state, the relaxation from those Sn states with n > 1 to S1 is relatively
fast (< 100 fs). The longer lifetime of the S1 state thus allows for photoluminescence
(radiative transition) to occur selectively from this state.
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Transitions between states with different spin cannot proceed due to the spin conser-
vation within the Franck-Condon approximation. Such transitions can only be allowed
when spin-orbit coupling leads to mixing of the spin and orbital degrees of freedom. Us-
ing Fermi’s golden rule the rate of intersystem crossing between the singlet and triplet




|〈S1|ĤSO|T1〉|2F0→fρf (E) , (2.34)
where F0→f is the Franck-Condon factor associated with the ν
th
0 vibrational level of the
S1 state and ν
th
f vibrational level of the T1 state; and ρf (E) is the density of vibrational











· Ŝi , (2.35)
where Ĥ
(i)




SO, the sum n is over N nuclei
and Rni is the distance between the n
th nucleus and the ith electron, Zn is the effective
charge of the nth nucleus, Ŝi is the spin operator for the i
th electron, L̂
(n)
i is the angular
momentum operator for the ith electron associated with the nth nucleus and finally, α is
the fine structure constant ∼ 7.3× 10−3 [3].
In organic semiconductors the exchange interaction is on the order of 1 eV whereas the
spin-orbit matrix elements are on the order of 10−3− 10−4 eV which limits the timescales
for intersystem crossing to the order of milliseconds. Even in a transition assisted by
vibrational coupling (for instance from S1 to T2), the large energy gap means the transition
rates KISC are limited to ∼ 107 s−1. The typical rate of radiative decay of a singlet is
∼ 109 s−1 therefore it is evident that the yield of triplets via intersystem crossing from
the S1 state are on the order of 1 % [3].
2.1.4 Excitation transport
Excitations transport is governed by the overlap and coupling of initial and final states
as discussed earlier. In this section we discuss the specific types of excitation transport
applicable to organic and inorganic semiconductors.
2.1.4.1 Exciton diffusion
As discussed earlier, once an electron is excited from the ground state to an excited
state, it remains strongly bound to a hole in the ground state forming an exciton. Once
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generated these excitons can diffuse in the material depending on their spin-states and
the local molecular environment which impact their lifetime and decay pathways. It is the
exchange and Coulomb interactions between the ground state excitons and the excited
state excitons on neighbouring molecules that cause the exciton to diffuse.
Spin-singlet excitations diffuse predominantly via a process called Förster resonant
energy transfer (FRET, see Figure 2.5). This is a dipole-dipole interaction whose rate is









D (ω)dω , (2.36)
where µD is the dipole transition moment of the donor molecule from the excited state to
the ground state, µA is the dipole transition moment of the acceptor molecule from the
ground state to the excited state, n is the refractive index of the medium,κ is the dipole
orientation factor, RDA is the distance between the donor-acceptor sites and finally σ
abs
A
and σemD are the expressions for the acceptor absorption and the donor emission spectra
respectively [3]. Thus, the rate KFRET depends on the spectral overlap between the donor
emission and the acceptor absorption spectra. FRET is a resonant energy transfer process
describing the simultaneous emission from the donor and absorption of the energy by the
acceptor in an energy conserving process. Using the point-dipole approximation a Förster
radius (RF ) can be defined such that for molecules separated by distance smaller than
RF , exciton transfer via FRET is more likely than radiative emission. The above rate of







where kr is the rate of radiative emission. Typically singlet diffusion lengths are on the
order of ∼ 10− 100 nm [13, 14] allowing for long-range transport.
Spin-triplet excitaions on the other hand have no transition dipole to the ground state.
Thus, triplet excitons transfer through exchange interactions between neighbouring sites
in a process called Dexter transfer (see Figure 2.5) [15]. The rate of Dexter transfer is
given by
KD ∝ J exp(−2RDA/L) (2.38)
where J is the same acceptor absorption and donor emission spectral overlap integral
as defined in eq. (2.36), normalized such that integrating over the full spectrum results
in J = 1 and L the sum of the Van der Waals radii of the donor and acceptor. Note
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Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram illustrating Förster resonant energy transfer and Dexter
transfer with up and down arrow representing spin-up and spin-down electrons respect-
ively.
that, unlike KFRET , KD is independent of the transition dipole moments involved. As a
consequence of KD ∝ 1RDA , the Dexter transfer can only occur over very short distances,
on the order of ∼ 1 nm [15, 16]. Thus FRET for singlet excitons in efficient organic
semiconductors is typically fast (on the order of  ps), the triplet hopping times are
much slower. However due to the long triplet lifetimes, triplet excitons can have long
diffusion lengths of up to several µm [17].
2.1.4.2 Singlet fission
Intermolecular interactions between excitons on neighbouring molecules are responsible
for a range of phenomena used for optoelectronic applications. Singlet fission is one such
phenomenon whereby a singlet exciton converts to two triplet excitons. Conversion from
one singlet exciton to one triplet exciton is spin-forbidden as explained earlier. However,
in a four-particle or two-exciton system, there can be two states (coupled together) with
a total spin zero. Considering two molecules A and B, the singlet state can be denoted
in the direct-product basis as
|S〉 = 1
2
[|↑↓〉A − |↓↑〉A][|↑↓〉B − |↓↑〉B] , (2.39)











[(|↑↓〉A + |↓↑〉A)(|↑↓〉B + |↓↑〉B)] , (2.40)
where the |S〉 state is separable into individual states of molecules A and B, but the
|TT 〉 state is not. The |TT 〉 state describes a superposition of two triplet states on
neighbouring molecules coupled together and is referred to as the triplet pair spin state.
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The full wavefunctions of the singlet state and the triplet pair state are given by
|ΦS〉 = |S1〉A |S0〉B |S〉 , (2.41)
|ΦTT 〉 = |T1〉A |T1〉B |TT 〉 . (2.42)
The rate of singlet fission can be qualitatively predicted by modelling the electronic overlap
of the two states as ESF = 〈S|Ĥ|TT 〉. In the regime where the energy difference between
the two states (∆E) is similar to the electronic overlap (given by the transfer integral
identical to C in eq. (2.19)) between the two states, the singlet and triplet-pair manifolds
mix as a function of the nuclear coordinates and the rate of singlet fission is controlled by
the speed of nuclear rearrangement [18]. The reaction proceeds in the adiabatic regime
when ESF ∼ ∆E and in the non-adiabatic regime otherwise. In both the regimes, singlet
fission occurs on ultrafast (1 fs to 100 ps) timescales outcompeting singlet decay via other
pathways in most cases [19–22]. The exact mechanism of conversion of a singlet state
into two free triplets via the intermediate state is a topic of active debate in the field [23,
24]. In this thesis, we look at the application of molecules capable of singlet fission, in
optoelectronic devices in Chapter 5 and in Chapter 6 we study the simultaneous presence
of SF and TTA in pentacene OLEDs.
2.1.4.3 Triplet triplet annihilation
Excitons diffusing through materials often interact and depending on their energetics
and spin can annihilate providing additional non-radiative loss pathways. In some cases
however, two annihilating triplets can form a singlet exciton which can then be harnessed
for luminescence [25, 26] thus converting the dark triplets into bright singlets. Triplet-
triplet annihilation (TTA) can form the following states
|T1〉+ |T1〉 =

|S0〉+ |Sn〉 for Etotal ≥ ESn
|S0〉+ |Tn〉 for Etotal ≥ ETn
|S0〉+ |Qn〉 for Etotal ≥ EQn
(2.43)
where Etotal is the total energy of the two annihilating triplet excitons, EXn is the energy of
the newly formed singlet, triplet or quintet exciton {X = S, T,Q} in the nth vibrational
level. The quintet levels are energetically inaccessible in most molecules and thus the
singlet and triplet decay channels are the most prominent decay pathways [27] when two
triplets annihilate.
Singlet excitons formed from TTA can be utilized in light emitting diodes to enhance
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the quantum yield by converting the dark triplet excitons (formed 75 % of the time on
charge recombination) into emissive singlet excitons. Also, TTA is a promising strategy to
convert low-energy (sub-bandgap) photons into high-energy (above bandgap) photons in
order to harvest the otherwise lost photons for power conversion in solar cells. Generally
known as the TTA-upconversion (TTA-UC) process, photon upconversion proceeds as
follows: (i) the triplet donor, also known as the triplet sensitizer, accepts a low-energy
photon to generate a singlet exciton; (ii) this singlet exciton rapidly and efficiently converts
to a triplet exciton via inter-system crossing; (iii) the triplet exciton is transferred to
the triplet manifold of the acceptor molecule via triplet-triplet energy transfer (TTET);
(iv) bimolecular TTA occurs on the acceptor molecules, forming singlets; (v) finally, the
acceptor emits photons with energy greater than that of the absorbed photon (see figure
2.6). In this way, sub-bandgap photons which would not be absorbed by a semiconductor
with a bandgap greater than the energy of these photons can be absorbed by employing
a TTA-UC unit behind a photovoltaic.
Figure 2.6: Schematic diagram illustrating the triplet-triplet annihilation-upconversion
(TTA-UC) process. In step 4, the two triplet excitons generated on two different acceptor
molecules combine together and emit from the singlet manifold of one of the two molecules.
Another system performing efficient TTA is an organic light-emitting diode (OLED)
[26]. OLEDs provide a way to generate singlet and triplet excitons simultaneously by
electrical excitation. The recombining electrons and holes occupy the singlet and triplet
states with 25 % and 75 % probabilities respectively. In this thesis we study TTA in an
extremely efficient singlet fission molecule, pentacene, by incorporating it in a host-guest
OLED. As TTA is the reverse process of singlet fission, gaining insight into the formation
of singlets from two annihilating triplets can provide useful information about possible
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pathways available for singlet fission. In Chapter 6 we study the competition between
singlet fission and TTA in pentacene and discuss the role of triplet-pair intermediate state
in the two processes.
2.1.4.4 Charge transfer
For photovoltaic applications, excitons generated in semiconductors need to be separated
to form free charges. The separated electrons need to be transferred from the donor
molecule to the acceptor molecule at the heterojunction. This charge transfer process can
be described by considering the transfer of an excited electron from the donor molecule
to the acceptor molecule using Marcus theory [28]. According to the Marcus theory the





where kB is the Boltzmann-constant, T is the temperature, λ is the reorganization energy,
|M|i〉→|f〉| is the electronic transition matrix element describing the overlap between the
|S1〉 state of the reactant and the final charge-transfer state |CT 〉. ∆G is the change in
the Gibbs free energy going from the initial excited state to the final charge-transfer state.
Marcus theory has been used successfully to explain charge transfer in various solid state
systems [29, 30]. Recently however, various other theories including coherent transfer to
delocalized states are being adapted to explain charge transfer in organic photovoltaics.
A summary of these theories can be found in reference [31].
2.1.5 Organic Solar Cells
In this section we discuss the basic principles of solar cell operation and list the possible
loss mechanisms using organic solar cells as an example.
2.1.5.1 Basic principles
An organic photovoltaic (OPV) operation involves four steps: (i) Photon absorption, (ii)
excitation transport, (iii) exciton separation, (iv) charge transport and (v) charge extrac-
tion. The product of efficiency of all of these steps ultimately determines the efficiency of
power conversion in a photovoltaic device. The main component of an OPV is the act-
ive layer which consists of an electron-donor molecule and an electron-acceptor molecule.
Light absorption in the active layer leads to formation of excitons which need to diffuse
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to the donor-acceptor interface to find favourable energetics for separation into individual
electrons and holes. Finally, the separated charges are extracted by respective electrodes
to generate current.
The main characteristic of a photovoltaic is its power conversion efficiency (PCE)
defined as a ratio of the power extracted from a photovoltaic to the power incident on it.
The power extracted from a photovoltaic is calculated from its current density and voltage
(J-V) characteristics shown in Figure 2.7. The short-circuit current density (JSC) is the
current generated when no voltage bias is applied and the open-circuit voltage (VOC) is
the voltage difference between the two electrodes of the photovoltaic under illumination
at zero current density. The maximum power point (Pmax) is the point on the J-V
curve where the photovoltaic produces maximum power, i.e. where the product J · V
is maximised. The ratio of Pmax to the product of JSC and VOC is called the fill-factor
(FF ). The PCE can then be expressed in terms of these parameters as
PCE =
JSC · VOC · FF
Incident light intensity
(2.45)
Figure 2.7: Characteristic J-V curve for a photovoltaic (dark) under no illumination and
(light) 1-sun illumination showing: the short-circuit current JSC , the open-circuit voltage
VOC and the fill factor as the ratio of Pmax to product JSC · VOC .
Another useful and informative way of assessing photovoltaic performance is by meas-
uring its external quantum efficiency (EQE). The EQE of a solar cell is calculated as the
ratio of current extracted per photon that is incident on the solar cell. This measure-
ments provides useful information about which photons contribute towards photocurrent
generation. For singlet-fission sensitized solar cells in Chapter 5 we show the contribution
from singlet fission to the device photocurrent using EQE. The EQE spectrum shows
the current generated at every wavelength which provides an important evidence of the
presence of the SF mechanism [21, 32].
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2.1.5.2 Loss mechanisms
Using the characteristics described above we can assign a quantum efficiency parameter
to each operational step of photocurrent generation in an OPV as follows
1. Photon absorption: ηA =
No. of excitons generated
No. of photons incident
;
2. Excitation transport: ηT =
No. of excitons reaching the donor-acceptor heterojunction
No. of photogenerated excitons
;
3. Exciton separation: ηS =
No. of free electrons generated
No. of excitons reaching the donor-acceptor heterojunction
;
4. Charge extraction: ηE =
No. of extracted electrons
No. of free electrons generated
.
The total quantum efficiency of conversion of a photon into free charges by the OPV
can be given as a product of all these parameters by
ηtotal = ηA · ηT · ηS · ηE =
No. of extracted charges
No. of photons incident
, (2.46)
which also corresponds to the EQE at a given wavenlength. Thus in order to optimise the
device efficiency, each of the above mentioned steps for current generation and extraction
needs to be optimised.
The overall efficiency of OPVs is mainly known to be limited by the voltage loss as
compared to the bandgap of the active semiconductors which is as high as ∼ 0.5 V to 1 V
in OPVs as compared to only 0.3 V loss in silicon or 0.4 V in gallium arsenide PVs [33,
34]. The donor-acceptor energy offset at the interface and the non-radiative recombination
pathways in OPVs are being studied actively in the field to reduce the voltage losses while
maintaining high PCEs. Non-fullerene acceptors have been shown to reduce these losses
further and are currently leading the OPV efficiency chart [35].
Another important reason limiting solar cell efficiencies is the spectral loss. Electrons
excited by absorption of photons with energies above the active semiconductor bandgap
usually relax to the lowest vibrational levels at the band edge before they can be extrac-
ted to generate photocurrent. This relaxation process is referred to as cooling. Due to
this charge cooling, significant energy from the absorbed photon is lost as heat and this
process is known as thermalisation loss. About ∼ 30 % of the incident light is lost due to
thermalisation [36, 37]. Photons with energies less than the semiconductor bandgap are
not absorbed in the solar cell and also contribute towards the spectral loss. These funda-
mental thermodynamic losses result in the Shockley-Queisser limit [38] on the maximum
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achievable power conversion efficiency of a single-junction photovoltaic which will be dis-
cussed detail in Chapter 4. Tandem solar cells provide a way to reduce this thermalisation
loss by stacking multiple semiconductors with different bandgaps to harvest different parts
of the spectrum as discussed in Chapter 4. Photon up and down conversion using sing-
let fission and triplet fusion provide ways of further reducing the spectral loss as will be
discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.
2.1.6 Organic Light Emitting Diodes (OLEDs)
In a light emitting diode electrons and holes are injected from the two electrodes into the
active layer where they form an exciton and recombine to emit a photon. The performance
of an OLED can be assessed by measuring it’s external quantum efficiency given by
EQE =
No. of photons emitted
No. of charge pairs injected
= ηbalance × ηexciton × ηradiative × ηoutcoupling ,
(2.47)
where ηbalance is the probability of balanced charge injection (ηbalance = 1, when the number
of holes and electrons injected into the LED are equal), ηexciton is the probability of forming
an exciton from the injected charge pairs, ηradiative is the probability that the excitons
recombine radiatively and ηoutcoupling is the optical outcoupling co-efficient [39, 40]. The




= EQE × hν
qV
, (2.48)
where hν is the photon energy, q the electron charge and V the applied voltage. Luminous
efficacy determined as the power efficiency of the device (lumen per watt) quantifies the
performance of the LED in relation to how well the device emits visible light per unit input
power. In chapter 6 we use LEDs as devices used to study the triplet-triplet annihilation
process.
2.2 Quantum Dots
In Chapter 4 we discuss the concept of using multiple semiconductors in tandem con-
figuration to reduce spectral losses by absorbing the low-energy photons using colloidal
quantum dots (CQDs). Furthermore, in Chapter 5 we discuss the application of singlet fis-
sion materials in a photon multiplication system to generate multiple low-energy photons
from a single high-energy photon. For both of these projects, we work with lead sulphide
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(PbS) and lead selenide (PbSe) quantum dots. Semiconductor CQDs are nanocrystals
that offer a range of unique properties including easily tunable optoelectronic properties
and solution processibility for light harvesting and emitting applications [21, 41–44]. In
this section we discuss the properties of CQDs and review the relevant theory. Note: We
use the two terms CQDs and nanocrystals interchangeably throughout this section.
2.2.1 Quantum Confinement
For certain semiconductors like the lead-chalcogenides (sulfide and selenide) used in this
work, the Bohr radius of an exciton (defined as the average distance between electron and
hole in the bulk material) is larger than the size of the nanocrystal. This causes spatial
restriction on the exciton and results in the continuous energy bands of the bulk semi-
conductor splitting into discrete energy levels. This effect is called quantum confinement.
The discrete energy levels are analogous to those of individual atoms thus allowing the
nanocrystals to behave as artificial atoms whose properties can be tuned by tuning the en-
ergy level splitting. We can describe the size dependent properties of nanocrystrals using
a particle-in-a-sphere model. This model considers a particle inside a spherical potential
such that
V (r) =
 0 if r < a∞ if r > a , (2.49)
where r is the distance of the electron from the centre of the nanocrystal and a is the




O2 + V (r)
]
Ψ(r) = EΨ(r) , (2.50)
we arrive at the wavefunction




where C is the normalisation constant, Yl,m(θ, φ) is a spherical harmonic and jl(kn,l, r) is








where αn,l is the n
th zero of jl. The energy levels are labelled analogous to those of
individual atoms with principal quantum number n and orbital quantum numbers l which
are labelled with {S, P,D, F, ...} [45]. As evident from eq. (2.52) the energy increases with
decreasing nanocrystal radius a explaining the size dependence of CQDs bandgap.
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Although the above model helps us understand the energy-size relationship of the
nanocrystals, it has several weaknesses. Firstly, it is important to note that the electronic
wavefunctions generally leak out of the nanocrystal as the potential barriers at the edges
are not infinite. Secondly, this model neglects that the growth rate of different nanocrystal
facets are different when the nanocrystals are growing during synthesis. Thus the crystal
symmetry is usually not exactly spherical. Also, considering the large surface to volume
ratio of nanocrystals, a lot of the nanocrystal atoms are at its surface and consequently are
prone to defects. The nanocrystal surface is generally covered with ligands to passivate
the dangling bonds but this passivation is not perfect and leads to trap states at the
surface, affecting the electronic and optical properties of the nanocrystals [46].
2.2.2 Excitations in CQDs
In a similar fashion to excitation decay in molecules, the excitation formed in CQDs also
decay via three main pathways: radiative decay, non-radiative decay and energy transfer.
Radiative decay, also known as spontaneous emission, occurs when an excited electron
decays back to the ground state emitting a photon whose energy is the same as the energy
difference between the excited state and the ground state. Photogenerated excitons can
also decay via non-radiative energy transfer processes in CQDs just as in molecular films.
As a consequence of strong spatial confinement of the electronic wavefunctions in CQDs,
Auger recombination is highly prevalent. Auger recombination is a two-particle process
whereby an exciton decays to the ground state by transferring its energy to a nearby
excited state which then forms a hot exciton (electron excited to a higher energy state,
away from the band edge). The hot exciton then rapidly relaxes to the lowest energy
vibrational state. As Auger recombination requires two excited states to interact, it is
only a concern when the charge-carrier densities are relatively high. Along with the non-
radiative decay pathway, excitons in CQDs are also transported via radiative transfer
processes such as FRET and Dexter energy transfer processes explained earlier in Section
2.1.4.
2.2.3 Charge transport and extraction
To efficiently convert light into electricity using photovoltaics, it is essential to separate
the excitons into individual charges as discussed earlier. The energy driving this charge
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separation needs to be greater than the binding energy of the exciton. For organics,
this binding energy can be as high as 0.5 eV whereas for CQDs it is in the order of
10 − 100 meV [45]. The separated charges then need to be efficiently transported to the
respective electrodes for extraction.
As discussed earlier, nanocrystals are capped with ligands to passivate the dangling
bonds on the surface. These ligands electronically separate the CQDs from one another
and the charge transport is limited by interparticle tunneling. The tunneling probabilities
decrease as the width of the barrier increases and hence it is extremely important to have
closely packed arrays of nanocrystals for charge transport in CQD thin films. Significant
research efforts have been made to replace the long oleic acid ligands (generally used to
cap the PbS and PbSe CQDs) with shorter ligands for application in CQD solar cells
[47–50]. In order to harvest significant amount of the incident light, thick layers of CQDs
need to be deposited where the CQDs have short ligands attached. While layer-by-layer
solid-state ligand exchange is a proven method to do so, it is also very time consuming
[43, 47]. Alternative methods are being investigated to perform the ligand exchange in
solution phase prior to thin-film deposition [51]. However, CQDs aggregation and surface
passivation of the dots still remains a significant challenge [52].
As synthesized, CQDs usually have a distribution of sizes and thus bandgap energy
as a result of difference in confinement strengths [53, 54]. This results in excitons and
charges hopping to the lowest energy dots and limits the amount of energy that can
be extracted from them [44]. Additionally presence of trap states on the surface atoms
further reduce the exciton energies and dominate the charge transport [55]. These trap
states significantly affect the charge transport in thin films confining electrons in low
energy regions. Hence, although semiconductor CQDs provide interesting optoelectronic
properties, their application in devices is limited by the challenges of efficiently extracting
charges from CQD thin films.
2.3 Perovskites
Perovskite solar cells have achieved remarkable power conversion efficiencies since the first
efficeint device reported in mid-2012 [56] and are presently being developed for commer-
cialisation with perovskite-silicon tandem solar cells [57]. In this section we discuss the
properties of perovskites that make them promising materials for optoelectronic applica-
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tions and in Chapter 4 we employ perovskite solar cells as the top cell in a perovskite-CQD
monolithic tandem solar cell.
2.3.1 ABX3 crystal structure
Perovskites are crystal structures found in compounds with formula ABX3 where A and B
are cations with A being larger than B, and X is an anion. One of the most studied cubic
perovskite crystals MAPI (methylammonium lead iodide), consists of an organic anion
methylammonium CH3NH3
+ as cation A, lead (Pb2+) as cation B and a halogen atom
iodine (I-) as the anion. The radii of these elements can be used to calculate a tolerance





where r is the radius of the respective element. The hybrid organic-inorganic halide per-
ovskite materials attain the ideal cubic structure when the tolerance factor is in the range
0.8 < t < 1. The perovskite forms an orthorombic structure when t < 0.8 and hexagonal
structure when t > 1 [58]. However in methylammonium lead halide perovskites for in-
stance, both iodide and bromide are stable at room temperature and so are the mixtures
of the two. Perovskite structures are capable of incorporating various elemental vari-
ations and dopants which can improve the device stability, charge mobility and change
the bandgaps [59, 60]. Not only does the crystalline structure yield useful electronic prop-
erties but it also makes perovskites solution processable which is another major advantage
of this class of semiconductors. Low temperature solution processing makes perovskite
deposition easily scalable and inexpensive for applications in optoelectronic devices.
2.3.2 Electronic properties
In 2012 Miller et al. popularized the idea that a good solar cell must also be a good
light emitting diode [61]. Considering that when all the non-radiative decay pathways
are eliminated, charges in a solar cell will combine radiatively and emit a photon on
recombination. Measuring the external radiative efficiency of a solar cell (fraction of dark
current that results in light emission) is a good indication of how well the non-radiative
decay channels have been curbed in the device. While the indirect bandgap of Si limits
silicon PV ERE to ∼ 2 %, photon recycling in GaAs PV allows its ERE to reach ∼ 22 %
[62]. Perovskites have been reported to demonstrate exception light emission properties
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[60] and are also shown to demonstrate photon recycling [63] thus highlighting low non-
radiative recombination present in these materials.
Along with the radiative recombination and Auger recombination mentioned earlier
another prominent recombination pathway in semiconductors is known as the Shockley-
Read-Hall (SRH) recombinations. SRH recombination occurs due to the presence of
defects (or traps) in the semiconductors. These trap states introduce electronic states
within the semiconductor bandgap that have energies either very close to the conduction
or valence band or in the middle of the bandgap. Recombination occurs when an electron
falls into such a defect state and a hole also moves into this defect state before the electron
is excited back to the conduction band. Thus, the closer the defect state is to the edge of
the bandgap the lower is the rate of these defect mediated recombinations. Defect states
can be introduced intentionally or unintentionally in a material for instance by doping or
in case of perovskites, by altering the perovskite composition.
Perovskite compounds are largely held together by ionic bonding. This makes them
highly tolerant to crystalline defects and also facilitates deposition of highly crystalline
films via solution processing [64]. Defect-tolerant semiconductors tend to have long charge
carrier lifetimes regardless of presence of defects in the material. These defects can either
be intrinsically present point defects or they can be introduced extrinsically (via doping or
structural deformation of the lattice for instance). Lead-halide perovskites in particular
are known to have long carrier lifetimes as a result of slow electron-hole recombination
kinetics at the defect sites and the reasons for such a behaviour are discussed in detail in
reference [65].Another advantage of perovskites is the high electron and hole mobilities
observed in these materials, reaching ∼ 100 cm2/Vs for single crystals [66, 67]. MAPI
perovskites demonstrate low degrees of recombination from defects which only account
for shallow trap states if any [64, 68]. The defect physics is still not well understood for
perovskites, however the defect sites are shown to have energies close to the band edge
and/or outside the bandgaps [64, 69]. This subdued non-radiative decay due to defect
states in perovskites has helped devices reach high efficiencies.
The current-voltage (J-V) characteristics of perovskite solar cells exhibit hysteresis.
The J-V characteristics are shown to vary with numerous parameters including the direc-
tion of the voltage scan (forward or reverse biased), scan rate and light intensities under
which the devices were measured. Various explanations for the observed hysteresis have
been reported including unfilled surface and grain-boundary trap states [70, 71] and ion
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migration [72] in perovskites. Better understanding of the causes of hysteresis followed
by its elimination using improved device architectures has led to significant enhancement
device performances.
2.3.3 Applications in solar cells
High absorption with bandgaps close to those required for maximum theoretical efficiency
of 33 % [38] and the unique crystalline structure with high carrier mobilities make metal-
halide perovskites a great candidate for applications in solar cells. Metal-halide perovskite
crystals are solution processable making them desirable for large-scale commercialization.
However, solution processibility of lead-containing perovskites is also a danger when it
comes to large scale deployment of perovskite solar cells. Although there has been some
success in replacing the lead with tin, breakdown products such as SnI2 can be formed
which have similar toxic effects [73]. ‘Double perovskites’ with formula A3B2X9 containing
two metal ions such as Cs3Sb2I9 (caesium-antimony iodide) are being investigated to
eliminate both lead and tin and to develop all inorganic perovskites [74]. In order to
improve the stability and durability of the perovskites for device applications, a range of
solutions are being investigated. These include better encapsulation to prevent active layer
interaction with moisture or air, optimising the metal electrodes to prevent active layer
reactions with the electrode and varying the perovskite composition by adding materials
such as caesium and formamidinium to maintain the optical properties while improving
the perovskite stability [75, 76].
Lead-iodide perovskites are ideal when it comes to application in solar cells. With
methylammonium as the cation A, MAPI perovskites have a bandgap of 1.55 eV whereas
formamidinium lead iodide (FAPI) yields a bandgap of 1.45 eV which is closer to the
maximum efficiency bandgap defined by the Shockley-Queisser limit. However, FAPI is
less stable thermodynamically as it can rapidly change its crystal structure to a hexagonal
crystal structure known as the yellow δ-phase [77]. Considering the solution processibility,
ease of bandgap tunability along with remarkable efficiencies achieved by single-junction
devices [59, 78], perovskites provide a great promise for applications in tandem solar cells.
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In this chapter we describe the detailed experimental methods used for device fabrication
and measurements. We also describe the steady-state and time-resolved spectroscopy set-
ups used. Various microscopy techniques that have been used to understand the thin-film
morphologies in this work have also been covered in this chapter.
3.2 Colloidal Quantum Dot (CQD) synthesis
Lead-sulfide and lead-selenide are the two types of colloidal quantum dots (CQDs) used
in this study. The CQDs, kindly synthesized by Le Yang, Tom Jellico, Marcus Boehm,
James Xiao and Zhilong Zhang, were used for parts of this project. For CQD solar cells
optimization and incorporation in working tandem solar cells, PbS CQDs were synthesized
by the current author and prepared using the hot injection method described below.
3.2.1 The hot-injection synthesis method
In a typical batch of PbS CQDs synthesized using a Schlenk line, 0.625 g (2.8 mmol) of
lead (II) oxide (PbO, 99.999% purchased from sigma aldrich) was added along with 2.1 mL
(6.6 mmol) of oleic acid (OA,90% technical grade) and 25 mL 1-octadecene (ODE, 90%
technical grade) to a three-neck flask and stirred under vacuum (≤ 0.01 mbar) to degas
for two hours. The temperature of the flask was gradually increased from room temper-
ature to 95 °C. In a separate three-neck flask, 25 mL of ODE was degassed separately
at 90 °C for two-hours. Once the mixture with PbO turned clear after 2h, it was put
under nitrogen and temperature was set to 115 °C. 20 mL of degassed ODE was mixed
with 296µL (1.39 mmol) of bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide (TMS)2S and 144µL (0.83 mmol) of
diphenhylphosphine (DPP) in a nitrogen glove box. The temperature of the PbO mixture
three-neck flask was briefly increased to 120 °C and was allowed to drop back to 115 °C.
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At 115 °C, the sulphur precursor mixture was swiftly injected into the PbO flask. After
injection, the mixture was allowed to cool to 36 °C and the reaction was halted at this
point by stopping the stirring. The mixture was then transferred to another degassed
Schlenk flask in order to transfer it to an argon glovebox for purification.
In the glovebox, the CQDs were extracted by adding a mixture of butanol and ethanol
(99.8%, anhydrous) followed by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 5 minutes. The transparent
supernatant was disposed of inside the glovebox and a mixture of hexane (99.8%, anhyd-
rous) and ethanol (1:3 ratio by volume) was added and the solutions were centrifuged as
before. The final step was repeated and the purified CQDs were dried under nitrogen.
Finally, the dried CQDs were subsequently suspended in anhydrous octane (95%) and
stored inside the glovebox.
3.3 Device fabrication
Indium tin oxide (ITO, ≈ 100 nm) coated glass substrates, 1.2 cm x 1.2 cm were used for
fabricating all devices in this study. The substrates were cleaned by submerging the sub-
strate holder into an acetone containing beaker and sonicating the beaker in an ultrasonic
cleaner for 15 minutes followed by repeating the process with isopropanol. Subsequently,
the substrates were dried using a nitrogen gun. Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly-
styrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) (Clevios PV P AI4083) was spun coated at 4000-5000
rpm from an aqueous solution onto the substrates (for organic devices). Finally, the sub-
strates were annealed at 200 °C for 20 minutes under flowing nitrogen to ensure complete
evaporation of any remaining water before depositing the next layers. The substrates were
slowly cooled to below 50 °C on the hot plate after switching it off and before moving it
to deposit the following layers. These substrates will be referred to as PEDOT-substrates
from here onwards.
3.3.1 Bilayer p-Pc/C60 solar cells
As shown in Figure 3.1 13,6-N-sulfinylacetamido pentacene (p-Pc) and C60 were deposited
on PEDOT-substrates followed by the final aluminium electrode. p-Pc was dissolved in
chloroform, in various concentrations ranging from 2 mg mL−1 to 7 mg mL−1 and spun-
cast (1500 rpm for 60 s) on PEDOT substrates. These films were then annealed at a
range of temperatures from 150 °C to 300 °C and allowed to cool on a metal block post
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annealing. The precursor needs to be annealed for at least 10 minutes at 150 °C to obtain
a complete conversion to core pentacene. The annealing time was further optimized for
devices, as will be discussed in Chapter 5. For comparison, evaporated pristine pentacene
(e-Pc) devices identical to these bilayer devices were prepared and e-Pc was deposited via
thermal annealing to obtain 40 nm thick films. The C60 layer was deposited via thermal
evaporation under vacuum with pressures below 10−6 mbar. The deposition rate was
maintained to in the range of 0.1As−1 to 0.2As−1 to obtain a 40 nm thick film. Finally,
100 nm of aluminium (Al) was thermally evaporated with a deposition rate of 0.1As−1
to 0.2As−1 for the first 20 nm and of 0.2As−1 to 0.4As−1 for the rest. The devices were
encapsulated using slow drying epoxy resin and hardener.
Figure 3.1: Device structure showing each layer deposited for a bilayer p-Pc/C60 solar
cell.
3.3.2 Bulkheterojunction p-Pc/PC61BM solar cells
The active layer for bulk-heterojunction devices were prepared by dissolving p-Pc and
Phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) in 10:1 molar ratio in chloroform. Two con-
centrations of combined-solute were used in our study: 40 mg mL−1 (thin) and 70 mg mL−1
(thick). The blend film was spin coated to form a thin-film for AFM charcterization.
The p-Pc/PCBM bulk-heterojunction devices were fabricated and characterised by Dr.
Marcus Boehm and the fabrication process is explained here for completion.
For device fabrication, the thin and thick blends were deposited via spin coating on
PEDOT-substrates followed by annealing at various temperatures in the range of 150 °C
to 300 °C. We also deposited (via spin-coating) an additional PCBM (20 mg mL−1) layer
to ensure that the p-Pc crystals do not come in contact with the top electrode. Finally,
100 nm of aluminium (Al) was thermally evaporated with a deposition rate in the range
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of 0.1As−1 to 0.2As−1 for the first 20 nm and in the range 0.2As−1 to 0.4As−1 for the
rest.
Figure 3.2: Device structure showing each layer deposited for the bulkheterojunction
p-Pc/PC61BM solar cell.
3.3.3 Hybrid p-Pc/CQD devices
Pentacene precursor was employed in various device architectures to harvest triplets gener-
ated via singlet fission using CQDs as electron acceptors. Figure 3.3 shows four different
architectures with different electron and hole-transport layers employed in each. The
detailed deposition method for titanium dioxide (TiO2) and zinc-oxide(ZnO) layers is de-
scribed in the following Section 3.3.4.1. Layer-by-layer CQD deposition is also described
in detail in Section 3.3.4. p-Pc layer for these devices (Figures 3.3a-c)) is deposited in an
identical fashion to the one described previously in Section 3.3.1.
The active layer for device shown in Figure 3.3d is prepared by combining p-Pc
(7 mg mL−1) and CQDs (25 mg mL−1) in a chloroform solution and depositing it via spin-
coating on TiO2 coated ITO-substrates. Spin speeds of 1500-2500 rpm for 45 s to 60 s
are used for this deposition. Molybdenum trioxide (MoOx, 10 nm) and gold (Au, 80 nm)
are thermally evaporated under vacuum with pressures below 10−6 mbar. The deposition
rate is maintained in the range of 0.1As−1 to 0.2As−1 for MoOx and the first 20 nm of
Au, and is increased to 0.2As−1 to 0.4As−1 for the final 60 nm of Au.
3.3.4 CQD solar cells
CQD device fabrication and optimization has been a crucial part of this work. In this
section we will describe all different methods used to fabricate CQD devices including the
various materials and deposition methods used.
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Figure 3.3: Device structure showing each layer deposited for three different architectures
of p-Pc/CQD bilayer devices (a-c) and a p-Pc/CQD blend device (d).
3.3.4.1 Metal-oxide charge-transport layers
Various different types of zinc-oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles were used in this study as they
play an important role in charge extraction from the CQD devices.
1. Sol-gel nanoparticles: Inside a nitrogen glovebox, diethyzinc in hexane (0.25 mL)
purchased from Sigma Aldrich, was diluted in tetrahydrofuran (THF, 0.75 mL).
The solution was thoroughly stirred before spin-casting on ITO-substrates for 45 s
at 4000 rpm in air. Following spin coating, the substrates were allowed to dry in
ambient conditions for 15 minutes and then annealed at 130 °C for 5 minutes. After
cooling, the substrates were stored in an inert glovebox environment.
2. Commercial nanoparticle dispersions (Sigma Aldrich): ZnO nanoparticle
dispersion was bought from Sigma Aldrich and diluted using ethanol or isopropanol
(IPA). The dispersions were stored at temperatures below 5 °C and always stirred
in an ultrasonic bath for 5-10 minutes prior to usage. This ZnO was spin-coated for
30 s in air at 2000 rpm. The ZnO coated substrates were then annealed at 90 °C to
120 °C for 10-30 minutes.
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3. Commercial nanoparticle dispersions (PV Infinity): The ZnO nanoparticle
dispersion was bought from PV Infinity (5.6%w/v). The nanoparticle ink was stored
at temperatures below 5 °C and always stirred in an ultrasonic bath for 5-10 minutes
prior to usage. This ZnO was spin-coated for 40 s in air at 3000 rpm. These ZnO
coated substrates were then annealed at 50 °C for 10 minutes.
4. Obtained from collaborators: ZnO nanoparticles synthesized by our collaborator
(S.Bai) at the University of Oxford, dispersed in IPA, were used for tandem solar
cell fabrication. These nanoparticles were spun at 4500 rpm for 40 s and did not
require any annealing.
Two different types of titanium dioxide (TiO2) was used for devices prepared in this study.
The sol-gel TiO2 for compact layer and mesoporous TiO2 paste purchased from Sigma
Adrich for the mesoporous layer.
1. Sol-gel TiO2 for the compact layer: 175µL of titanium (IV) isopropoxide (97 %,
0.6 mmol) and 17.5 µL of 2 M hydochloric acid (HCl) were dissolved in 1.25 mL
of anhydrous ethanol in separate vials. The HCl mixture was slowly added to
the titanium precursor vial while stirring it. Once a clear solution was obtained,
the nanoparticles were filtered using 0.45 µm PVDF filter and then deposited via
spin coating at 2000 rpm for 30 s. The substrates were then annealed at 500 °C for
30 minutes followed by cooling them back to room temperature on hot plate.
2. TiO2 paste for mesoporous layer: The paste was diluted in ethanol (2:7 molar
ratio) and centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 3-5 minutes. Once thoroughly mixed, the
solution was deposited via spin coating at 2000 rpm for 30 s and substrates annealed
at 500 °C for 30 minutes.
For CQD solar cells and all hybrid devices incorporating CQDs, the best results were
obtained using TiO2 nanoparticles prepared using the sol-gel method explained above.
For perovskite and tandem solar cells, we use both the compact layer and the mesoporous
layers as shown in the schematics of device structures.
The CQD devices fabricated for this study have active layers deposited via two main
methods: spin-coating and dip-coating. These deposition methods were adapted from the
work published by [1] and [2] and optimized as required.
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3.3.4.2 Spin-casted active layer
Each CQD active layer consisted of multiple (5 to 12) layers of sequentially deposited CQD
layers. Once the oleic-acid (long ligand) capped CQDs were deposited, short-ligands (1,2-
benzendithiol (BDT) or 1,2-ethanedithiol (EDT)) were drop-casted on the CQD coated
substrate. The concentration of BDT was tuned between 1− 2µL/mL in anhydrous isop-
ropanol and for EDT between 0.01− 0.02µL/mL. After allowing the substrate to soak in
short-ligand solution for 30-45s, the remaining solution was spun-off. Excess short-ligands
that did not attach to the CQDs were subsequently washed off using the short-ligand
solvent (IPA, butanol). The washing off was performed by spin-coating the substrates
with solvents. A final step of spin-coating the CQD solvent (octane, hexane, chloroform
or toluene) was performed to remove any CQDs that were not ligand-exchanged. This
solid-state ligand-exchange process was repeated for every CQD layer until a visibly thick
150 nm to 200 nm layer was obtained. Figure 3.4 shows the device architecture used for
standard CQD-only devices employing TiO2 or ZnO as the electron extracting layer and
MoOx as the hole extracting layer. 80 nm of Au was deposited via thermal evaporation
to complete the device.
Figure 3.4: Device structure showing each layer deposited for a spin-coated, layer-by-
layer deposited CQD solar cell. The CQD layer was deposited by sequentially performing
solid-state ligand exchange on 5-6 layers of CQDs.
3.3.5 Perovskite solar cells
A schematic of the perovskite device structure is presented in Figure 3.5. Perovskite solar
cells were fabricated using the standard, well-studied perovskite methylammonium iodide
(MAPbI2, 1.55 eV bandgap) as the absorbing layer. A combination of compact and meso-
porous TiO2 layers was employed as the electron-transporting layer. We experimented
with using either poly(triaryl amine) (PTAA) or Spiro-MeOTAD (2,2’,7,7’-Tetrakis[N,N-
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di(4-methoxyphenyl)amino]-9,9’-spirobifluorene) as the hole-transporting layer. Methyl-
ammonium iodide (MAI) and lead(II)-iodide (PbI2) were combined in 1:1 molar ratio to
prepare the precursor solution. We used 218.6 mg (0.6 M) of MAI and 633.9 mg of PbI2 in a
solvent mixture containing 700 µL dimethylformamide (DMF) and 300µL dimethyl sulfox-
ide (DMSO). The PTAA solution was prepared by adding 7− 10 mg of PTAA to 1 mL of
toluene. Spiro-MeOTAD solution was prepared by mixing 80 mg with 1 mL of chloroben-
zene (CB). One of the two hole-transport dopants, lithium bis(trifluoromethylsul-phonyl)imide
(LiTFSI), was prepared by adding 104 mg of LiTFSI salt to 200µL of acetonytrile (ACN).
1.6 µL of this LiTFSI solution and 2 µL (4-tert-butylpyridine) TBP were subsequently ad-
ded to the hole-extraction layer as dopants.
The TiO2 layers (250 nm) were deposited via the processes outlined in Section 3.3.4.1.
MAPbI2 layer (280 nm) was deposited by using the anti-solvent method and annealed at
100 °C for 45 minutes. The hole-transporting layers (200 nm) were then spin-coated and if
spiro-OMeTAD was used then it was allowed to rest in ambient conditions for durations
in the range of 60 minutes to 90 minutes. If PTAA was used, it was spun-cast in the
nitrogen glovebox and did not require exposure to air. Finally, a further electron-blocking
and hole-transporting MoOx (7 nm) was thermally evaporated followed by 80 nm of Au.
Figure 3.5: Device structure schematic showing layers deposited to fabricate the perovskite
solar cells for this study.
3.3.6 Tandem solar cells
One of the most important results of this work was the demonstration of the first prototype
of a monolithic, solution-processed, perovskite-CQD tandem solar cell [3, 4]. The difficulty
of depositing multiple solution processed layers without destroying the bottom layers has
made the realisation of solution-processed tandem solar cells using these two materials so-
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far impossible. In this study, we identified the orthogonal solvents that allow deposition
of multiple CQDs layers on top of the perovskite cell (discussed in detail in Chapter 4).
The two types of studies used to understand the device physics of our tandem cell
are shown in Figure 3.6. While Figure 3.6b shows the layer-by-layer architecture of our
monolithic tandem cell, Figure 3.6a illustrates the bottom CQD device being optically
filtered by the top perovskite device. The perovskite device used here, for the purpose of
filtering, is identical to the individual perovskite device from Section 3.3.5, except with
a 1 nm thin MoOx/Au layer in this case. Such a 4-terminal type system allowed us to
study the optical properties of the tandem cell without limiting the device performance
by current-matching requirements.
Figure 3.6: Schematic describing two different methods of measurements used for tandem
devices a) Optical filtering by placing a perovskite device on top of the bottom CQD
device. b) A complete monolithic tandem showing each layer deposited.
3.3.7 Organic light emitting diodes
A complete device structure with layer-by-layer architecture of the host/guest PVK/TIPS-
pC LEDs used in our work is illustrated in Figure 3.7. We deposit PEDOT:PSS from an
aqueous solution and dried as for the p-Pc/PCBM solar cells. On a PEDOT-substrate we
then deposited poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-co-(4,4’-(N-(4-sec-butylphenyl)diphenylamine)]
(TFB) as a hole-transporting layer from 12 mg mL−1 solution in toluene and annealed
it at 190 °C for 20 minutes. The active layer consisting of TIPS-pentacene dispersed
in high-bandgap polymer poly(9-vinylcarbazole) (PVK) was subsequently spun from a
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20 mg mL−1 PVK solution in tetrahydrofuran (THF). The concentration of TIPS-pentacene
in PVK was varied between 1% and 10% by weight to obtain detectable electrolumines-
cence from the LEDs. After deposition, the active layer was annealed at 100 °C for
10 minutes. We employed Bathophenanthroline (BPhen) as the electron-transporting
layer which was spun from an 8 mg mL−1 methanol solution and annealed at 60 °C for
10 minutes. Lithium fluoride (0.6 nm) and aluminium (100 nm)(LiF/Al) electrodes were
then deposited via thermal evaporation. The TFB, BPhen and active layer solutions
used for OLED fabrication were stirred overnight at 50 °C and filtered through a 0.2 µm
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membrane filter prior to deposition.
Figure 3.7: Device structure showing each layer deposited via spin-casting for organic
TIPS-pc + PVK LEDs.
3.4 Solar cell characterization
All solar cells characterized for this work were loaded into an 8-pixel device holder. Some
devices were encapsulated in a glovebox using standard slow drying epoxy. For air sensitive
devices that could not be encapsulated, we loaded the 8-pixel device inside a glovebox
and covered it with a transparent glass lid using an o-ring.
3.4.1 Current-voltage (I-V) characteristics
The I-V characteristics of solar cells were measured by using a Keithley 2635 source
measure unit (SMU) to apply voltage bias to the 8-pixel device holder and record the
current generated per unit area. An ABET Sun 2000 AM 1.5 G solar simulator was used
as the light source. Light output was always calibrated using a reference Si photocell to
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obtain 100 mW/cm2 output.
3.4.2 External quantum efficiency (EQE)
The EQEs of the solar cells were measured using a 100 W tungsten lamp as the light
source dispersed through a monochromator (Oriel Cornerstone 260) onto the device pixel.
The incident light was focused to a spot size of <1 mm2 to illuminate each pixel (4.5 mm2)
individually. A set of photodiodes with known spectral response were used to calibrate the
EQE values. ThorLabs SMR05 silicon photodiodes and InGaAs photodiodes (ThorLabs
SM1PD2A) were used for UV-Vis and NIR-IR spectral resolution respectively.
3.5 LED characterization
The photons emitted (electroluminescence signal) from an LED pixel were collected using
a silicon photodiode with an active area of 100 mm2. The distance between the LED and
the photodiode was manually controlled and recorded. A Keithley 2400 source meter was
used to supply voltage to the LEDs and measure the current through the device. Another
Keithley 2000 source meter was used to collect the output from the silicon photodiode.
A LabView routine collected the data and generated output files containing the external
quantum efficiency (EQE, photons generated per electron injected into the device) and
current density (mA/cm2) and luminance (cd/m2) as a function of applied voltage.
3.5.1 Electroluminescence
Electroluminescence spectra were collected by using an optical fiber connected to an Andor
iDus CCD-19295 detector. These measurements were aquired in an identical setup to the
one used for magnetic field measurements as explained in Section 3.6.3.
3.6 Steady-state spectroscopy
Thin films deposited via spin-coating on either borofloat glass substrates or spectrosils
were used to prepare samples for spectroscopy measurements. For solution measurements,
solutions were prepared either in a 10 mm or a 1 mm path length quartz cuvette.
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3.6.1 Absorption
Organic films that absorb in the UV-Vis region were measured using a Helwett Packard
HP 8453 UV-Vis spectrophotometer. CQDs that absorb in the near-infrared and infrared
region were measured using PerkinElmer Lambda 9, a monochromatic, UV-Vis-NIR spec-
trophotometer. For thin-film samples, a clear substrate identical to the sample substrate
was used for background correction or empty scan. In case of solution measurements,
clear solvent in an identical or the same cuvette were used to obtain a blank scan for
background correction.
3.6.2 Photoluminescence (PL)
Steady-state photoluminescence spectra were obtained by illuminating a 2 mm diameter
spot on the sample with a 407 nm pulsed laser. The emission spectra was collected using a
500 mm focal length spectrograph (Princeton Instruments, SpectraPro2500i) and detected
with a cooled CCD camera.
3.6.3 Magnetoelectroluminescence (MEL)
Figure 3.8 describes the setup used to measure the magnetoelectroluminescence (MEL).
MEL was measured by mounting the device onto a fixed 8-pixel holder. Each of the
pixels was electrically excited by applying the required voltage using a Keithley 2400
source meter. The device holder was placed at equidistance from the two poles of an
electromagnet. Using LabView, the electromagnet was set to apply random magnetic
fields between −300 mT and +300 mT. The magnetic field at the pixel was measured
using a portable gauss meter.
The electroluminescence spectra was collected with and without the magnetic field as
explained in Section 3.5.1. Magnetic field (B-field) effects on the EL were obtained by
measuring the change in emission in the spectral region of interest and normalizing it by
the no-field spectra for all B-fields (see equation 3.1).
MEL =
EL(B)− EL(B = 0)
EL(B = 0)
(3.1)
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Figure 3.8: Schematic diagram of magnetoelectroluminescence setup showing an LED
placed in between the two poles of an electromagnet. The LED is placed with the lit
pixel facing the optical fibre. The magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the lumin-
escent device surface. A Keithley source meter is used to electrically excite the LED
and an Andor iDus: CCD-19295 detector along with optical fibre used to collect the
electroluminescence spectra.
3.7 Transient measurements
Different setups were used to measure time-resolved data from films and devices. Each of
these setups are described below.
3.7.1 Time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC)
TCSPC measurements were carried out using a 407 nm pulsed laser to optically excite the
samples. The pulse repition rate was set between 2.5-40 MHz to obtain a time resolution
between 25-400 ns. Figure 3.9 describes the operation mechanism of a typical TCSPC
setup.
3.7.2 Transient electroluminescence
An electrically-gated intensified CCD (ICCD) camera (Andor iStar DH740 CCI-010) along
with a calibrated grating spectrometer (Andor SR303i) were used to measure the time-
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Figure 3.9: Schematic diagram of the time-correlated single photon counting operation.
The top graph shows the arrival of the laser (excitation) pulse opening the detector gate
and the fluorescence (emitted photon) from the sample, generating a time record. The
bottom graph shows a histogram-type binning of the number of photons in each time bin,
resulting in the TCSPC signal as required.
resolved EL. ICCD provides a longer time range of time-resolved measurements between
10 ns to 1 ms. The LEDs were mounted on an eight pixel holder similar to the one shown
in the schematic Figure 3.8. Both the LED and the camera were connected to a function
generator (Helwett Packard 8116A Pulse/function generator). The LEDs were excited
using a square pulse with 8 V positive and −4 V negative bias. The duty cycle was set to
have 10 % on and 90 % off cycles. The pulse width was varied between 100 ns and 10 µs
as required. The transient-EL spectrum from the devices was collected using an optical
fibre coupled directly into the slit of the camera.
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3.7.3 Transient photocurrent/photovoltage
For transient measurements, the devices were loaded into an air-tight device holder in the
inert atmosphere of a glovebox and then connected to nitrogen flow once outside. The
device transients were measured using an oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO 3032) connected
directly to this device holder.
For transient-photocurrent (TPC) measurements, the device holder was connected to
the 50 Ω input of the oscilloscope via a custom transimpedance amplifier to convert the
output signal to a voltage signal; whereas the 1 MΩ input of the oscilloscope was used for
transient-photovoltage (TPV) measurements.
A 465 nm LED (LED465E, ThorLabs) connected to a wavefunction generator (Agilent
33500B) and a purpose built low-noise PSU was used as the light source for TPC meas-
urements. A white-light bias was provided using a solar simulator (Newport) with AM
1.5 G equivalent output for TPV measurements. A series of ThorLabs neutral density
filters were used to attenuate the incident light intensity on the device in order to obtain
the required open circuit voltages for comparison, when required.
3.8 Microscopy
Various microscopy techniques have been used in this work to study the film morphology,
CQD dispersion and other film properties. In this section we provide details of each of
the techniques/setups used.
3.8.1 Atomic force microscopy
An atomic force microscope (AFM) was used to measure the film surface morphology. This
characterization was specially helpful for measuring the effect of annealing the pentacene
precursor (p-Pc) on crystal formation in the film. AFM measurements also allowed for the
measurement of film thicknesses by scratching the film with a sharp object and measuring
the step height by using an AFM perpendicular to the direction of the scratch. An
aluminium coated 30 nm silicon tip with resonant frequency 325 kHz was used for these
measurements.
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3.8.1.1 Sample preparation for AFM
The AFM samples were usually prepared on a standard borofloat glass substrate. These
films were generally spin-coated from the same solution as used in devices. For e-Pc
samples, pentacene was thermally evaporated onto borofloat substrates as in for the device
active layer.
3.8.2 Scanning electron microscopy
We used the Hitachi S-5500 In-Lens FE SEM which can provide resolutions as high as
0.4 nm. Acceleration voltage in the range of 5 kV to 15 kV was used for these measure-
ments.
3.8.2.1 Organogel sample preparation for SEM
The organogels were prepared by adding gelator powder to toluene in a vial and placing
the vial on a hot plate at 120 °C for 20-25 minutes. Once the solution was clear and the
gelator was completely dissolved, the hot plate was switched off and the vial taken off the
hot plate. Simultaneously, a needle was maintained at 120 °C in toluene and was used to
inject a dilute solution of CQDs into the gelator vial immediately after it was taken off
the heat. This ensured that no nucleation was instigated by insertion of a cold needle into
the gelator and allowed for dispersion of CQDs in the gel matrix. The organogel samples
were prepared on a silica coated silicon wafer substrates. The gel concentration was varied
between 2 mg mL−1 to 4 mg mL−1 to obtain a reasonably dilute film thereby ensuring gel
formation. The CQDs (<1 mg mL−1 in toluene) were suspended in the vials containing
the gelator in toluene as explained above. While still in liquid phase, the mixture was
dropped onto the silica coated silicon substrate and was allowed to cool and dry in order
to obtain gel formation on the substrate.
3.8.2.2 Cross-section sample preparation for SEM
Devices prepared in the same batch as the working tandem solar cell prototype were used
for capturing a cross-section image. The device was cut into ≈ 2mm x 3mm pieces using
a diamond glass cutter while making sure to obtain a cross-section through a working
pixel. These devices prepared on ITO coated glass substrates, were measured directly
and provided good contrast to obtain images presented later in this work.
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3.8.3 Scanning transmission electron microscopy
The STEM images were captured using the Hitachi S-5500 In-Lens FE SEM.
3.8.3.1 Organogel sample preparation
TEM grids with copper mesh coated with a layer of holey-carbon were employed for
measuring the dispersion of CQDs in the organogels. These grids allowed for the formation
of gel-fibres between the holes and, thus, a way to look through them to locate CQDs
within the fibres. The concentration of the gelator was set at 4 mg mL−1 in order to form
thin films while maintaining gel formation as normal. The CQDs were added in a similar
manner to the samples prepared for SEM measurements above. The mixture was drop-
cast onto the TEM grids while still in liquid phase and the grids were allowed to cool and
dry for 1 hr.
3.8.4 Transmission electron microscopy
The FEI Philips Tecnai 20 transmission electrom microscope was used to capture TEM
images. An electron acceleration of 200 keV was generally used in bright-field mode for
these images.
3.8.4.1 Sample preparation for TEM
TEM Grids (200 mesh Cu, Agar Scientific) were used for all TEM measurements. A very
dilute (1 mg mL−1) solution of CQDs in toluene or octane were drop-cast onto the TEM
grid inside a glovebox and allowed to dry before measuring. These grids were naturally
exposed to air during the measurements.
3.8.5 Grazing Incidence X-ray scattering
Grazing Incidence X-ray scattering experiments were performed by Katharina Broch on
the beamline X04SA MS-SurfDiffr (Swiss Light Source, Villigen, Switzerland) with λ =
0.95A and a Pilatus II detector.
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Silicon-based solar cells have been dominating the terrestrial solar-panel market with
average power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of 25 % whereas the highest obtained ef-
ficiency of such a cell has recently reached (26.7± 0.5) % [1]. Other competitive thin-
film technologies such as copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) and cadmium telluride
(CdTe) photovoltaics, have achieved (22.9± 0.5) % and (22.1± 0.5) % PCEs respectively
[1]. These efficiencies are already approaching the threshold for single-junction solar cells
of 33 %, based on the Shockley-Queisser (S-Q) limit [2]. However, in order to further
reduce the levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) and make solar-powered electricity com-
petitive in the market, it is essential to find ways of improving PCE of solar cells beyond
the S-Q limit. One promising way of surpassing the S-Q limit is using multiple semi-
conductors in a tandem multi-junction structure to efficiently harvest a larger proportion
of the solar spectrum whilst minimizing thermalization losses [3]. High-efficiency tan-
dem solar cells with efficiencies of up to ≈ 39 % have been demonstrated [1]. However,
these cells are based on III-V semiconductors manufactured by highly expensive processes
such as epitaxy [4]. Producing efficient tandem cells using low-cost methods remains a
challenge [5].
Rapid development of halide-perovskite solar cells in recent years has pushed their
PCEs to (22.7± 0.8) % [3] and their performance is competitive with CIGS and CdTe for
photovoltaic applications. Bandgap tunability, and low-cost, large-area solution process-
ability are some of the qualities that make perovskites attractive materials for application
in tandem solar cells (TSCs) [6]. The constant effort in improving the optical and electrical
properties of perovskites has led to perovskites being suitable for use in conjunction with
multitude of other semiconductors including silicon, organic materials, kesterites, CIGS
and even other perovskites in TSCs [7–14]. Figure 4.1 highlights the rapid progression of
innovations in this direction. Perovskites were first employed in a monolithic tandem cell
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with kesterites in October 2014 by Todorov et al [8]. In December 2014, Bailie et al. [9]
demonstrated four-terminal (4T) tandem cells using perovskite solar cells as the top cell
and industrially well-established silicon and CIGS solar cells as the bottom cell. TSCs
with two-terminal (2T) monolithic configuration were demonstrated in quick succession
thereafter offering structural simplicity and higher theoretical efficiencies compared to
other configurations [15]. 2T perovskite/silicon TSCs realised in March 2015 by Mailoa
et al. [10] were followed by 2T perovskite/CIGS by Todorov et al. in September 2015
[16] and perovskite/perovskite 2T TSCs by Jiang et al. in December 2015 [11]. With
further advances in perovskite bandgap tunability and stability research, Eperon et al.
not only demonstrated highly efficient 2T all-perovskite TSCs (≈ 17 % PCE) but also
demonstrated highly efficient 4T all-perovskite TSCs reaching efficiencies of as high as
20.3 % with this architecture in August 2016 [7].
Figure 4.1: Timeline showing the first demonstrations of perovskite based two-terminal
(2T) and four-terminal (4T) tandem solar cells.
While highly efficient single-junction perovskite and perovskite/perovskite tandem
cells have already been demonstrated [12, 17, 18] it is important to note that the near-
infrared photons are not effectively harvested by such devices due to the limited bandgap
tunability of the perovskite material family. Therefore, the best perovskite/perovskite
and perovskite/organic tandem solar cells utilise photons with wavelengths shorter than
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≈1000 nm (Ephoton ≥ 1.24 eV) [7, 12, 19]. The stability issue of the low-bandgap tin
(Sn)-based perovskite is yet to be overcome [20–22]. Organic/organic tandem devices can
also only convert photons with wavelengths up to ≈ 1000 nm (Ephoton ≥ 1.24 eV) [23].
The absorption edge of perovskite/Si tandem devices is limited to ≈ 1100 nm (Ephoton ≥
1.12 eV, the bandgap of Si) [24–26]. However, due to the broad bandgap tunability of
the chalcogenide colloidal quantum dots (CQDs) including lead sulfide (PbS) and lead
selenide (PbSe) [27–29], they can provide an ideal bandgap matching with the perovskite
cell in a tandem structure, and can extend the absorption edge further to harvest lower-
energy photons (see Figure 4.2). Favourably, both CQD and perovskite material families
are known to be highly luminescent [30, 31] providing an opportunity to recycle unused
photons which are radiatively emitted (vide infra).
Figure 4.2: Solar spectrum (AM 1.5 global) showing the limit of photocurrent generation
by a typical perovskite solar cell with 1.55 eV bandgap, and the lower-energy photons
that could be captured by low-bandgap CQDs (Bandgap ≥ 0.65 eV).
In this work we carefully model the detailed balance limit for a TSC prepared using
these two highly luminescent materials and find that the radiative coupling between the
two sub-cell materials can critically influence the overall device performance. We calculate
that the absolute gain from radiative coupling can be as high as 11 % in our devices.
Although silicon is the core element of the electronics industry, being an indirect bandgap
material, radiative recombination of charges is extremely unlikely in silicon, rendering
gain in efficiency through radiative coupling almost impossible [32]. We thus explore the
new option of using bandgap-tunable, emissive colloidal quantum dots (CQDs) as the
bottom cell active material to absorb the low-energy (red) photons along with perovskite
as the emissive top cell active material to absorb the high-energy (blue) photons. We
demonstrate the first prototype of a 2T monolithic perovskite-CQD tandem cell (with
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1 % PCE) [15] and model that the highest achievable theoretical efficiency from such
devices can be as high as ≈ 43 %. Using our model, we estimate that using state-of-art
perovskite [33] and CQD [34] devices an overall PCE of ≈ 29 % could be obtained from a
perovskite/CQD TSCs.
Parts of this chapter have been adapted from our publications [15] and [35]. Initial
experiments on checking the prospects of the project were performed by Le Yang. The
fabrication, optimization and characterization was done by myself and guided by Le Yang.
The theoretical modelling was conducted by myself with guidance from Dawei Di. The
manuscript for our peer-reviewed publication [15] was written together with Le Yang and
Dawei Di.
4.2 Theoretical modelling
The Shockley-Queisser detailed balance model (SQ model) which defines the maximum
achievable theoretical efficiency for a single p-n junction solar cell is built upon the fol-
lowing assumptions [2, 36]:
1. The cell has a planar geometry and absorbs radiation with photon energies higher
than the bandgap from the sun or the surrounding, and at the same time radiates
to the surroundings (typically assumed to be a hemisphere).
2. Each photon with energy (Ephoton) greater than the bandgap (Eg) of the absorbing
material creates an electron-hole pair. Thus, the absorption (a) of photons with
energy Ephoton is defined as:
a(Ephoton) =
 1 if Ephoton ≥ Eg0 if Ephoton < Eg . (4.1)
3. Apart from photocurrent generation, the only carrier relaxation process is radiative
recombination emitting photons with energies above the semiconductor bandgap
(Eg).
4. The sun is a blackbody-like radiator, producing isotropic photon fluxes which can
be described by Planck distribution (or the standard AM1.5 spectrum for terrestrial
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where h is the Planck constant. c is the speed of light. k is the Boltzmann constant.
T is the blackbody temperature. E(λ) is the energy density of radiation in the
wavelength interval λ to λ+ ∆λ where ∆λ a small increment in wavelength.
5. The active layer establishes a uniform chemical potential µ during operation to be
in thermal equilibrium with the surroundings. This leads to spontaneous emission








where E = hc/λ is the photon energy and µ can be thought of as a thermodynamic
function expressing the ability of an uncharged atom or molecule in a chemical
system to perform physical work.
Extending these assumptions for a two-junction perovskite/CQD tandem solar cell, the
current density and voltage generated by the tandem cell (Jtandem, Vtandem) by two sub-cells
electrically connected in series (here the perovskite cell and the CQD cell) can be described
in terms of their individual current densities (Jpero, JCQD) and voltages (Vpero, VCQD) using
eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) [36–39].
Jtandem = Jpero = JCQD (4.4)
Vtandem = Vpero + VCQD (4.5)
In order to calculate the current generated by each individual cell (pero or CQD), not






where E is the photon energy, Γ(E) is the energy-dependent distribution of photon flux
based on the AM 1.5 G solar spectrum and Ecell is the bandgap of the absorbing semi-
conductor. When the cell is placed under a top cell in tandem configuration such that
the top cell absorbs all the high-energy photons, the limit on integral in eq. (4.6) will go
from the bottom cell bandgap Ebottomcell to the top cell bandgap Etopcell. The radiative
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for cell = pero or cell = CQD where Vcell is the operating voltage of the respective
perovskite (pero) or CQD cell, and q is the unit charge. Considering that both the
materials used for this study are highly luminescent, from assumptions 3−5 we can write
the photocurrent (Jcell) generated by each sub-cell as the total absorption (acell) minus the
total spontaneous emission βcell. We can include a radiative coupling term by considering
that the spontaneous emission from each of the sub-cells will be absorbed by the adjacent
cell as follows:








dE − g2 · βpero , (4.8)








dE − g4 · βCQD , (4.9)
where g1-g4 are geometric factors which are influenced by the spatial power distribution
of the radiation. For a simple mono-facial planar radiator (bottom cell) with isotropic
radiation, g = 1. A planar bi-facial isotropic radiator (top cell) has a g = 2.
In equation 4.8, the first term is the photocurrent of the perovskite cell due to the solar
irradiation. The second term calculates the additional photocurrent of the perovskite cell
by recycling emission from the CQD cell. The third term describes the emission from
radiative recombination in the perovskite cell. Similarly, the first term in equation 4.9
considers the CQD photocurrent from the solar irradiation filtered by the perovskite top
cell. The second term evaluates the additional CQD photocurrent contribution due to
photon recycling from the perovskite cell. The third term describes the emission from
radiative recombination in the CQD cell. Note the limit on the radiative coupling term
integral are decided by the fact that the top perovskite sub-cell can only absorb and emit
photons with energy E ≥ Epero.
As perovskites and CQDs are luminescent materials [30, 31, 40, 41], it is important to
consider the radiative coupling between the two sub-cells while ensuring current matching
for a monolithic tandem cell as modeled above. Recycling of emitted photons from solar
cells can be an important strategy for enhancing the overall device PCE [42, 43].
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4.3 Results and discussion
4.3.1 Tandem device architectures
Tandem solar cell (TSC) architectures are designed based on three important criteria: (a)
number of terminals (two or four); (b) optical coupling of the sunlight into the device;
(c) radiative coupling of photons between the sub-cells. Each of these criteria becomes
significant when optimising the tandem cell performance.
Three of the most commonly used architectures of double-junction TSCs are: (i)
mechanically stacked, four-terminal (4T) TSCs (see Figure 4.3a); (ii) optically coupled
four-terminal (O-4T) TSCs (see Figure 4.3b); and (iii) monolithic two-terminal (2T) TSCs
(see Figure 4.3c) [44]. The top cell, in every configuration, ideally absorbs all high-energy
(blue) photons above its bandgap and the unabsorbed low-energy (red) photons are passed
on to the bottom cell.
In 4T TSCs, two individual cells are mechanically stacked and connected in parallel
with the blue-absorbing cell on top of red-absorbing bottom cell (see Figure 4.3a). Parallel
connection of the two cells allows each sub-cell to function electrically independently,
relaxing the requirements on current matching in this configuration. Optically, the 4T
tandem cells can either have the top cell placed atop the bottom cell or in any other
configuration in order to couple maximum sunlight directly into the individual sub-cells.
An O-4T TSC is electrically identical to the normal 4T TSC but with a different
strategy applied for optical coupling of sunlight into the device. Unlike the normal 4T
TSCs, the blue-absorbing and red-absorbing devices are positioned at an angle as shown
in Figure 4.3b. An optical light splitter is used to split the solar spectrum into separate
red and blue beams of light. One part (blue beam) of the spectrum is deflected to shine
on the blue-absorbing sub-cell and the other is deflected to shine on the red-absorbing
sub-cell. This way the two cells have access to the respective regions of the spectrum
without any loss of photons reaching the bottom cell due to optical filtering by the top
cell as in 4T TSCs.
In a monolithic two-terminal (2T) TSC (figure 4.3c), the top cell and the bottom cell
are only separated by a thin, transparent, conductive interlayer which is responsible for
extracting charges from both the cells. The (2T) TSCs have sub-cells electrically connec-
ted in series. This means that in order to obtain maximum photocurrent from the TSC
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the current flowing through the two sub-cells must be equal and will be limited by the
sub-cell generating lower photocurrent. Fabricating a 2T TSC can be exacting as the act-
ive layers are deposited subsequently layer-by-layer. Finding an appropriate transparent
conducting layer to minimise optical losses while maintaining low series resistance of this
interlayer makes monolithic architecture a challenging one to realise.
As per the detailed balance model explained in Section 4.2, each of these sub-cells emits
some of the absorbed photons through recombination of unextracted charges. Assuming
all such recombination events are radiative, the top cell emits blue photons (see Figure
4.3d that can either be absorbed (recycled) by the bottom cell or be lost to the surrounding
depending on the tandem configuration. As such, 2T TSCs provide a significant advantage
compared to the 4T TSCs when radiative coupling is concerned. Although the photons
emitted from the top cell of a 4T tandem device can be optically coupled into the bottom
cell, the intermidiate insulation materials and presence of additional electrodes provide
various loss pathways. Besides, from an industrial perspective a 2T architecture presents
lower parasitic absorption losses and can be cheaper since the cost of extra insulating
material is lower compared to a mechanically stacked 4T TSC. Thus in this work, we
focus on developing a monolithic 2T TSC with two emissive materials to maximise the
benefits from radiative coupling.
4.3.2 Monolithic tandem efficiency estimations
Figure 4.4a shows the detailed balance limit calculated for a two-junction solar cell
with and without radiative coupling. These calculations were performed using eqs. (4.8)
and (4.9) to find the J-V curve of each device including the JSC and VOC , followed by
calculating the current-limiting device and then calculating the tandem device charac-
teristics using eqs. (4.4) and (4.5). We calculated a maximum efficiency of 43 % for a
perovskite (Eg = 1.55 eV)/PbS(Eg = 1.0 eV) tandem cell with radiative coupling between
the top and the bottom cell, and 37 % without. It is interesting to note here that peak
efficiencies are obtained for different bottom-cell bandgaps under the two separate as-
sumptions. While a 1.0 eV bottom-cell bandgap paired with the 1.55 eV perovskite top
cell provides the best performance by assuming radiative coupling, 0.8 eV is the optimum
bottom cell bandgap without the coupling. This further emphasizes the importance of
bandgap tunability of the bottom-cell material, and CQDs are very suitable for this pur-
pose. Importantly, a significant contribution of radiative coupling to the tandem cell
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Figure 4.3: Schematic design of the three most commonly used double-junction TSC
configurations. a) Four-terminal, mechanically stacked (4T), b) optically coupled four-
terminal (O-4T) and c) monolithic two-terminal (2T).d) Schematic diagram illustrating
radiative coupling between the top perovskite sub-cell and the bottom CQD sub-cell.
efficiencies is expected for CQD bottom-cell bandgaps of greater than 0.8 eV. The en-
hancement of power-conversion efficiency due to radiative coupling ranges from ≈ 11 %
for an optimum CQD bandgap of ≈ 1.0 eV, to ≈ 20 % for CQDs with a bandgap just
below the perovskite bandgap. This efficiency gain is primarily due to the recycling of
luminescence from the perovskite top cell by the CQD bottom cell. As the bandgap of the
bottom cell approaches that of the top cell, the efficiency enhancement due to radiative
coupling becomes more apparent as less energy is lost due to thermalisation after photon
reabsorption by the bottom cell. In other tandem cell configurations where the top and
the bottom cells are not closely connected as in a monolithic structure, the photons emit-
ted from the top cell can be lost to parasitic absorption by the multiple interfaces with
different refractive indices. This means that the > 10 % efficiency gain due to radiative
coupling cannot be utilised completely in other systems, unless the TSC configuration is
carefully considered.
As shown in Figure 4.4b, we have calculated the current-voltage (J-V) characteristics
for individual cells using the SQ model described in Section 4.2 and obtained a tandem
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cell J-V curve with an open-circuit voltage (V OC) of 1.64 V and a short-circuit current
(JSC) of 28.4 mA/cm
2, leading to a 1-sun (AM 1.5 G) PCE of 42.8 %.
Figure 4.4: a) Theoretical detailed balance efficiency limits as functions of the CQD
bottom-cell bandgap in a monolithic tandem cell configuration, with and without con-
sidering radiative coupling between sub-cells. The top cell is a typical perovskite cell
(CH3NH3PbI3 active layer) with a bandgap of 1.55 eV. The maximum achievable effi-
ciency of 43 % is obtained with an ideal CQD bottom-cell bandgap of 1.0 eV. b) Theoret-
ical J-V curves derived from the detailed balance model for ideal individual and tandem
cells.
4.3.3 Optically filtered CQD devices
In order to first check the optical compatibility of the perovskite top cell with the CQD
bottom cell, we conducted optical filtering experiments. As shown in Figure 4.5, we
used a perovskite device stack prepared in an identical fashion to the perovskite unit cell
employed in the two-terminal tandem. Detailed experimental methods for the fabrication
of perovskite device stacks and the bottom CQD cells have been described in Section 3.6.
Figure 4.6 demonstrates the effect of using various filters, on the J-V characteristics
of the CQD individual cell. On covering the individual CQD cell from the glass/ITO side
(see Figure 4.5) with longpass filters or the perovskite device stack, we observe significant
reduction in the photocurrent from the CQD device. Comparing the effect of using a
perovskite device stack as a filter versus using a 630 nm longpass filter, we observe that the
JSC reduction is almost the same and the V OC reduction is almost identical in both cases.
Assuming that the 780 nm and 830 nm longpass filters provide transmittance profiles of
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Figure 4.5: Layer-by-layer design of the CQD cells shadowed by perovskite device stacks
to demonstrate the effect of optical filtering on the bottom-cell J-V performance.
perovskite films with lower bandgaps, the dark red and the brown lines in Figure 4.6a
respectively, show the effect of increasing top-cell (perovskite) bandgap slightly on the
bottom-cell J-V parameters. As can be seen from the device characteristics table in
Figure 4.6b, the V OC of CQD device D1 reduces by about 28 % of its original value with
a 630 nm longpass filter and a similar reduction (≈ 29 %) is observed on D2 (similar CQD
device) with a perovskite device stack filter. The JSC of D1 reduces by 56 % of its original
value with the 630 nm longpass filter in place whereas for D2 its JSC reduces by 59 % of
the original value with a perovskite device stack filter. It is also important to note that
the 780 nm and 830 nm longpass filters reduce the V OC and JSC of D1 more than the
630 nm filter (see table in Figure 4.6) as expected, clearly indicating the significance of
top-cell bandgap tuning.
4.3.4 Monolithic tandem prototype
Monolithic TSCs are two or more sub-cells connected in series such that the same current
flows through the sub-cells and the total voltage is the sum of voltages across each of these
sub-cells (see eqs. (4.4) and (4.5)). In order to maximise the power conversion from such
devices, it is essential that the current generated by the two sub-cells is well matched.
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Figure 4.6: Effect on the J-V parameters of a CQD device prepared by layer-by-layer
spin-coating method (see Section 3.3.4.2) under a perovskite device stack filter and
630 nm,780 nm and 830 nm longpass filters. The table on the right includes the effect
of optical filtering on each of the device parameters including the percentage loss after
filtering.
This necessitates careful tuning of the thicknesses of each of the active layers in the
device to generate equal current from both the sub-cells. On tuning the thickness of the
perovskite layer in glass/ITO/c-TiO2/mp-TiO2/perovskite stacks, we found that reducing
the thicknesses to 185−200 nm from the initial 280 nm increased the transmittance in the
600 nm to 800 nm range (figure 4.7). We note that changing the thickness of perovskite
layer from 280 nm by ≈ 100 nm, in an individual perovskite device its JSC reduced from
≈ 25 mA/cm2 to ≈ 21 mA/cm2 and the V OC reduced from 1.02 V to 0.95 V (see first two
rows of table in Figure 4.10a). This highlights another challenge of 2T TSCs. To obtain
current-matching between the sub-cells in a monolithic TSC, there is usually a trade-off
between maintaining the individual top-cell efficiencies and making it transparent enough
to allow the low-energy photons to filter through to the bottom cell.
Following the optimisation of the top and bottom cell as described above, we designed
and fabricated the first prototype of a solution-processed perovskite/CQD tandem solar
cell. The top perovskite sub-cell prepared using methylammonium lead-iodide (MAPbI3)
absorbs the high-energy photons and the bottom CQD (PbS) sub-cell absorbs the near-IR
photons. The three main issues addressed in the design of such a multi-layer monolithic
architecture include: (i) high-temperature annealing steps were avoided apart from the
very first layer(s), to prevent thermal degradation of successive layers of materials; (ii)
ideal orthogonal solvents have been carefully selected for sequential deposition, to ensure
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Figure 4.7: Effect of reducing film thickness of perovskite transmittance profile indicating
increased transmittance in the region between 600 nm to 800 nm with reduced perovskite
film thickness.
intact underlying interfaces and layer thicknesses; and (iii) a transparent recombination
layer between the sub-cells has been designed, which also importantly serves as a solvent
barrier.
We explored multiple different methods for depositing the TiO2 and ZnO layers as
explained in Section 3.3.4. Perovskites dissolve readily is polar solvents and CQDs in
non-polar solvents. Thus, the solvents used for solid state ligand exchange had to be
carefully chosen to be polar enough to not dissolve the CQDs while still being non-polar
enough to avoid damage to the perovskite layers. Annealing the perovskite device stack
above 100 °C would damage the hole-transporting layer if spiro-OMETAD was used for
this purpose. Hence, we incorporated PTAA and re-optimised the perovskite device as the
subsequent ZnO layer needed annealing for a short-time at 100 °C. Thus bearing these
processing restrictions in mind, and followed by careful optimisation of each layer, we
finally used a structure shown in Figure 4.9a of glass/ ITO/ c-TiO2/ mp-TiO2/ MAPbI3
perovskite/ poly(bis(4-phenyl)(2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)amine (PTAA) / MoOx/ Au or Ag/
ZnO/ CQD (PbS)/ MoOx/ Au.
In figure 4.8 we show the step-by-step fabrication process for perovskite-CQD tandem
solar cells. Following the deposition of the compact and mesoporous TiO2 layers (see
section 3.3.4.1), perovskite film (280 nm) was spin-coated and annealed at 100 °C for
45 minutes (see Section 3.3.5 for details). A hole-transporting PTAA layer (180 nm) was
then deposited before thermally evaporating 7 nm of MoOx and 0.5 nm of Au interlayer.
Zinc-oxide nanoparticles (synthesised by Dr. Sai Bai, University of Oxford) dispersed in
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IPA, were then deposited via spin-coating in air at 2500 rpm for 45 s. CQDs active-layer
was deposited as per the spin-casting protocol described earlier in section 3.3.4.2. MoOx
7 nm and Au 80 nm were thermally evaporated to complete the device structure. With
every batch of TSCs, individual CQDs solar cells and perovskite solar cells were also
fabricated in parallel for control measurements. The fabrication process for each of the
two sub-cells as individual solar cells is described in Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 respectively.
Figure 4.8: Schematic diagram describing the tandem solar cell fabrication process indic-
ating methods of deposition for different layers used.
From the cross-sectional SEM image displayed in Figure 4.9b, it is evident that inter-
facial and layer integrity have been maintained by our processing sequence. This is an
important evidence to prove that the perovskite layers were not physically affected by the
deposition of CQDs device stack.
In Figure 4.10a-b we present the preliminary experimental data from monolithic tan-
dem devices based on the empirical performance of the individual cells obtained in our
laboratory, a 1.55 eV bandgap perovskite cell with reduced active layer thickness (blue
curve, Figure 4.10b) and a 1.03 eV bandgap PbS cell (red curve, Figure 4.10b). From
this combination, we anticipate a monolithic tandem cell to exhibit a V OC of 1.2 V, JSC
of 11.3 mA/cm2, fill factor (FF) of 0.57, and an overall PCE of 7.8 % (figure 4.10b black
dotted curve, and ‘Projected monolithic tandem’ in table 4.10a). This projection was
calculated using our model but without considering any radiative coupling to give a con-
servative estimate.
In the initial demonstration of the monolithic tandem devices, we observed voltage ad-
dition with a V OC of 1.17 V (figure 4.10b, pink curve) achieved from the integration of a
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Figure 4.9: a) Layer-by-layer device architecture of the monolithic perovskite/CQD tan-
dem solar cell realised in this work. b) Cross-sectional image obtained using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) technique of the monolithic perovskite/CQD tandem cell in-
dicating intact layers and interfaces of the device architecture.
thin-perovskite cell (185 nm) with V OC of 0.95 V and a CQD cell with V OC of 0.38 V (Fig-
ures 4.10a-b). A maximum V OC of 1.31 V was achieved in the perovskite/CQD tandem
structure (Figure 4.10a, row 6) with a thick-perovskite layer (280 nm). However we note a
significant trade-off between V OC and JSC as we reduced the perovskite film thickness to
allow more photons to reach the bottom cell (see Figure 4.10a, rows 6-8). This is expected
from tandem cells with poor current matching and charge extraction. We acknowledge
that there are some technical difficulties which still need to be addressed in our tandem
architecture. In particular, the design and deposition of the tunnel junction need to be
optimised further. However, it is important to note that as shown by the optical filtering
experiments in Figure 4.6, the bottom cell JSC was limited to ≈ 6 mA/cm2 from our best
CQD devices after filtering out the blue-photons using perovskite device stack. Thus, as
per the current matching condition, we expect the bottom CQD cell to limit the JSC of
our monolithic TSC to ≈ 6 mA/cm2 as well. Considering this limitation the PCE from
our monolithic TSC was limited to 1.01 % (table 4.10a-b) for the initial demonstration.
Figure 4.10c presents the normalized external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the per-
ovskite and CQD individual cells to illustrate the spectral coverage of the tandem cell.
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Considering that the EQE of the tandem cell would generally follow the EQE profiles of
the sub-cells, these profiles demonstrate extended IR photon absorption beyond 1100 nm.
In a fully optimised perovskite/CQD tandem cell, the extended IR response and EQE
coverage are expected to outperform other solution-processed tandem solar cells.
Figure 4.10: a) Table of experimental and projected solar cell characteristics under
standard AM 1.5 conditions. Projected monolithic tandem is a semi-empirical tandem
device projected from the experimental data of individual 1.2 eV CQD and 1.55 eV per-
ovskite solar cells we fabricated. Projected monolithic tandem (SoA) refers to a tandem
device projected from the best state-of-the-art (SoA) CQD and perovskite solar cells
from the literature [33, 34]. b) Initial demonstration of voltage addition in the mono-
lithic tandem structure, showing a V OC of 1.17 V and a JSC of 2.5 mA/cm
2 in a 1.55 eV
perovskite/1.05 eV CQD tandem cell (pink curve). The black dotted curve shows a pro-
jected J-V curve with a V OC of 1.2 V and a JSC of 11 mA/cm
2 with current matching,
based on layer thickness optimization for the individual cells we fabricated. The inset
shows the V OC of the first demonstration tandem cell (pink curve) indicating the inter-
section of the curve at zero current density. c) Normalized EQE spectra of individual
cells used for the first demonstration of a monolithic tandem showing extended spectral
response in the IR-region using low-bandgap lead chalcogenide CQDs as the bottom-cell
material.
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4.3.5 Further bottom cell optimisation
CQDs for dip-coated CQDs device experiments were synthesized by Zhilong Zhang as per
the method described in Section 3.2.
Considering the limited PCEs obtained from our spin-coating method of CQD device
fabrication with our set of ligands and solvents, we explored switching to an alternative
dip-coating method [29]. With guidance and training from Zhilong Zhang, we significantly
improved the CQD device PCE to 6.17 % using 1.2 eV PbS CQDs. Dip-coating was
employed to deposit the active layer in the final stages of the project, with the main aim
of depositing thick CQD films to optimise the bottom cells in our monolithic tandem
TSCs. This processing method allowed us to tune the ligands and solvents used for solid-
state ligand exchange temporarily. The complete device structure for dip-coated CQD
devices is shown in figure 4.12. The purification process adapted for obtaining the CQDs
for these devices was different to our previously described method in Section 3.2. The
CQDs were purified in air by adding hexane and acetone in a 1:2 ratio and centrifuging the
solution at 7000 rpm for 3 minutes. This purification method yielded clear supernatant
and hence CQDs were obtained without any further purification. After disposing off
the supernatant, the CQDs were dried as before and the CQDs dispersed in hexane. A
concentration of 30 mg mL−1 was used for film-deposition purposes.
Figure 4.11: Device structure showing each layer deposited for the dip-coated CQD solar
cell.
We used 0.02 µL mL−1 3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA, ≥ 99 %, Sigma-Aldrich) in
methanol and 0.005 mg mL−1 lead(II) iodide (PbI2) in anhydrous N,N-Dimethylformamide
(DMF, 99.8 % as short-ligands for dip-coated CQD devices. Figure 4.12 illustrates the
device fabrication process for dip-coated CQD devices. 40 µL of CQD (20 mg mL−1 to
30 mg mL−1 in hexane) were deposited via spin coating (2500 rpm, 30 s) in air to speed up
the drying process for this layer. The CQD coated substrate was then dipped and soaked
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in PbI2 ligand solution beaker for 20 s, dried with nitrogen gun and dipped in acetone
containing beaker multiple times to wash off excess ligands. This process was repeated
8 times to obtain the n-type CQD layer. For the next step, we deposit a p-type layer
using an identical process but this time using MPA as the p-type ligand. Two further
layers were deposited using the dip-coating process with MPA. And finally 80 nm of Au
was deposited to complete the device with a hole-extracting electrode.
Figure 4.12: Schematic diagram illustrating the device fabrication process for the dip-
coated CQD devices.
The important difference and advantage of these devices as compared to the spin-
coated devices employed in our monolithic tandem was the freedom of choosing solvents
and ligands for primary CQD device optimisation. We used PbI2 and MPA as the n-
tpe and p-type ligands respectively as opposed to 1,2-benzenedithiol (BDT) and 1,2-
ethanedithiol (EDT) dissolved in isopropanol used for spin-casted active layers (see Section
3.3.4.2 for further details).
In order to incorporate these CQDs in our monolithic tandem architecture, we per-
formed initial optical filtering tests as for the spin-coated CQD devices explained in Section
4.3.3. On filtering the device with a perovskite device stack, we find that the JSC reduces
by ≈ 78 % of its original value to 5.18 mA/cm2 from 23.3 mA/cm2 and the overall PCE
drops by ≈ 83 % from 6.17 % to 1.06 %. To confirm that this effect was indeed from the
lack of blue-photons reaching the bottom cell, we used longpass filters as done previously
in Section 4.3.3. We observed a sequential reduction in the photocurrent generated by the
CQD cell on increasing the longpass filter wavelengths from 630 nm to 830 nm as shown in
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Figure 4.13. This reduction is consequently due to a substantial photocurrent generation
in CQDs from absorption in the UV-vis region of the spectrum. This can be avoided by
further increasing the CQD film thickness through sophisticated fabrication methods to
ensure that all the photons in the near-IR region are efficiently absorbed [45].
Figure 4.13: a) Effect on the J-V parameters of a CQD device prepared by dip-coating
method of a perovskite device stack filter and 630 nm,780 nm and 830 nm longpass filters.b)
Tabulated device characteristics corresponding to a. including the effect of optical filtering
on each of the device parameters also indicating the percentage loss after filtering.
At this stage, incorporating these dip-coated CQD devices would provide no additional
advantage to our monolithic tandem as the current flowing through the TSC will still be
limited by the CQD cell as seen from optical filtering experiments above. Besides, in order
to dip-coat the CQDs layer, we will first have to re-optimise these devices by replacing
all the polar solvents used for ligand exchange with more non-polar solvents as for the
spin-casted method (see Section 3.3.4.2).
4.4 Conclusions and future work
In conclusion, we have proposed a perovskite/CQD tandem solar cell design which al-
lows both bandgap tunability and solution processability. Detailed balance efficiency of
43 % has been predicted for a perovskite (Eg = 1.55 eV)/CQD (Eg = 1.0 eV) tandem
cell under standard AM 1.5 solar illumination. The inter-subcell radiative coupling effect
has been demonstrated to recycle photons generated via radiative recombination, result-
ing in a significant enhancement (≥ 11 % absolute gain) of the overall device efficiency.
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For widely-used high-performance perovskite absorbers with a bandgap of ≈ 1.55 eV, the
tandem structure has the potential to achieve high efficiency by harvesting near-infrared
photons. We have reported initial experimental results of a monolithic perovskite/CQD
tandem solar cell, showing evidence of voltage addition of the top and bottom cells. SEM
images show that our orthogonal solvent processing method is suitable for establishing
the monolithic tandem structure. Due to a large amount of photocurrent generated in the
CQD solar cells from blue-photons, when shadowed by the perovskite top-cell, we observe
significant reduction in the device performance. This presently limits the TSC perform-
ance along with the difficulty of depositing a thick-CQD layer, which would improve the
CQD photocurrent generation in the near-IR and IR region of the spectrum.
Figure 4.14: a) CQD and perovskite J-V curves and projected tandem cell performance
based on state-of-the-art experimental results from [33] for a perovskite cell and from [34]
for a CQD cell. b) Power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of two-terminal tandem solar cells
using perovskite as the top cell as a function of bottom cells used. The first demonstration
data is from devices referenced in Figure 4.1 and the state-of-art data for bottom cells:
Silicon (Si) and CIGS from ref [1], perovskite (Pero) from ref [18], for kesterite (Kest)
from ref [46] and for CQD from ref [47].
Combining our model with experimental data from the literature, in Figure 4.14a we
illustrate the tandem cell performance that can be expected in practice based on some
of the highest performing individual cells. The blue curve in Figure 4.14a shows the J-V
characteristics of a 21.6 % PCE perovskite solar cell (Eg = 1.55 eV) [33]. The red curve in
the same figure shows J-V characteristics of a PbS CQD solar cell,[34] with V OC reduced
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to account for a lower bandgap of 1.0 eV, and JSC estimated by considering only photons
not absorbed by the perovskite cell (i.e. Ephoton < 1.55 eV). The J-V curve from ref [34]
that uses CQDs with a 1.2 eV absorption cut-off was translated to the left by 0.2 eV to
account for the reduced bandgap of 1.0 eV, assuming the (bandgap - V OC) difference is
not varying across the small range of bandgaps to obtain this red-curve (Figure 4.14a).
The black dotted curve, projected based on current-matching of these two cells in series,
indicates the postulated PCE for such a monolithic tandem device of 29.7 % assuming
that a thick CQDs layer can be deposited atop the perovskite device stack.
In fact, Zhang et al. [47] have recently demonstrated a PbS/perovskite monolithic
tandem cell with PCE reaching 11.03 %. In their tandems they have placed the red
absorbing cell on top of the blue absorbing cell unlike our monolithic architecture. Their
architecture limits the blue-cell PCE as high-energy photons are first absorbed by the
red absorbing cell. Such placement of the red-cell atop the blue-cell is mainly due to the
difficulty of depositing a thick PbS layer on top of a perovskite device stack, which we
overcome in our monolithic architecture. Placing the red-absorbing cell above the blue-
absorbing one limits the maximum possible efficiencies obtainable by the tandem cell as
the blue-absorbing cell will never be able to perform at its best without all the above-
bandgap photons from the sun coupled directly into it. To overcome this limitation and
benefit from such tandem architectures, it is essential to place the blue-absorbing cell on
top of the red-absorbing cell. It is also important to ensure that the CQD bottom cells
have high EQEs in the near infrared and infrared regions where the perovskite top cell is
transparent.
As shown in Figure 4.14b the first demonstrations of various 2T TSCs have been
followed by continuous research efforts improving the efficiencies rapidly over the course
of the next few years, reaching ≈ 28 % PCE with 2T perovskite-silicon TSCs. Modelling
using the most-studied MAPbI3 as perovskite top cell, we find that CQDs, with bandgap
between 0.95 eV to 1.05 eV could result in monolithic TSC PCEs of as high as 43 % as
compared to a perovskite/silicon monolithic tandem PCE of 39 %.
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Chapter 5
Novel pentacene from solution-processed
precursor
5.1 Introduction
Singlet exciton fission (SF) provides a way of converting a high-energy photon into two
low-energy triplet excitons. It is a spin-allowed process and thus more efficient than
intersystem crossing in organic molecules [1]. If harvested efficiently, these triplet excitons
can be converted into charge pairs, generating two free electrons from the energy of one
photon. As mentioned earlier in Chapter 1, incorporating SF capable molecules into solar
cells provides a way of reducing the thermalisation losses which account for almost 33 %
of the total losses leading to the Shockley-Queisser limit [2, 3].
Although SF occurs in pentacene with an efficiency of ≈ 200 % [4, 5] on ultra-fast
(< 100 fs) time scales [6], it has been challenging to extract SF-generated triplets to
generate free charges in solar cells [7]. In order to harvest triplets efficiently, we note that
the size of SF domains is restricted to ≈ 40 nm [8]. Poor solubility of unsubstituted acenes
in common organic solvents limits the deposition techniques to thermal evaporation only.
As such, pentacene and pentacene derivatives have only been shown to contribute to
external quantum efficiencies exceeding 100 % in bilayer solar cells [6, 9, 10].
Functionalisation of core acene molecules by adding a variety of side-groups has shown
to enhance the solubility of these small molecules significantly [11]. However, bulky side-
groups in molecules such as 6,13-bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl) pentacene (TIPS-pc) cause
steric hindrance reducing the electron coupling of the chromophores stacked in paral-
lel [12]. This reduction in electron coupling results in reduced charge carrier mobilities
in the out-of-plane direction (from the substrate) thus limiting device efficiencies. In
this work, we present a novel solution-processable pentacene precursor (p-Pc), 13,6-N-
sulfinylacetamido-pentacene, that has thermally cleavable side-groups. On annealing a
p-Pc coated substrate we observe complete cleavage of the functional side-group and
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200 % efficient SF like in pristine pentacene films [13]. Furthermore, we incorporate p-Pc
as the active singlet fission material in bilayer, bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) and hybrid
organic-inorganic solar cells.
5.1.1 Singlet Fission for solar cells
In organic molecules, SF is understood to proceed via an intermediate triplet-pair state.
When an excited singlet chromophore is in contact with another chromophore in its
ground-state, they share the energy and form two triplet excited states, with one triplet
on each chromophore [14]. The net spin of these triplets is still zero making singlet fission
a spin-conserving process. In order to generate separated triplets the molecular geomet-
ries of the surrounding molecules becomes crucial as will be discussed further in Chapter
6. In this study, we incorporate pentacene into a donor-acceptor solar cell (see Figure
5.1) with an intention to extract triplets by splitting the excitons into free charge carriers
at the donor-acceptor interface.
In order to incorporate SF molecules into BHJ solar cells we first incorporate p-Pc into
a bilayer solar cell and compare its performance with thermally evaporated pentacene.
Next, we demonstrate successful integration of p-Pc in p-Pc/PC61BM BHJ devices and
observe a significant contribution from SF-generated triplets to device photocurrent.
Figure 5.1: Schematic of a singlet fission bulkheterojunction solar cell showing high energy
photon capture in the singlet fission material followed by transfer of the triplets (generated
in SF process) to a neighboring acceptor molecule (phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester
(PC61BM) in this case).
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5.1.2 Singlet Fission for photon-multiplication applications
Incorporating SF molecules directly as electron donors in organic solar cells can effectively
double the photocurrent but it also causes significant loss of photovoltage as the donor
LUMO is now at half the original singlet energy. In order to improve the overall efficiency
of photovoltaics, alternative methods of utilising SF have been explored including using
a SF cell in a tandem configuration with a silicon solar cell [15] and SF-sensitized low
bandgap photovoltaics [7]. One such idea that we investigate is SF matrix sensitized
with colloidal quantum dots (CQDs) for photon downconversion. The concept of photon-
multiplication or down-conversion is illustrated in Figure 5.2. In a photon-multiplier
unit, high-energy photons are absorbed in the SF-matrix and two low-energy triplets
generated. Subsequently, these triplets are resonantly transferred to the nearest CQDs
dispersed in the SF-matrix [16]. The CQDs can thus convert the ’dark’ triplet energy
states to bright photons and emit low-energy photons for absorption by a low-bandgap
photovoltaic device.
In this work, we study CQDs dispersed in a pentacene SF matrix as active layers for
photovoltaics. We also study CQD dispersion in these solid-state matrices using electron
microscopy and propose a novel hybrid nanostructure using an inert organogel matrix for
realization of SF-CQD photon-multiplier units.
Figure 5.2: Schematic of a photomultiplier unit atop a low-bandgap photovoltaic cell
illustrating the photonmultiplication mechanism. The photonmultiplier unit consists of a
singlet fission capable organic matrix with CQDs dispersed in it. The singlet fission matrix
absorbs a high-energy photon which generates a singlet exciton. This then splits into two
low-energy triplet excitons which can be resonantly transferred to dispersed CQDs in the
SF matrix. Due to high spin-orbit coupling, these CQDs can then convert the dark triplet
excitons into bright photons for use by the low-bandgap photovoltaic underneath.
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5.2 Results and discussion
In this section we discuss the results obtained from bilayer, bulkheterojunction and p-
Pc/CQD hybrid devices. We explore a novel organogel matrix to suspend CQDs in
order to avoid aggregation which is one of the main challenges in realizing p-Pc/CQD
solar cells. Note: Parts of this section are adapted from a collaborative project with
Maxim Tabachnyk and Marcus Bohem which has already been published [13]. The AFM
data presented in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 along with the FTIR and Grazing incidence X-ray
diffraction data presented in Figure 5.5 was collected by Katharina Broch, James Xiao
and Maxim Tabachnyk.
5.2.1 Bilayer organic devices
Figure 5.3 displays the molecular structure of the pentacene precursor molecule 13,6-
N-sulfinylacetamido-pentacene (p-Pc) along with thermally cleavable side groups. This
molecule is commercially available and was purchased from Sigma Aldrich for this work.
On annealing the precursor at 150 °C for at least 10 minutes in solid state, it converts into
unsubstituted pentacene in a retro Diels-Alder reaction [17, 18].
Figure 5.3: Molecular structure of 13,6-N-sulfinylacetamido pentacene (p-Pc) a molecule
that allows thermal cleavage of side groups when annealed after deposition, to recover the
un-functionalised acene core and N-sulfinylacetamide.
In order to first confirm the complete conversion of the solution-processed pentacene
precursor into pristine pentacene we measured and compared the absorption of p-Pc films
with evaporated pristine pentacene (e-Pc) films. The p-Pc films were prepared by spin
coating a 7 mg mL−1 solution of the of precursor in chloroform on a glass substrate followed
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by thermal annealing on a hot plate at required temperatures between 150 °C to 300 °C
in an inert environment of a nitrogen glovebox. The e-Pc films were prepared by thermal
evaporation of molecular pentacene on glass substrates.
The absorbance curves of p-Pc shown in Figure 5.4a display identical peaks in absorb-
ance as the e-Pc films in Figure 5.4b at ≈ 540 nm , 580 nm , 630 nm and 665 nm indicating
complete conversion of the precursor into pentacene. For both p-Pc and e-Pc, annealing
the films at temperature > 200 °C causes mass loss due to pentacene sublimation which
is also indicated in these absorbance Figures as lower magnitude of the absorbance. On
Figure 5.4: a) Absorbance curves obtained by annealing p-Pc films (≈ 100 nm) at differ-
ent temperatures under identical conditions used for preparing devices. The black line
indicates absorbance curve of a 40 nm thick, thermally evaporated C60 layer as reference
for EQE data presented later. b) Absorbance curves for e-Pc films (≈ 100 nm) prepared
in identical conditions as used in device fabrication.
annealing the p-Pc films at temperatures > 200 °C, the highest absorption peak around
665 nm appears to be slightly red-shifted by c.a. 5 nm. In order to explain this and also
find further evidence of complete cleavage of the side-groups from the pentacene precursor,
we carried out fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and x-ray diffraction meas-
urements. From the FTIR data (figure 5.5.a) we can see the complete conversion of the
precursor into pentacene. Characteristic vibrational signals [19] of the N-S group at
1372 cm−1 and the C-O group at 1745 cm−1 which are visible in the pentacene precursor
signal (Pc prec) disappear completely when the precursor is annealed (annealed Pc Prec
(B)). On comparing the p-Pc signal to pristine pentacene (B-A) we can see that the two
signal match well indicating the successful cleavage of side groups.
The x-ray data in Figure 5.5.b shows distinctly different positions of the Bragg peak for
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the p-Pc film as compared to the e-Pc film indicating a clear difference in the molecular
packing motif for the two films. The annealed e-Pc film obtains a similar bulk-phase
crystal structure to p-Pc film with a Bragg peak at qz = 0.44A
−1
which is different
from the thin-film phase reported in the literature [19]. We assign the Bragg peak at
qz = 0.44A
−1
to the 001 reflection. We measure the lattice spacing perpendicular to
the substrate surface (out-of-plane direction) to be 1.43 nm for p-Pc films which is in
agreement with the bulk-phase crystal structure reported for pentacene [20]. Similarly
the lattice spacing for e-Pc is slightly larger (1.53 nm) indicating that e-Pc grows in
the thin-film phase as reported in literature and then transforms to bulk-phase crystal
structure on annealing. This is also in agreement with literature where pentacene films
adapt a bulk crystal structure either when no preferential direction is provided during
crystal growth or when the substrate is heated while depositing the material [21]. The
5 nm peak shift in p-Pc absorbance can be assigned to this phase change from thin-film
to bulk crystal phase in the molecular packing motif on annealing the films.
Figure 5.5: Experimental results to understand the crystallinity of two different types of
pentacene films (evaporated pentacene: e-Pc and precursor processed pentacene: p-Pc)
studied here. a) Infrared transmission of pentacene precursor (Pc prec) changes with an-
nealing and becomes the same as from pentacene (Pc), verifying complete interconversion
and no significant residues. b) X-ray diffraction data showing 001 - reflection peak for
annealed e-Pc and p-Pc films indicating that p-Pc films crystalizes into bulk phase of
pentacene [13]. Note: Data collected by Katharina Broch and figure prepared by Maxim
Tabachnyk.
To understand the growth of crystal structures in these films, we further study the
morphology of films prepared from annealing p-Pc films using atomic force microscopy
(AFM). Figure 5.6 shows the growth of larger and flatter crystals with increasing annealing
temperatures. We notice that p-Pc forms isolated crystals with diameter as large as 2µm.
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Increasing the temperature and the time for which the substrate is annealed makes these
crystals more parallel to the surface of the substrate and larger in size as can be seen
clearly in Figures (5.7-5.8).
Figure 5.6: Atomic force microscopy images for annealed p-Pc on glass after various
annealing conditions show the growth of clusters with higher annealing temperatures and
longer annealing times. The crystal planes within the clusters become more parallel to
the substrate plane the higher the annealing temperature and time. The average film
thickness of all films is 100 nm. The leftmost image is that of p-Pc as-deposited without
any annealing.
Figure 5.7: 3D AFM images of e-Pc a) pentacene evaporated on a glass substrate b) the
same film annealed at 200 °C.
Compared to e-Pc films which are mostly homogeneous with a few sharp peaks about
100 nm high, the p-Pc annealed films appear more inhomogeneous with average peak
heights of about 200 nm. Increasing annealing time causes the p-Pc films to form isolated
crystals and the randomly oriented surfaces begin to align parallel to the substrate plane.
However, we note that the inhomogeneous morphology of the films could potentially help
increase the surface interface area with acceptor molecules. After understanding the film
morphology in detail we then proceed to incorporate the p-Pc in devices.
Figure 5.9a shows the device structure used in this study where we compare e-Pc and
p-Pc as electron donating layers in a bilayer pentacene-C60 device. We employ poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) as the hole transporting
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Figure 5.8: 3D AFM images of p-Pc annealed at different temperatures a) 150 °C for
10 minutes, b) 150 °C for 20 minutes, c) 200 °C for 5 minutes, d) 200 °C for 20 minutes, e)
200 °C for 60 minutes.
layer and C60 as the electron accepting and transporting layer. On photoexcitation, the
pentacene generates triplets efficiently from singlet fission and these are extracted via the
C60 layer. For these devices, e-Pc and C60 were deposited via thermal evaporation whereas
PEDOT:PSS and p-Pc were deposited via spin-coating and annealed before depositing the
next layer. Finally, aluminium was deposited via thermal annealing using an eight-pixel
mask (see Chapter 3 for detailed fabrication process). In Figure 5.10a we compare the
Figure 5.9: a) Device structure employing indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass slide with
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) as hole acceptor,
pentacene (Pc) and fullerene (C60) as the donor and acceptor respectively in the photo-
active layer and aluminium (Al) as the top electrode. b) Energy band structure on the
right indicates the HOMO and LUMO levels of organic layers and the workfunction of
electrodes.
current-voltage characteristics of e-Pc/C60 and p-Pc/C60 devices. While the e-Pc device
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demonstrates a short-circuit current (JSC) of ≈3 mA/cm2 there is a significant reduction
in the JSC of the p-Pc device. However, the dark current flowing through both the devices
is identical. This indicates the existence of additional charge-carrier traps in p-Pc devices
as compared to the e-Pc devices as also visible from the lower open-circuit voltage (V OC)
of p-Pc devices. Figure 5.10.b shows the comparison of external quantum efficiencies
(EQE) obtained from the two types of pentacene/C60 devices. The peak EQE from the
e-Pc device is 15 % whereas the 665 nm peak is substantially suppressed in p-Pc devices.
As observed earlier, the reduction in EQE on annealing e-Pc at 300 °C can be due to loss
of mass and due to formation of large isolated crystals in parts of the e-Pc film. In the
case of p-Pc devices, we observe a significant enhancement in EQE on annealing the films
at 300 °C for 30 seconds when compared to annealing at 200 °C for 5 minutes, while the
line-shape of the EQE remains the same.
Figure 5.10: Comparison of device performance for champion e-Pc devices versus p-Pc
devices. a) Green IV curves of p-Pc device (annealed at 300 °C) shows a reduction of open
circuit voltage and short circuit current as compared to blue IV curves of e-Pc devices.
It is important to note here that the dark current from both devices is identical. b) EQE
comparison of blue e-Pc devices with green p-Pc devices show pentacene contribution
reduction from p-Pc films.
The I-V characteristics presented in Figure 5.10 are those of the best performing e-
Pc and p-Pc devices. In order to further optimise the p-Pc/C60 devices we perform a
post-annealing treatment to find optimal temperature for annealing the p-Pc devices. We
prepared p-Pc/C60 devices as described earlier and annealed the devices post initial meas-
urement at 200 °C for 5 minutes. Data from these experiments is presented in Table 5.1.
In the table, rows labelled ‘Post-annealing’ refer to J-V characteristics measured after
annealing the devices at 200 °C for 5 minutes post initial measurements. We observed
that the V OC increases on this post-annealing treatment in all cases, perhaps because
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annealing the active layer allows for the p-Pc and the C60 molecules to obtain an equi-
librium morphology whereby the interface area between the donor and acceptor layer is
enhanced allowing for a higher charge separation rate. However, the JSC increases when
the 200/5 (temperature (°C)/time(minutes)) device is post-annealed but does not increase
on post-annealing 200/10, 250/2 or 300/1 devices. It is also interesting to note that higher
temperature annealing (250 °C and 300 °C) leads to better device characteristics compared
to the 200/5 device. Regardless of careful characterization of the morphology and crystal
growth of p-Pc films the device power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) did not match those
obtained from e-Pc devices.
Table 5.1: Table of J-V characteristics of solution processed p-Pc and C60 devices showing
change in characteristics on annealing at 200 °C for 5 minutes post fabrication.
Furthermore, Figure 5.11 shows a clear effect of initial annealing temperatures on the
EQEs of p-Pc and e-Pc devices. With increasing annealing temperatures, the annealing
times were reduced to prevent pentacene sublimation as observed in absorbance spectra at
temperatures > 250 °C. As demonstrated earlier with AFM images (figure 5.7 and Figure
5.8), higher temperature and longer annealing times give rise to more uniform surfaces
although with large isolated crystals. The smoother film surfaces contribute to higher
EQEs in p-Pc devices. However, in e-PC devices, we see the opposite trend (figure 5.11.b)).
This could be due to e-Pc subliming as lower EQE (higher annealing temperature) curves
also seem to have a larger contribution from C60 absorption at wavelengths lower than
550 nm (see Figure 5.4a for C60 absorption profile). Hence, in order to study the charge-
carrier dynamics in p-Pc devices as compared to the e-Pc devices, we carried out transient
photocurrent and transient photovoltage measurements.
To investigate the effect of charge-carrier traps on device performance, we first meas-
ured transient photocurrent of p-Pc/C60 and e-Pc devices at short-circuit conditions. As
shown in the inset of Figure 5.12a the transient photocurrent signal from an e-Pc device
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Figure 5.11: Effect of annealing of the pentacene layer on external quantum efficiencies
(EQE) of devices. a) Increasing the temperature and reducing annealing times of the p-Pc
films show improvement in EQEs whereas b) similar processing of thermally evaporated
e-Pc films results in deteriorating EQEs.
demonstrates a fast, instrument-limited photocurrent response to illumination with no
delayed decay dynamics. In the case of p-Pc devices however, we can clearly observe
delayed dynamics in Figure 5.12.a. There is a delayed response to illumination (>100µs)
in the p-Pc device annealed at 200 °C for 5 minutes which becomes faster in the device
annealed at 300 °C for 40 seconds. Such delayed dynamics are typically attributed to
charge extraction barriers [22] at the interface or significant charge carrier trapping in
a device [23, 24]. The presence of additional negative feature in the photocurrent when
illumination is switched off indicates the need for extra charge injection in order to restore
equilibrium, providing further evidence for charge carrier trapping in these devices.
We also measured the transient photovoltage in open-circuit conditions to compare the
photovoltage decay for e-Pc and p-Pc devices. A continuous wave (cw) background white
light bias is applied to obtain comparable V OC of about 0.2 eV in both the p-Pc and e-Pc
devices to ensure similar background charge carrier concentrations. We observe faster
decay time (shorter lifetime) of charge carriers generated by a perturbation pulse in p-Pc
devices (≈ 13 µs) as compared to e-Pc devices (≈ 22 µs). This result is consistent with the
TPC results discussed earlier suggesting a larger density of trap states and other defects
that accelerate recombination in p-Pc devices. At this point we note that pentacene
precursor purchased from Sigma Aldrich has a claimed purity of 97 %. Chemical doping
impurities of > 1 % can have a significant impact on electronic properties of the material
providing charge trapping and recombination channels. From the FTIR measurements
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Figure 5.12: a) Transient photocurrent (TPC) kinetics for devices using p-Pc and e-Pc
(inset) indicating higher amount of charge traps present in p-Pc annealed at 200 °C as
compared to 300 °C and no such features in e-Pc devices. TPC was measures at short
circuit and an LED pulse is used to excite the devices at 1 sun intensity at 460 nm for
0.6 ms and 0.1 ms, respectively. b) Transient photovoltage (TPV) decay is measured at
open circuit after the LED perturbation is switched off (0µs). A background cw white
light excitation is used to obtain comparable VOC of c.a. 0.2 eV in both device types.
Single-exponential fits (solid lines) are used to model the decay indicating longer charge
carrier lifetimes in e-Pc devices. c) Photovoltage decay times for evaporated and solution
processed Pentacene/C60 devices, where ND filters have been used to vary VOC.
discussed earlier 5.5 we ensure that the thermally-cleaved side-groups are removed from
the converted p-Pc films and thus it is unlikely that the conversion process leaves any
impurities in the films. Thus careful purification of the precursor pentacene to eliminate
other chemical impurities affecting the electronic properties of p-Pc films is essential for
the device applications of p-Pc.
In Figure 5.12.c we compare the photovoltage decay lifetimes for p-Pc and e-Pc devices
where the precursor was annealed at two different temperatures (200 °C and 300 °C).
Neutral density (ND) filters were used to vary the white light intensity in order to obtain
comparable V OCs for different devices under consideration. We observe that at most
voltages, the p-Pc device annealed at 200 °C has much faster decay lifetimes than the
p-Pc device annealed at 300 °C. On the other hand, the e-Pc devices display longer
lifetimes at low voltages and comparatively faster decay times at higher voltages. This
explains that although the e-Pc devices work well at low charge carrier densities (at low
V OCs), faster recombination rates at high voltages prevent the devices from achieving high
power conversion efficiencies. Considering the limited donor-acceptor interface in bilayer
devices, poor charge separation due to very few charge carriers reaching the donor-acceptor
interface can explain the faster photovoltage decay in e-Pc devices at high charge-carrier
densities.
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5.2.2 Bulk heterojunction with PCBM
(Some bulkheterojunction devices presented in this chapter were prepared by Marcus Boehm
who was also one of the collaborators in our published work [13].)
Having studied the morphology of p-Pc films in detail and their application in bilayer
organic solar cells, we now turn to demonstrate that p-Pc can be used for fabrication of
bulk heterojunction solar cells using phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PC61BM) as
the electron acceptor. For this study, we first compared films prepared from two different
blends of p-Pc/PC61BM (10:1 molar ratio), one consisting of 40 mg mL
−1 (thin) and the
other 70 mg mL−1 (thick) of combined solute in chloroform. These films were prepared
by spin-coating the blend on PEDOT-substrates and annealing them at 200 degreeC for
5 minutes. On studying the morphology of films prepared from these two blends we found
large crystal formations as can be seen in Figure 5.13. Increasing the combined solute
concentration in blend solutions resulted in regions of larger isolated crystals (see Figure
5.13.b). Thus when incorporating the blend in devices, we decided to use an additional
PC61BM layer to prevent the large crystals from coming in contact with the electrode and
to provide additional interfaces for charge separation while enhancing electron-extraction
through PC61BM.
Figure 5.13: Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) images of p-Pc and PCBM blend films
deposited on a glass substrate indicating large crystal formations. a) film prepared from
40 mg mL−1 (thin) combined solute concentration b) 70 mg mL−1 (thick) combined solute
concentration.
To realize bulk heterojunction devices with p-Pc we use PC61BM as the electron
acceptor in a blend with p-Pc as the electron donor for the active layer. The devices were
fabricated in a similar fashion to the p-Pc/C60 bilayer devices. We deposit PEDOT:PSS
as the hole-transporting layer by spin coating it on an ITO coated glass substrate from
an aqueous solution, followed by a blend of p-Pc and PC61BM (molar ratio 10:1). We
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use an additional layer of PC61BM as the electron transporting layer and also to prevent
the large p-Pc crystals from coming in contact with the aluminium electrode. Figure 5.14
shows the energy level alignment of each of these layers.
Figure 5.14: Energy band structures for pPc and PCBM devices, indicating the HOMO
and LUMO levels of organic layers and the workfunciton of electrodes.
Adding additional PC61BM significantly improved the absorption of active layer in
UV-region as can be seen in Figure 5.15.a. On incorporating these blends in devices we
observed a substantial contribution from p-Pc to the device EQE. In Figure 5.15.b we plot
the absorption profiles of the individual components of the active layer: p-Pc and PC61BM,
along with the device EQEs. The JSC of the thin-blend device was ≈ 0.44 mA/cm2 and
that of the thick-blend device was ≈ 0.54 mA/cm2 and their V OC were 0.46 V and 0.52 V
respectively. We observed maximum PCEs of 0.05 % and 0.07 % for the thin-blend and
thick-blend devices respectively.
The spectrally resolved photocurrent shows additional contributions to the photocur-
rent in the spectral region between 520 nm and 700 nm which corresponds to the p-Pc
absorption profile. As singlet fission is shown to be extremely efficient in annealed p-
Pc films [13], this suggests that triplets generated from singlet fission in p-Pc contribute
to the photocurrent generated from these bulk heterojunction devices. It is important
here to note that it is unlikely that the additional photocurrent contribution arises from
dissociation of singlet excitons, as in pentacene singlet fission is shown to kinetically out-
compete charge transfer even in ultrathin bilayer samples of pentacene and fullerene [16].
Furthermore, we observe enhancement in overall EQE of these bulk heterojunction devices
as the thickness of the active layer is increased, which was the main aim of using p-Pc as
opposed to e-Pc in such devices.
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Figure 5.15: Absorption and external quantum efficiency (EQE) plots comparing two
different concentrations of p-Pc and PCBM blend films. a) Absorbance curves for
40 mg mL−1 and 70 mg mL−1 solute concentration p-Pc and PCBM blend films with and
without an extra PCBM layer (20 mg mL−1 solute concentration). b) Higher concentra-
tion films indicating a gain in EQE compared to low concentration films. Also, p-Pc peaks
can be seen to contribute to the EQE as compared to the p-Pc absorbance curve.
Figure 5.16: Combined plot of EQEs for e-Pc/C60 bilayer, p-Pc/C60 bilayer and p-
Pc/PCBM bulk-heterojunction devices.
Finally in Figure 5.16 we compare external quantum efficiencies (EQEs) of all devices
prepared using p-Pc in the active layer. We note that although annealing times and
temperatures of p-Pc films allowed us to control the morphology of these films and optimise
contact with electron acceptor layers, the overall performance of p-Pc devices could not
match e-Pc device performance. As mentioned earlier, we note that the p-Pc purchased
from Sigma Aldrich has claimed purity of 97 % and the 3 % material impurity might be
significantly contributing to the poor electronic transport in the p-Pc films thus restricting
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device performances.
5.2.3 Colloidal quantum dots (CQDs) as triplet-harvester
CQDs used in this section were synthesised by Tom Jellico, James Xiao, Le Yang or
Marcus Boehm using processes identical to the one described in Section 3.2 hot-injection
method.
Following previous studies [9, 10, 16] where e-Pc and TIPS-pc have been used in con-
junction with lead sulphide (PbS) and lead selenide (PbSe) CQDs to generate triplets in
pentacene via singlet fission and harvest them using CQDs, we employ p-Pc as electron-
donor in our devices. We tried a few different device architectures to successfully incor-
porate p-Pc as electron donor in solar cells. The detailed fabrication process for all the
devices is outlined in Chapter 3 however, we will briefly review the device architectures
here. Beginning with a bilayer architecture as shown in Figure 5.17 we sandwich the
active layer between two electrodes, ITO and aluminium [9].
Figure 5.17: Schematic representation of energy levels of different layers of a p-
Pc/Colloidal quantum dot (CQD) device indicating triplet transfer to CQD from p-Pc
triplets, CQD being the electron transport layer. Starting from the left, the layers include
indium tin oxide (ITO) on a glass substrate, p-Pc layer, CQD layers (solid state ligand
exchanged), aluminium. The arrows indicate the direction of electron and hole transport.
Next, we introduce additional electron transporting and hole transporting layers in
the device architecture. As shown in Figure 5.18 we use titanium dioxide (TiO2) as the
electron transport layer and molybdenum oxide (MoOx) as the hole transport layer. In
this particular architecture we first deposit PbS CQDs with bandgaps of 1.1 eV and 0.8 eV
on TiO2 and perform solid state ligand exchange to replace the oleic acid ligands on CQDs
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with 1,2 benzenedithiol (BDT) ligands in order to protect the p-Pc layer from excessive
solvent exposure. Following the CQD deposition and ligand exchange, we deposit the
p-Pc layer and anneal it at 200 °C for 5 minutes. Finally, MoOx (7 nm) and gold (Au,
80 nm) are deposited via thermal evaporation. Further details of fabrication are covered
in Section 3.3.2.
Figure 5.18: Schematic representation of energy levels of different layers of p-Pc/CQD
devices where CQDs are used as electron-transport layer. Starting from left, the layers
include indium tin oxide (ITO), titanium dioxide (TiO2), p-Pc (dark blue), lead selenide
(dark red) CQDs, molybdenum oxide (MoOx) , gold (Au). An identical structure can be
adapted for lead-sulphide (PbS) CQDs. The arrows indicate the direction of electron and
hole transport.
The third and final architecture used for this study is displayed in Figure 5.19. Here
we use zinc oxide (ZnO) instead of TiO2 as the electron transport layer. Also, in this
architecture we first deposit p-Pc on the ZnO-coated ITO substrate and anneal it at
200 °C for 5 minutes. This architecture was adopted in order to avoid annealing the CQD
layer and observe the effect on device performance. We then deposited PbSe CQDs with
0.8 eV bandgaps and performed solid state ligand exchange as mentioned previously. As
before MoOX and Au was finally deposited via thermal evaporation to complete the
device.
After investigating the above-mentioned device architectures with a bilayer active
layer, we also tried to fabricate bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells by suspending
CQDs in chloroform along with p-Pc. Table 5.2 lists the performances of champion devices
obtained from each of the three architectures presented above along with the BHJ devices.
We note that from the various device architectures studied above, the TiO2/Au structure
using PbSe CQDs (1.1 eV bandgap) yielded the best results. This was in agreement with
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Figure 5.19: Schematic representation of energy levels of different layers of p-Pc/CQD
devices where CQDs are used as hole-transporting layer. Starting from left, the layers
include indium tin oxide (ITO), zinc-oxide (ZnO), p-Pc (dark blue), lead selenide (dark
red) CQDs, molybdenum oxide (MoOx) , gold (Au). An identical structure can be adapted
for lead-sulphide (PbS) CQDs.
literature [9, 10, 16] where CQDs with bandgaps between 0.9 eV and 1.25 eV have been
shown to successfully seperate triplet excitons from pentacene based molecules. Here
we report power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of control PbSe (0.8 eV) devices reaching
1.27 % and that of PbSe (1.1 eV) devices reaching 1.34 % which are reasonable when
compared to the best efficiencies achieved in our lab with e-Pc of 4.7 % [9] and TIPS-pc
of 4.8 % [10]. The best p-Pc/CQD blend device was obtained using PbS (1.2 eV) CQDs
where we demonstrate PCE reaching 0.77 %.
Looking only at the PEDOT/Al devices in table 5.2 it is interesting to note that
although the V OC improves significantly from 0.22 V to 0.71 V in the blend device as com-
pared to the bilayer device, the JSC drops substantially from 4.54 mA/cm
2 to 0.001 mA/cm2.
This can be explained by the fact the bilayer device architecture allows for ligand exchange
and thus for replacement of long oleic acid ligands with short BDT ligands whereas in
the blends we employ CQDs with long oleic acid ligands attached. Also, the ZnO/Au
architecture showed poor PCEs. There could be various reasons for this including p-Pc
layer being exposed to various organic solvents in the CQD layer deposition process. Also,
looking at the band energy alignments, perhaps this architecture favours transfer of both
the electrons and holes to the CQD layer, instead of only hole transfer as predicted in
Figure 5.19. This would thus lead to electrons being trapped on CQDs thus resulting in
poor device performance.
As the TiO2 control devices showed measurable performance, we tried varying the
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annealing temperatures for the active layer and the p-Pc concentration in p-Pc/CQD
blends to investigate their effect on device performance. On altering the temperature
we find that annealing the films at 300 °C for 30 seconds is as effective as annealing at
lower temperatures for longer times. This is consistent with our previous findings in
Section 5.2.1 where we observed lower loss in device efficiencies when annealed at 300 °C
due to reduced charge traps present in devices (see Figure 5.12). On increasing p-Pc
concentration in blends we noticed general deterioration of the device characteristics which
further ascertains the fact that further careful purification of p-Pc is necessary in order
to improve device performances with p-Pc.
Table 5.2: Table listing device characteristics of various p-Pc/CQD devices, prepared
using active-layer composed of PbS and PbSe CQDs with oleic-acid ligands suspended
in chloroform along with p-Pc. The blends were deposited and annealed to convert p-Pc
into pentacene at temperatures indicated in the table. p-Pc concentration was varied as
recorded for each device in the table whereas the CQD concentration was maintained at
25 mg mL−1 for all devices.
Following on from this initial demonstration where p-Pc/CQD blend devices were pre-
pared using CQDs with long oleic acid ligands which limited the JSC in blend devices,
we studied the effect of solid-state ligand exchange on p-Pc/CQD blend films. Using
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), we investigated the organization of CQDs in
p-Pc/CQD films with 4 mg mL−1 p-Pc in chloroform and 25 mg mL−1 CQDs capped with
oleic acid ligands, suspended in chloroform. Based on our previous knowledge of the
conversion temperatures for p-Pc films, we studied blend-film morphology and CQD or-
ganisation in these films annealed at 150 °C and 200 °C for 10 minutes and 60 minutes
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respectively. The top row of images in Figure 5.20 show three images of the same film,
with different spatial resolution post annealing the blend film at 150 °C for 10 minutes
and the bottom row shows an identical film but with solid-state BDT ligand exchange
performed on it before annealing. We note that before ligand exchange, the blend films
show good dispersion of CQDs in p-Pc and there are very few regions showing dark-black
spots indicating CQD aggregation. On taking a closer look at the dark spots (rightmost
image, top row), we observed that these regions had CQDs clustered together and only
very few CQDs actually merged to form larger dots. In the TEM images acquired of films
where BDT solid-state ligand exchange was performed pre-annealing (bottom row, Figure
5.20) we observed larger regions (≈ 150 nm) with CQD aggregates.
Figure 5.20: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of p-Pc and PbS blends
prepared from chloroform solvent. PbS CQDs were suspended in chloroform with oleic
acid initially and 1,2-benzene-dithiol (BDT) solid state ligand exchange was performed
pre-annealing.The top row contains images with oleic-acid ligand on PbS CQDs and the
bottom with BDT ligands post-annealing. Annealed at 150 °C for 10 minutes.
When the p-Pc/CQD films were annealed at 150 °C for 60 minutes (figure 5.21) follow-
ing a similar procedure as explained above for Figure 5.20 we observe clear regions with
phase separated p-Pc regions and CQD regions. The circular features in the TEM image
show p-Pc crystals formed from longer annealing of the blend films for 60 minutes. In
general the films show CQD dominated regions with high level of CQD aggregation. Al-
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though CQD aggregation does not appear to be very prominent in oleic-acid capped CQD
blend films (top row, Figure 5.21), in BDT ligand exchanged CQD blend films (bottom
row, Figure 5.21) show networks of aggregated CQDs in CQD dominated regions around
the p-Pc circular features.
Figure 5.21: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of p-Pc and PbS blends
prepared from chloroform solvent. PbS CQDs were suspended in chloroform with oleic
acid initially and 1,2-benzene-dithiol (BDT) solid state ligand exchange was performed
pre-annealing.The top row contains images with oleic-acid ligand on PbS CQDs and the
bottom with BDT ligands post-annealing. Annealed at 150 °C for 60 minutes.
Annealing the blend films at higher temperatures of 200 °C gives rise to many regions
of aggregated CQDs and clearly phase separated regions with p-Pc dominance in the
circular features and CQD dominated networks around those regions. On performing
BDT ligand exchange and annealing the films at 200 °C we observed dark CQD aggregate
regions identical to the ones in 150 °C films but in larger quantities. On investigating
these regions with higher resolution we can see complete aggregation of the dots (right
most images, Figure 5.22). On annealing the films for longer (60 minutes) as shown in
Figure 5.23, we observed larger networks of p-Pc crystals and phase separated regions of
p-Pc and CQDs with numerous dark spots showing enhanced CQD aggregation in these
films.
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Figure 5.22: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of p-Pc and PbS blends
prepared from chloroform solvent. PbS CQDs were suspended in chloroform with oleic
acid initially and 1,2-benzene-dithiol (BDT) solid state ligand exchange was performed
pre-annealing.The top row contains images with oleic-acid ligand on PbS CQDs and the
bottom with BDT ligands post-annealing. Annealed at 200 °C for 10 minutes.
Thus aggregation of CQDs in BDT ligand-exchanged p-PC/CQD films prevents the
application of such blends in solar cells. Phase-separated blend films and aggregated CQD
regions provide pathways for non-radiative recombinations by trapping excitons in either
of the two regions when CQDs are capped with short ligands. When no ligand exchange
is performed on oleic acid (long ligand) capped dots, charge transport from one CQD to
another becomes a challenge trapping the charges in CQD domain. Hence we need to find
an alternative method of forming p-Pc/CQD bulk heterojunction films. We discuss the
option of integrating the CQDs in SF-matrices in novel fibrous matrices and discuss the
preliminary work on this front in the next section.
5.3 Conclusions and future work
In this work, we demonstrate incorporation of pentacene films prepared from a novel
solution-processed precursor (p-Pc) in organic and hybrid solar cells. Following the com-
plete cleavage of attached side-groups on annealing, we demonstrate that the pentacene
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Figure 5.23: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of p-Pc and PbS blends
prepared from chloroform solvent. PbS CQDs were suspended in chloroform with oleic
acid and 1,2-benzene-dithiol (BDT) ligands respectively. The top row contains images
with oleic-acid ligand on PbS CQDs and the bottom with BDT ligands. Annealed at
200 °C for 60 minutes.
formed via the precursor route forms thin-films with bulk-phase molecular packing. Fur-
thermore, we incorporate p-Pc into bilayer devices with C60 as the electron acceptor
molecule and compare it with pristine pentacene bilayer devices [6]. We find that al-
though singlet fission still remains 200 % efficient [13], the generated triplets get trapped
at the interfaces thus limiting device performances.
We also integrate p-Pc in a BHJ with PCBM and observe significant contribution to
photocurrent between 500 nm to 700 nm indicating charge generation from SF-generated
triplets. Considering the low dielectric constant of organic molecules, we note that separ-
ating two triplet excitons into free charge carriers requires twice the amount of energy as
compared to separating a singlet exciton. This makes charge-separation challenging and
limits power conversion efficiencies of such BHJ devices. We also note that the geometry
of SF molecules in the film is critical to allow for successful triplet-diffusion from the
triplet-pair state as discussed in detail in Chapter 6. Thus, understanding the molecular
alignment of p-Pc molecules in the p-Pc/PC61BM blend films would help optimise these
devices further. Besides, the commercially bought pentacene precursor was only 97 %
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pure. We suspect that this could be the primary reason limiting the electronic proper-
ties of p-Pc films and further purification of the precursor could result in p-Pc device
characteristics matching those of pristine pentacene.
We also explore the prospects of resonant energy transfer from small molecules to
CQDs, in addition to the charge transfer in organic donor-acceptor framework. To this
end, following the work of Ehrler et. al [9] and Yang et. al [10] we prepare bilayer p-
Pc/CQD devices and also experiment with p-Pc/CQD BHJ-type blends. Although we
obtained significant photovoltage from the BHJ-type p-Pc/CQD devices reaching 0.71 V,
extracting photocurrent from these devices remained a challenge. Since triplet diffusion
limits the SF domain size to ≈ 40 nm in pentacene and higher optical density improves
film absorption, we focussed on optimizing the BHJ-type architecture to efficiently ex-
tract SF generated triplets. Using electron microscopy, we investigated the distribution
of CQDs in a p-Pc matrix. With oleic-acid (long-ligand) capped CQDs we obtain an
isotropic distribution of CQDs in the blend with very few CQD aggregates formed during
the p-Pc annealing step. However, the long-ligands prevent efficient charge transport in
the CQD domain and therefore limit charge extraction. On replacing the long ligands
with short BDT ligands, we find that the concentration of CQD aggregates increases sig-
nificantly post-annealing. Thus the requirement of thermal-cleavage of side groups limits
the application of p-Pc in p-Pc/CQD BHJ devices as it causes the CQDs to form ag-
gregates. Our work so far presents a comprehensive understanding of the advantages and
limitations of using the novel pentacene precursor and provides pathways for using singlet
fission in photovoltaics.
In order to overcome the challenge of preparing CQDs sensitized SF matrices not only
for incorporation in PVs, but also for photon downconversion applications as mentioned
in Section 5.1.2, we explore the idea of using an organogel matrix which remains in liquid
phase when heated and forms a semi-solid gel-like film when cooled to room temperat-
ure. These organogel matrices form a fibrous network and thus provide a novel hybrid
nanostructure to incorporate well-dispersed CQDs in an organic framework. Furthermore,
once the incorporation of unaggregated CQDs in the gel-matrix is accomplished, these
organogels can be prepared with SF capable organic materials. Such that, a photonmul-
tiplication unit can be prepared with the gel-matrix which can perform singlet fission and
transfer the singlets to CQDs as mentioned in Section 5.1.2. Alternatively, SF capable
molecules can be dispersed in gel matrices along with the CQDs to achieve the same effect.
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For preliminary experiments on this front, we worked with an inert, transparent or-
ganogel called SucValDoc (see Figure 5.24a for molecular structure), a novel material
provided by our chemist collaborators (Francisco Galindo, Universitat Jaume I de Cas-
tellon, Spain). These gels are in liquid phase at room temperature, but on being heated
at 120 °C for 20 minutes to 25 minutes followed by cooling back down to room temperat-
ure, they form fibrous films as shown in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image
in Figure 5.25b. We disperse CQDs in these gels once the gel-solution is taken off the
hot-plate post-heating at 120 °C for 20 minutes to 25 minutes such that we do not actively
heat the CQDs. This also ensures that the CQDs get enough time to disperse well in the
the organogel when it is still in liquid phase before transforming to a semi-solid gel at
room temperature.
Figure 5.24: a) Molecular structure of SucValDoc an inert organogel. b) Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) image of dilute solution of PbS quantum dots in toluene drop
casted onto holey carbon TEM grids and c) TEM image of dilute mixture of SucValDoc
organogel and PbS quantum dots showing the embedding of QDs into organogel matrix
forming fibrilic structures.
In Figure 5.24a we show an image of PbS CQDs drop casted onto holey-carbon TEM
grids. These are special type of TEM films which allow the solvents to escape from the
holes in the TEM grid in order to prevent solvent stains and thick films. As can be
seen in the CQD covered regions of Figure 5.24a CQDs are well dispersed and isolated.
In Figure 5.24b we see the fibrous structure of the organogels also captured on holey-
carbon TEM grids. This image clearly shows CQDs embedded in the fibrous structures
and empty regions outside the fibrous region indicating complete embedding of CQDs in
the gels. However TEM alone was not enough to clearly identify what happens at the
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nucleation points or intersections in these fibrous films. It was thus difficult to confirm if
the overlapping of various fibrous trails caused CQD aggregation at nucleation points or
not. Hence we used scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) to get a deeper
insight. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) image shown in Figure 5.25a shows
Figure 5.25: a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image with a scale of 5µm and b)
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) image with a scale of 100 nm of solid
films prepared with PbS quantum dots suspended in SucValDoc organogel matrix.
the complex fibrous structure of the organogel when deposited on a standard silicon or
glass substrate. We dispersed CQDs in organogels as described for the TEM image above
and captured an image using scanning tranmission electron microscopy (STEM). Figure
5.25b shows how well the CQDs disperse in organogel fibers also confirming no CQD
aggregation at nucleation points. SucValDoc organogel used here is an inert gel however,
it is a promising way of suspending CQDs in semi-solid films. Our work thus paves way
for using active singlet fission materials in such gel matrices along with CQDs to obtain
desired blends of donor SF materials and acceptor CQDs.
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Chapter 6
Role of triplet-pair states in highly
efficient singlet-fission molecule tips-
pentacene
6.1 Introduction
Having studied tandem solar cells and singlet fission solar cells we now study triplet-triplet
annihilation (TTA) or triplet-fusion which is another important strategy to improve the
power conversion efficiencies of photovoltaics. As mentioned in Chapter 2, triplet-triplet
annihilation or triplet fusion is a well-studied concept that helps harvest the otherwise
unabsorbed sub-bandgap photons in solar cells. In Section 4.2 we saw that the Shockley-
Queisser model assumes that only photons with energy Ephoton ≥ Eg generate an electron-
hole pair for charge generation in a photovoltaic cell, Eg being the semiconductor bandgap.
TTA allows for relaxing this assumption by allowing additional charge generation in solar
cells by utilising the sub-bandgap photons to surpass the S-Q limit. Note: In this chapter
we will use TTA and TF interchangeably to describe the same process described below.
Triplet fusion (TF) is the reverse process of singlet fission (SF), whereby two triplet
excitons annihilate to form a singlet exciton [1, 2]. Similar to the photon downconversion
system mentioned in Section 5.1.2 with CQDs (electron-acceptors) dispersed in a SF-
matrix (electron-donor), a photon upconversion (UC) system also has two components,
a triplet donor (or sensitizer) and a triplet acceptor. TTA-UC as explained earlier in
Section 2.1.4.3 is studied as an important strategy to enhance photovoltaic performance
by absorbing sub-bandgap photons [3, 4].
In this work we will study triplet fusion using an organic light emitting diode (OLED)
as an alternative system that can exhibit TTA-UC. In OLEDs, both singlet and triplet
excitons can be generated via electrical excitation unlike the optical TTA-UC systems.
The electrons and holes injected in an OLED can recombine to form either spin-singlet
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or spin-triplet excitons with a probability of 25 % or 75 % respectively. Thus, without the
need of a triplet sensitizer, OLEDs can be used to generate triplet and singlet excitons
simultaneously. In an OLED demonstrating efficient TTA, electrically generated triplet
excitons annihilate to form singlet excitons which consequently emit photons to contribute
to the device electroluminescence (see Figure 6.1). This process generates delayed emis-
sion which can be easily detected by studying the time-dependent electroluminescence to
observe the contribution from TTA to emission [5–7]. The TTA process also allows for
enhancing the OLED performance by harvesting the dark triplets [5, 8, 9].
Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram illustrating the triplet-triplet annihilation process contrib-
uting to electroluminescence from OLEDs.
As discussed earlier in Chapter 5, the net spin of the two triplets generated from
SF is zero. Singlet fission conserves spin and thus can be a faster means to generate
triplets than inter-system crossing in organic molecules [10]. Similarly for triplet-triplet
annihilation to successfully generate a singlet, their net spin should be zero [1, 2]. As both
TTA and SF are spin-dependent processes, studying the effect of an external magnetic
field on electroluminescence (EL) from OLEDs provides a useful tool to gain insight into
the occurrence of the two processes. Applying an external magnetic field increases the
spin mixing between the singlet and quintet triplet-pair states at low fields (< 100 mT)
whereas at high fields (> 100 mT) the Zeeman splitting between these states reduces the
spin mixing. Thus at magnetic fields < 100 mT the EL yield is reduced as the bright
and dark pair-states are mixed whereas at fields > 100 mT the EL yield is enhanced as
there are fewer states with singlet character at high fields. In the case where TTA is
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dominant and energetically favoured process, we expect an increase in EL at low fields
due to increased mixing between the dark and bright pair-states followed by a decrease
at high fields (see Section 6.4.2).
Triisopropylsilyethynyl-pentacene (TIPS-pc) demonstrates ≈ 200 % efficient singlet
fission in solutions [11]. In TIPS-pc, singlet fission is understood to proceed via an in-
termediate triplet-pair state whose energy (ETT ) is approximately equal to that of two
triplets (2ET ) [12]. Singlet fission is exothermic and occurs on sub-picosecond timescales
in TIPS-pc. Therefore it is the dominant process in TIPS-pc, outcompeting intersystem
crossing and radiative decay. Recently however, Di et al. reported significant contri-
butions from TTA (38 %) to the EL from OLEDs where TIPS-pc was employed as the
emitting (guest) molecule dispersed in a PVK (host) matrix [5]. One of the important
criteria for observing TTA in such OLEDs is that the singlet and triplet energies of the
guest molecule must satisfy the condition ES . 2(ET ) such that the two annihilating
triplets have enough energy to form a singlet exciton. TIPS-pc has a singlet energy
ES = 1.83 eV and deep-lying triplet states whose energy is identified by experiments and
calculations to be ≈ 0.85 eV-1.0 eV [12–14] (see Figure 6.3.a). Although singlet fission has
been shown to be exergonic in solid-state pentacene films [15, 16], observation of delayed
EL in PVK/TIPS-pc LEDs indicates that perhaps in certain molecular geometries TTA
can indeed occur. The balance between SF and TTA is thus dependent on the constrained
morphologies found in composite OLED structures. Furthermore, this makes the role of
the triplet-pair intermediate state unclear in terms of its participation in SF and TTA
simultaneously, as successful dissociation of the triplet pair into individual triplets will
enhance the SF efficiency whereas reforming of singlets from the triplet pair will enhance
the TTA efficiency.
The existence of an intermediate triplet-pair state during the conversion of singlet
excitons into triplet excitons is well accepted within the community although its role
in assisting singlet fission or triplet fusion remains uncertain [17, 18]. In this study we
use TIPS-pc/PVK LEDs as a model system to understand the role of an intermediate
triplet-pair state in assisting interconversion between singlet and triplet excitons. LEDs
provide a unique set-up to directly generate both the singlet and triplet excitons via
electrical excitation, which is not achievable by optical excitation alone. We vary the
concentration of TIPS-pc in PVK and use magnetoelectroluminescence (MEL) as a tool
to identify the dominant mechanism (SF or TTA) in these OLEDs. By modelling the
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magnetic field effects using a kinetic scheme incorporating SF and TTA, we find that a
higher concentration of TIPS-pentacene molecules increases the rate of forming singlets
from the triplet-pair state relative to the rate of dissociation of the triplet-pair via other
pathways. However, unfavourable uphill energetics for triplet-pair to singlet conversion
prevents TTA from becoming the dominant process in these OLEDs. This inefficiency is
expected considering the energy cost for the uphill process of 0.11 eV between the triplet
pair ETT and the singlet ES1 states. Thus, our work provides a unique model that can
be used to probe the dominant process in OLEDs where SF and TTA are both likely and
understand the role of the intermediate pair state in the interconversion between these two
states. Understanding the dominant process can provide further information about the
molecular geometries of dopant molecules in host/guest OLEDs and help design optimal
architectures to maximize the gain from TTA.
6.2 Background
In this section we describe the background theory required to understand the magnetic
dependence of electroluminescence in our OLEDs. We describe each of the different terms
present in a spin Hamiltonian which is used later in the chapter to model the magneto-
electroluminescnce (MEL) from our OLEDs. We also detail the Merrifield theory [19]
used to model the underlying singlet-fission and triplet-triplet annihilation processes to
understand the MEL.
6.2.1 Spin Hamiltonian
The total energy of a system is defined in quantum mechanics using a Hamiltonian (Ĥ)
which gives the sum of the kinetic and potential energy of the system as in Newtonian
mechanics [20]. In many-body systems discussed in Section 2 with weak spin-orbit coup-
ling, the state wavefunction can be split into separate spatial and spin parts associated
with the orbital-specific and spin-specific Hamiltonians. The action of spin Hamiltonian
on the spin part of the wavefunction of a particular state gives information about the how
the spin of the system evolves. As the parameters of the spin Hamiltonian are related
to the spatial wavefunctions and the local molecular environment, understanding these
parameters can give detailed insight into the excited states. In this section we will discuss
various interactions (see Figure 6.2) present in a system and the effect on the energy levels
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Figure 6.2: a) Spin interactions between a coupled electron-hole pair dipole moment
and nuclear spin. b) Splitting of energy levels due to exchange interactions between the
electrons forming separate singlet and triplet manifolds. c) Spin interactions within the
triplet manifold demonstrating: (i) the splitting of spin sub-levels at zero magnetic field by
D and E due to dipolar interactions between two electron spins; (ii) Energy level splitting
due to spin interaction with an external magnetic field; (iii) Hyperfine interactions with
nuclei in close vicinity.
of the system based on these interactions which are relevant to this study. We discuss
each of these interactions thus explaining the components of a full spin Hamiltonian used
to describe a many-body system.
6.2.1.1 Hyperfine interactions
As shown in Figure 6.2a, in a molecule, the electronic spins interact with nuclei contrib-
uting up to ≈ 1 mT local fields. This interaction, termed the hyperfine interaction, can
be split into an isotropic contact term Ĥcontacthf and an anisotropic dipolar term Ĥ
dipolar
hf .
The isotropic Ĥcontacthf is dominated by the nuclei located directly on the molecular sub-
unit containing the electronic spin density; the anisotropic Ĥdipolarhf term represents the
electron-nuclei dipole-dipole interaction (see Figure 6.2a) between electronic spin inter-
action with various nuclei present in the molecule. Each of these two components of the
hyperfine Hamiltonian are defined as
Ĥcontacthf = a0 · Ŝ · Î , (6.1)
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where a0 is the contact coupling strength, Ŝ is the electronic spin operator and Î is an
identity operator; and








where a = µ0
4π
·geµBgNµN with ge and gN being the electronic and nuclear g-factors respect-
ively. µB = e~/2me, µN = e~/2mp are the electron and nuclear magnetons respectively
for e the electron charge, me the rest mass of an electron, mp the rest mass of a proton
and ~ the reduced Planck constant [21]. µ0 is the permeability of the vacuum and r̂n is
the inter-spin vector with |r̂n| = rn [21]. The total hyperfine term is given by
Ĥhf = Ŝ · A · Î . (6.3)
In general, the hyperfine interactions that are caused by the electronic spin interacting
with a bath of nuclear spin as illustrated in Figure 6.2a broaden the electronic spin-
energy by ≈ 1 mT providing a source of spin-mixing in charge-transfer states for organic
semiconductors [22, 23].
6.2.1.2 Electron-electron interactions
In addition to interactions with the nuclei, the electron spins also interact with other
nearby electrons. Due to the localised nature of excitons in organic molecules, these
interactions become very important. Similar to the hyperfine interactions, the electron-
electron interactions can also be split into an isotropic component, defined as the exchange
interaction (Ĥexchange) and an anisotropic component defined as the dipolar interaction.
The two components take the same form as Ĥcontacthf and Ĥ
dipolar
hf respectively but this
time arising from particle statistics explained in Section 2.1.2. As explained earlier in
Section 2.1 the difference in symmetry between the spatial wavefunctions of spin-singlet
(Ŝ = 0) and spin-triplet states (Ŝ = 1) causes energy splitting between these two levels.
This energy level splitting caused by the difference in spin multiplicity of the two states
can be included in the Hamiltonian as











 34J if Stotal = 0−1
4
J if Stotal = 1
, (6.6)
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where Ŝ1 = Ŝ2 =
1
2
, Stotal is the sum of the individual spins of the two electrons and
J = 2K from the exchange integral defined in eq. (2.20) for the exchange interaction
between two electrons in the HOMO and LUMO (see Section 2.1.2 for details). In the
limit where the exchange interaction is much weaker (i.e. J is much smaller) than other
interactions, the Ĥexchange causes an offset in the energy level splitting of the two electrons
which is proportional to J . On the other hand if J is much larger, then the two electron
spins couple to form either a singlet or a triplet exciton as the S = 0 and S = 1 are
effectively isolated as shown in Figure 6.2b.
6.2.1.3 Zeeman interaction
The extent to which a spin interacts with a local magnetic field (either from the neighbour-
ing nuclei and electrons or laboratory scale magnets) depends on the magnetic moment.
For a system with spin Ŝ the magnetic moment is defined as
µ̂ = −gµBŜ , (6.7)
where µB = e~/2me is the Bohr magneton defined earlier. The interaction of an external
magnetic field B̂ with this system with spin Ŝ is defined by −B̂ · µ̂. The contribution
from this interaction, known as the Zeeman interaction, to the Hamiltonian can then be
written as
ĤZ = B̂ · gµBŜ = gµBB̂ · Ŝ . (6.8)
As shown in Figure 6.2c, this corresponds to an energy splitting of the form
|∆E| = gµBB , (6.9)
and a change in the spin projection quantum number |∆mS| = 1, where B is the mag-
nitude of the applied magnetic field.
6.2.1.4 Zero-field splitting
Considering that the singlet excitons have a net spin of zero, they have no magnetic
moment whereas triplet excitons have a net spin of one and thus have an associated

















where |s,ms〉 are the eigenstates of the spin operator in z-direction Ŝz with s the individual
electron spin quantum number and ms the corresponding spin projection quantum number
for each electron, and |τ〉 define the eigenstates of the total spin operator Ŝ2 of the coupled
spin of the two electrons in the triplet state. The total spin operator Ŝ for S = 1 is defined

























The dipole-dipole interactions between the two electrons in a triplet state give rise to non-
degenerate triplet energy levels in the absence of an external magnetic field, known as the
zero-field splitting. The zero-field splitting Hamiltonian due to these dipolar interactions











where µ1 and µ2 are the magnetic moments of the two electrons in the triplet state and
the r̂ is the vector between the two electrons with magnitude r. Using the definition of
the magnetic dipole moment we can write the zero-field splitting Hamiltonian as Ĥzfs =
















+ E(Ŝ2x − Ŝ2y) , (6.16)
where D = 3
2





6.2.2 Triplet pair states
As mentioned earlier, both SF and TTA are expected to proceed via an intermediate
triplet-pair state and thus we will now discuss the spin and energy eigenstates of triplet-
pairs. Considering the last energy splitting between the singlet and triplet manifold,
we can restrict 16 four-electron states to those that represent the ones composed of two
triplets. We thus have 9 triplet-pair states consisting of: (i) one singlet state |S〉, where
the total spin of the triplet-pair is 0; (ii) three triplet states |Ti〉, where the total spin of
the triplet pair is 1; (iii) and five quintet states |Qi〉, where the total spin of the triplet
pair is 2. Therefore we can write the eigenstates of the total spin Ŝ2 = (ŜA + ŜB)
2 for the
triplet pair composed of the coupled triplet A and triplet B, with spin projection along




































|Q+2〉 = |++〉 (6.24)
|Q−2〉 = |−−〉 (6.25)
where the subscript defines the spin projection quantum number for each state. As we
can see from the above state equations the quintet states are fully symmetric with respect
to any electron exchange. The triplet states however are anti-symmetric with respect to
two-electron (exciton) exchange and the singlet state is symmetric with respect to exciton
exchange but anti-symmetric with respect to single-electron exchange. This distinct sym-




Merrifield theory has been used extensively in literature to describe triplet-triplet annihil-
ation [1, 19, 24, 25], singlet fission [10, 26, 27] and triplet-polaron quenching [28]. Due to
the zero-field splitting of triplet excitons explained in Section 6.2.1.4, the magnetic field
causes the singlet character of the triplet-pair states defined as |〈S|Pi〉|2 to evolve with
change in the magnetic field. In this section we will briefly review the TTA kinetic scheme
using the Merrifield theory. The following is a simplified kinetic scheme to describe the
TTA mechanism:
S1 + S0








where T + T defines the triplet-triplet annihilation, Pi are the nine possible intermediate
triplet-pair states, S1 + S0, T + S0, Q+ S0 are the singlet, triplet and quintet states that
can be generated from TTA with rates kS, kT and kQ respectively. For a triplet-pair
wavefunction defined by |Ψi〉, |Si|2 = | 〈ψi|S〉 |2, |Ti|2 =
∑3
m=1 | 〈ψi|Tm〉 |2 and |Qi|2 =∑5
m=1 | 〈ψi|Qm〉 |2 define the probability of forming each of the singlet, triplet and quintet







gi describes the rate of triplet-pair generation from free triplets and k−1 describes the rate
of its reverse process.
From the above kinetic scheme, we can write a rate equation for the intermediate




2 − (k−1 + kS|Si|2 + kT |Ti|2 + kQ|Qi|2)Pi . (6.27)




k1 and (ii) quintet states lie too high in energy to be formed by TTA, i.e. kQ = 0
















(k−1 + kS|Si|2 + kT |Ti|2)
. (6.29)





























(k−1 + kS|Si|2 + kT |Ti|2)
)
. (6.32)
To simplify this equation further, we note that no triplet-pair eigenstate can simultan-
eously have a singlet and a triplet character [19] as explained by the symmetry arguments
in Section 6.2.2. Therefore either |Si|2 = 0 and |Ti|2 6= 0 or |Si|2 6= 0 and |Ti|2 = 0.










In order to find the evolution of γTTA with magnetic field, we need to use the spin Hamilto-
nian of the triplet-pair and understand the evolution of the triplet-pair wavefunction under
its action. This means that kT is independent of the magnetic field as the equation for
γTTA is not dependent on |Ti|2.
Redefining |Si|2 = αi and defining a new parameter β for the ratio of rate of decay
of the triplet-pair to individual triplets and rate of forming singlets from the triplet-pair









In order to model the effect of magnetic field on the emission from singlet state, we can
further simplify the scheme to
GT







where GT is a triplet generation rate, and γr is the radiative decay rate from the singlet
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Defining emission from the singlet state as γrS we can write an equation in terms of γTTA
as








∴ Emission = γTTA[T ]
2 , (6.38)
therefore noting that the emission is directly proportional to γTTA and thus the magnetic
field effects on the emission can be explained using the evolution of spin-dependent γTTA
under the spin Hamiltonian.
6.3 Results and discussion
The light-emitting diode structure used for this study is shown in Figure 6.3. The detailed
device fabrication process is explained in Section 3.3.7. Briefly, poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-
2,7-diyl)-co-(4,4’-(N-(4-sec-butylphenyl)diphenylamine)] (TFB) was spin coated as a hole-
transporting and electron-blocking layer on PEDOT-substrates (see Section 3.3.7) and an-
nealed at 190 °C for 20 minutes. This step was followed by spin-coating of the active layer
consisting of TIPS-pc dispersed in high-bandgap polymer matrix poly(9-vinylcarbazole)
(PVK). The concentration of TIPS-pentacene in PVK was varied between 1 % to 10 %
by weight to obtain detectable electroluminescence from the LEDs while obtaining a
range of different concentrations to study the effect of morphology on the availability of
triplet fusion and singlet fission pathways. The active layer was annealed at 100 °C for
10 minutes. Finally, we used bathophenanthroline (BPhen) as the electron-transport and
hole-blocking layer which was spun from a methanol solution and annealed at 60 °C for
10 minutes. Lithium fluoride and aluminium (LiF/Al) electrodes were then deposited via
thermal evaporation.
Acene molecules demonstrate efficient singlet fission and have been used to understand
the intricacies of the SF mechanism in various studies [2, 11, 13, 14, 19]. In order to
incorporate these molecules in solutions and films, various silyl groups are attached to
acenes, 6,13-bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl) (TIPS) being the most popular side group (see
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Figure 6.3a). Addition of such side groups drastically improves the solubility of these
molecules in most organic solvents while providing alternative packing motifs of the core
acene in solution-processed films.
Figure 6.3: a) Molecular structure of 6,13-bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl)pentacene (TIPS-
pc), the guest-molecule in OLEDs. b) Illustration of singlet and triplet level energies
from literature [12, 13]. c) Energy level diagram indicating the OLED device structure
with PEDOT:PSS and TFB as the hole-injecting layers, PVK/TIPS-pc as the host/guest
active layer, BPhen as the electron injecting layer and LiF/Al electrodes.
The active-molecule stacking geometry significantly affects the dissociation of the
triplet-pair after a singlet fission event by affecting the triplet hopping rates [29]. There-
fore, we study TIPS-pentacene dispersed in a polymer matrix to allow a non-restricted
and random molecular arrangement. First, to confirm TIPS-pc molecules are well dis-
persed and not aggregated in TIPS-pc/PVK films, we compare the absorption profiles of
neat TIPS-pc (solution and thin-films [11]) with TIPS-pc/PVK thin-films. Spin-coated
thin films prepared from TIPS-pc/PVK solutions, with varying TIPS-pc concentration
from 0.5 % to 10 % by weight in PVK, were used for this experiment. As shown in Figure
6.4 we see that the absorption spectrum of even the most concentrated (10 % TIPS-pc in
PVK) TIPS-pc/PVK film resembles that of the TIPS-pc solution (green dashed line in
Figure 6.4). The red-shifted shoulder-peak at ∼ 700 nm clearly visible in neat TIPS-pc
films (black dashed line in Figure 6.4) is not visible in any of the TIPS-pc/PVK films.
Thus we can conclude that there is no significant aggregation of TIPS-pc molecules in
these films.
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Figure 6.4: Dotted lines show data adapted from [11] showing absorption spectra for TIPS-
pc dissolved in chloroform solution and that of a spun-cast film. Line-plots show TIPS-pc
doped in PVK polymer matrix films with the legend indicating TIPS-pc concentration by
weight in PVK.
In Figure 6.5 we show the normalised photoluminescence (PL) and EL spectra of
TIPS-pc/PVK films to compare the height of the two emission peaks in these films. In
saturated solutions, Walker et al. reported decreasing ratio of the height of the 680 nm
emission peak relative to the 740 nm peak indicating significant reduction of emission as
the solute concentration was increased [11]. No significant change in the height ratio of
the 680 nm and 740 nm vibronic emission peaks in the TIPS-pc/PVK films was observed
in the PL spectra shown in Figure 6.5a. However, quenching of the PL from TIPS-pc
due to the presence of singlet fission is evidenced by the very low emission from high-
concentration films (> 5 % TIPS-pc conc.) as shown by the low signal-to-noise ratio in
Figure 6.5a.
In Figure 6.5b we see a better signal-to-noise ratio for the EL spectra from OLEDs
prepared with different concentrations of TIPS-pc in PVK. In these EL spectra normalised
at the 740 nm peak, we can clearly see decreased contribution from the 680 nm peak
with increasing TIPS-pc concentration in PVK. This indicates that there might be some
regions present in the films where the TIPS-pc molecules are placed closer together and
the singlet can delocalize over multiple molecules, thus slightly red-shifting the 680 nm
peak by lowering the singlet energy. However, the concentration of these quasi-aggregated
sites is very low in these films as the absorption spectra in Figure 6.4 and the PL spectra
in Figure 6.5a do not show any significant aggregation features. The change in peak-
height ratio for the EL spectrum (absent for the PL spectrum) also indicates that these
quasi-aggregated sites are selectively populated in the OLEDs where both singlet and
triplet excitons are electrically excited as opposed to the optically excited TIPS-pc/PVK
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films where only singlets are excited.
Figure 6.5: a) Photoluminescence (PL) normalised at 660 nm, from TIPS-pc doped PVK
thin-films with the legend indicating concentration of TIPS-pc by weight in PVK matrix.
b) Electroluminescence (EL) from TIPS-pc doped PVK LEDs with the legend indicating
concentration of TIPS-pc by weight in PVK matrix.
On investigating the PL decay lifetimes in TIPS-pc/PVK films, we observed that
the emission lifetimes with the lowest TIPS-pc concentration 0.1 % and 0.5 % films were
13.9 ns and 13.7 ns respectively. This is similar to the dilute solution emission lifetime
of ≈ 13 ns observed by Walker et al. [11]. In Figure 6.6 we show the decay lifetimes
of the fast process (first component of emission) for TIPS-pc/PVK films with different
concentrations of TIPS-pc in PVK by weight. The scatter plots show raw TCSPC data
(see 3.7.1 for experimental details) and the line-plots indicate the exponential fits. We
used a single exponential decay function of the form y = y0 + Ae
−t/τ1 to fit the fast-
component decay lifetimes τ1. As the concentration of TIPS-pc increases in the films τ1
decreases and we begin to notice an additional slower decay component which indicates
the presence of an additional delayed recombination pathway for the singlet excitons.
As shown in Figure 6.7, the device characteristics of TIPS-pc/PVK OLEDs indic-
ate higher current densities and lower luminescence quantum efficiencies (EQEs) as the
concentration of TIPS-pc is increased in the PVK matrix. As the concentration of TIPS-
pc increases more conducting molecules become available, thus increasing the current
densities in these devices at any given applied voltage. This suggests that the bandgap
alignment of various layers in these OLEDs successfully make TIPS-pc molecules the re-
combination hub as the emission shown in Figure 6.5b is predominantly from TIPS-pc.
In Figure 6.7b we can see that the number of emitted photons per charge carrier pair
injected (EQE) decreases as the TIPS-pc concentration increases. This suggests signi-
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Figure 6.6: Time-correlated single photon counting data used to observe photolumines-
cence (PL) decay lifetimes. a) Normalised transient PL (scatter) from TIPS-pc doped
PVK films fitted with exponential decay function (line-plots) of the form y = y0 +Ae
−t/τ1
to get lifetimes τ1. As the concentration of TIPS-pc increases, delayed PL contribution
increases. b) Table of lifetimes fitted using single exponential decay function.
ficant exciton quenching by alternative processes present in OLEDs with high TIPS-pc
concentration ≥ 5 %.
Figure 6.7: a) Current density- Voltage plot for TIPS-pc doped PVK LEDS showing J-V
characteristics of LEDs with varying TIPS-pc concentration (by weight) in PVK matrix.
b) External luminescence yield (EQE) of TIPS-pc doped PVK LEDs indicating significant
reduction in EQE as the dopant concentration increases.
In order to detect the presence of TTA and quantify the magnitude of delayed EL
(from TTA) contributing to the total EL in these OLEDs, we performed time-resolved
EL measurements. Figure 6.8 shows the transient-EL profile indicating significant con-
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tribution from delayed EL to the total EL (detailed measurement methods explained in
Section 3.7.2) from TIPS-pc/PVK OLEDs as a function of TIPS-pc concentration. We
explore if this contribution is indeed from TTA by fitting a bimolecular decay function as
explained below [5].
Because TTA is a bimolecular process, the EL through TTA is directly proportional to
the square of the instantaneous triplet concentration (T). Considering the kinetic scheme






where T0 is the instantaneous triplet population at time zero and b = γTTA is the rate
of triplet-triplet annihilation. The following equation 6.40 can then be used to fit the






+ γTTAt . (6.40)
Dotted lines in Figure 6.8 indicate the fit with eq. (6.40) to line-plots (raw data) for
calculating the contribution from delayed EL to the total EL. The intersection of fitted
lines with time zero indicates the contribution from the delayed EL to the total EL at
time zero. We find that this bimolecular decay accounts for approximately 50 % of the
total emission from all TIPS-pc OLEDs, with the delayed component increasing with
increasing TIPS-pc concentration (see inset in Figure 6.8).
Investigating the electroluminescence spectra from these OLEDs, we find that although
there is some emission from PVK initially, it decays rapidly as compared to the EL from
TIPS-pc (see Figure 6.9). On increasing the TIPS-pc concentration from 0.5 % to 10 %,
the PVK emission decreases even faster.
To understand the individual contribution from each of the underlying spin-dependent
mechanisms, namely singlet fission and triplet fusion, responsible for the delayed EL, we
measured the magnetoelectroluminescence (MEL, see Section 3.6.3 for detailed experi-
mental setup). We define MEL(B) for an applied magnetic field (B) as
MEL =
EL(B)− EL(B = 0)
EL(B = 0)
. (6.41)
For these experiments we work with TIPS-pc concentrations from 1 % to 7 % in order
to maintain similar current densities in the OLEDs at the given applied voltage of 14 V.
These set of parameters were chosen in order to obtain measurable EL from the devices
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Figure 6.8: Transient electroluminescence (EL) from TIPS-pc/PVK OLEDs fitted with
bimolecular decay (dotted lines) to show the contribution from delayed EL to the total
EL. Inset shows increased contribution from delayed EL with increasing concentration.
Current density through these devices are 0.02 mA/cm2 for 0.5 % and 1 % LEDs and
0.5 mA/cm2 for 10 % device at the same applied bias of 8 V positive and −4 V negative
bias (see Section 3.7.2 for details).
Figure 6.9: Transient electroluminescence (EL) from TIPS-pc/PVK OLEDs indicating
the fast decay of PVK emission and long-lasting TIPS-pc emission for TIPS-pc doping
concentrations of a) 0.5 %, b) 1 % and c) 10 %. Current densities through these devices
are 0.02 mA/cm2 for 0.5 % and 1 % OLEDs and 0.5 mA/cm2 for the 10 % device at the
same applied bias of 8 V positive and −4 V negative bias for these measurements.
while ensuring that the current densities and thus carrier concentration in each of the
measured devices remain comparable. We vary the magnetic field randomly between
field strengths of −300 mT to 300 mT and capture the electroluminescence spectrum to
generate each of the data points by integrating the region of interest.
The line-shapes obtained from MEL are shown in Figure 6.10. The line-shape of 1 %
TIPS-pc device resembles that of singlet-fission dominated effects reported in literature
[6, 7, 27, 31] where the MEL is negative at low fields (B < 60 mT) and increases as the
field strength increases beyond ∼ 60 mT eventually becoming positive and saturated. We
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observe that the magnitude of MEL increases with increasing concentration of TIPS-pc
(see Figure 6.10) for constant applied bias of 14 V shifting the line-shapes lower (more
negative) as the concentration of TIPS-pc increases in the OLEDs. We also note that the
MEL line-shapes vary significantly with increasing dopant concentration. In particular,
the MEL line-shapes do not show zero-crossing for higher TIPS-pc concentration however
the MEL effect does not saturate either indicating zero-crossing at higher magnetic field
strengths (i.e. B > 300 mT) for these devices. These results suggest two things: (i)
extremely efficient (144 %) and fast (on the scale of 1 ps) singlet fission reported in TIPS-
pentacene thin-films [14, 32] dominates the MEL line-shapes, (ii) increasing influence of
an alternative process (potentially TTA) on the MEL line-shapes with increasing dopant
concentration alters the magnetic field strength required for MEL zero-crossing.
Figure 6.10: a) Magnetoelectroluminescence (MEL) from TIPS-pc/PVK OLEDs showing
varying magnetic-field effect as the dopant concentration changes. b) Table of current
densities recorded for OLEDs operating at a constant bias of 14 V and corresponding
EQEs of OLEDs for these measurements.
Recall that previously in Figure 6.5.b we observed increased EL from quasi-aggregated
regions with increasing TIPS-pc concentrations in these OLEDs. We separate the MEL
signals from the two EL peaks in Figure 6.11. The red crosses indicate the MEL signal
from the 740 nm EL peak and the squares indicate the same from 680 nm peak. We
observe no significant difference between the MEL signal from the two emission regions
except in the 10 % TIPS-pc device. In this device the magnitude of MEL appears to
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have increased while the line-shape and sign remain identical to the MEL from 680 nm
peak (see Figure 6.12). As expected, this indicates enhanced field-dependent processes
(predominantly SF) in the quasi-aggregated regions as compared to the EL from isolated
molecules. Note the MEL from 0.5 % TIPS-pc OLEDs indicates positive MEL at low
fields we believe that this line-shape is significantly influenced by charge dynamics in
PVK, considering the high concentration of PVK in these OLEDs and can not be used
to study the TIPS-pc mechanisms alone.
Figure 6.11: Magnetoelectroluminescence (MEL) from TIPS-pc/PVK OLEDs showing
(blue-squares) calculated by integrating under the first EL-peak (600 nm to 680 nm) and
(red-pluses) calculated by integrating under the second EL-peak (700 nm to 800 nm) meas-
ured at an applied voltage of 14 V and current densities of ≈ 1.8 mA/cm2 for 0.5 % device,
≈ 1.2 mA/cm2 for 1 % and ≈ 1.7 mA/cm2 for 5 % devices and applied voltage of 12 V and
current densities of ≈ 2 mA/cm2 for the 10 % device. b) Increased magnitude of MEL
from the second EL-peak as compared to the first EL-peak for the 10 % device.
In order to explain SF dominated MEL signals in conjunction with the transient-
EL data indicating significant TTA contribution to EL, we develop a kinetic model to
understand the underlying mechanisms. We use a kinetic scheme incorporating field-
dependent interconversion between singlet and triplet states via the intermediate triplet-
pair state to explain the line-shapes in further detail in the following section.
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Figure 6.12: Increased magnitude of MEL from the second EL-peak as compared to the
first EL-peak for the 10 % device.
6.4 Theoretical MEL Model
In this section we develop a simplified kinetic model based on the well-known Merrifield
model [19] which explains magnetic field effects on triplet-triplet annihilation (see ap-
pendix 6.2.3 for derivation) and the singlet-fission model developed in previous studies of
similar efficient singlet-fission molecules [27] (see appendix B for derivation) that explains
magneto-photoluminescence (MPL).
6.4.1 Spin Hamiltonian
For the purpose of this model, we will work with pair Hamiltonian with components
described in Section 6.2, similar to the one used in the well-known Merrifield model [19],
defined as:







+D.(Ŝ2iz − (2/3)) + E.(Ŝ2ix − Ŝ2iy)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ĥzfs
) , (6.42)
with Ŝn = (Ŝnx, Ŝny, Ŝnz) being the spin-operators for two triplets n = {1, 2} and J the
coupling parameter for exchange interaction between the two triplets. We will assume
J  D for this model. B is the magnitude of the external magnetic field and D,E
are the zero-field splitting parameters. Finally, g is the Lande g-factor and µB the Bohr
magneton. For tips-pc we use D/gµB = 41 mT and E/gµB = 6 mT as experimentally
measured in reference [33].
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6.4.2 Kinetic Scheme
We focus on two prominent states that define the line-shape of magnetic field effects on
EL in these systems as shown in eq. (6.43), the singlet state (S) and the triplet-pair state
(Pi). Emission occurs from S with a rate γr along with singlet fission which populates
the nine Pi states (see Figure 6.13). Singlet fission proceeds from the singlet state to the
triplet pair eigenstates with a rate kSFαi proportional to the singlet character of each
state where αi = | 〈S|Pi〉 |2. The reverse process, triplet fusion, occurs from the Pi states
to the singlet state with a rate kTFαi. Finally, the triplet pairs dissociate with a spin-
independent rate γd. As changing the external magnetic field changes the singlet-content
| 〈S|Pi〉 |2 of triplet-pair states, this scheme allows us to study the experimentally observed
magnetic-field effect on the EL which is defined here as γr[S].
Figure 6.13: Kinetic scheme illustration showing the singlet state, the nine triplet-pair
states and the individual triplet states with the rates of conversion between them. The
rates are the same as described for the scheme in eq. (6.43) with an additional non-
radiative rate γnr indicating the decay of individual triplets to the ground state.
Considering that OLEDs provide a unique way of populating both the singlet and
triplet states via charge recombination we consider a model with generation rates for







where GS and Gpair are generation rates for the singlet and the triplet-pair states respect-
ively. We assume that each of the nine possible triplet-pair states are generated with
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equal probability when any two triplets collide to form a pair-state (Pi) at the same rate
Gpair. γr is the radiative decay rate from singlet states S while γd is the spin-independent
dissociation rate describing a decay pathway for all triplet-pair states.




= −γr[S] +GS +
9∑
i=1
kTFαi[Pi]− kSF [S] , (6.44)
d[Pi]
dt
= Gpair + kSFαi[S]− kTFαi[Pi]− γd[Pi] . (6.45)





Substituting this in eq. (6.44) and writing ε = kTF
γd

































This result allows us to clearly identify SF-dominated and TTA-dominated terms sep-
arately. Note that in a Merrifield-type model where we are only concerned with triplet
generation (i.e. GS = 0, kSF = 0), we arrive at the same result as the Merrifield theory









In Figure 6.14 we show the MEL = ∆EL/EL line-shapes for varying values of ε. As can
be seen clearly, the magnetic field values for zero-crossing of the line-shapes changes with
changing ε values and so does the field at which the magnetic field effect saturates.
In the case where Gpair = 0 and we only excite singlet states (as for PL measurements),
we obtain the typical singlet-fission magnetic-field effect line-shape given by (see appendix
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Figure 6.14: Magnetic field effect line-shapes MEL = ∆EL/EL showing the effect of
varying the rate ratio ε = kTF/γd on the TTA dominated EL as shown in eq. (6.49).
In an identical fashion to the TTA dominated EL, the SF dominated EL also changes
with changing ε. In Figure 6.15 we show this effect by varying the ε value.
Figure 6.15: Magnetic field effect line-shapes MEL = ∆EL/EL showing the effect of
varying the rate ratio ε = kTF/γd on the SF dominated EL shown in eq. (6.50).
In the case of SF dominated EL, the enhanced spin mixing between triplet-pair states
at low field B < 100 mT as shown in Figure 6.16a causes a reduction in the emission
followed by enhancement as the energy splitting between the states increases and the
singlet population is retained in the singlet state. In Figure 6.16b we show how the
singlet character αi of each of the nine triplet-pair state varies with varying magnetic
field.
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Figure 6.16: Magnetic field dependent signatures of singlet fission dominated system
showing: a) The energy level splitting as a function of magnetic field for two-triplet
molecules placed parallel to each other with an angle of θ = π/4 between the D tensor
and the magnetic field, and b) The evolution of singlet character αi for each of the triplet-
pair states as a function of magnetic field for J  D
6.4.3 Fitting data to model
Considering the highly efficient singlet fission rates reported in TIPS-pentacene [11, 12,
32], we will assume that singlet-fission is the dominant process as compared to radiative
decay to ground state from the singlet state. Thus, solving in the limit where rate of















































The MFE defined earlier in eq. (6.41) as (EL(B)/EL(B = 0)−1) is therefore independent








. Thus, fitting the MEL data to this model, using ε as a fitting
parameter, we can derive information about the ratio of the rate of generation of singlets
(kTF ) from the Pi states to the rate of dissociation of triplet-pairs into individual triplets
(γd) as ε = kTF/γd.
Figure 6.17 displays the fit of our model to MEL data from the OLEDs. We operate
LEDs at a constant voltage, and measure the electroluminescence under the influence of an
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external magnetic field. We capture the entire electroluminescence spectrum to generate
the data points with measured uncertainty as displayed in Figure 6.17 by integrating
emission from TIPS-pentacene. We compare the line-shapes of the MEL with our kinetic
model and find that ε increases with increasing TIPS-pentacene concentration.
Figure 6.17: Magnetoelectroluminescence data (black squares) with kinetic model fitted
(red line). Each of the four graphs indicate different concentrations of TIPS-pentacene in
PVK (polymer matrix) and different ε = kTF/γd i.e. the ratio of rate of forming singlets
to the rate of dissociating through other pathways from the triplet-triplet pair state. The
ratio GS/Gpair is assumed to be 2/3 as the ratio of singlet:triplet generation in OLEDs is
1:3 and for triplet-pair it can be expected to be ∼ 1:3/2.
Recall that ε = kTF/γd where kTF is the rate of triplet fusion and γd is the rate of disso-
ciation of the triplet-pairs. This result thus implies that as we increase the concentration
of TIPS-pentacene in our LEDs, triplet-fusion increases. This however doesn’t contribute
to an increase in the external EL quantum yield (see Figure 6.7). Thus, we conjecture that
although higher concentration of TIPS-pentacene molecules increases generation of singlet
excitons through enhanced triplet fusion, an efficient singlet fission channel still domin-
ates thus quenching the EL yield of such devices. This rapid interconversion between the
singlet and triplet-pair states also explains the delayed EL component contributing over
50 % to the total EL.
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6.5 Conclusions and future work
In conclusion, we have used TIPS-pc/PVK OLEDs as a model system demonstrating sim-
ultaneous singlet fission and triplet fusion, to study the correlation between singlet fission
and triplet fusion via the intermediate triplet-pair state. On measuring the absorption
and photoluminescence (PL) from the TIPS-pc/PVK films, we observed solution-like fea-
tures in these films indicating well dispersed TIPS-pc molecules in the PVK matrix with
no significant aggregation. Furthermore, we studied the time-resolved PL and noticed
that the PL decay lifetimes for films with 0.1 % and 0.5 % TIPS-pc concentration in PVK
were identical to those found in dilute TIPS-pc solution of ≈ 13 ns. We observed that this
monoexponential decay for low concentration films changes to a biexponential decay for
higher concentration (5 % to 10 %) films indicating alternative PL decay channels present
in the films. On studying the corresponding time-resolved EL from OLEDs prepared using
these blends, we observed that a bimolecular delayed-EL component contributed ≈ 50 %
to the total EL, which has previously been assigned to triplet-triplet annihilation by Di
and Yang et al. [5] in similar OLEDs.
Having established the presence of significant TTA in our devices we also observed that
increasing the dopant (TIPS-pc) concentration in the PVK matrix from 1 % to 10 % resul-
ted in ≈ 10 times lower EQE while the current flowing through the devices increased. We
believe that this EL quenching could be due to the fast and efficient singlet fission which
enhances as a function of TIPS-pc concentration in our devices. Although we observed
no significant aggregation-induced changes in the transition energies in the absorption
spectra, we do observe decreasing height of the 680 nm emission peak with respect to the
780 nm peak in the EL spectrum (see Figure 6.5b) with increasing TIPS-pc concentration,
indicating presence of quasi-aggregated regions in high-concentration films. However, we
note that Walker et al. observe similar reduction in the height ratios of the two peaks in
their photoluminescence spectra for different concentration of TIPS-pc solutions, where,
in their highest concentration solution, they assign this feature to emission from the
triplet-pair excimer [11]. Thus perhaps this slightly red-shifted reduction in the 680 nm
EL peak is indicative of the increased triplet-pair concentration in the higher TIPS-pc
concentration OLEDs.
As singlet fission is known to proceed via an intermediate triplet-pair (TT) state and
conversion of this intermediate triplet-pair into individual triplets defines the efficiency of
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fission [11, 12, 29], the same dependence on intermolecular geometry is expected for TTA.
In order to understand which of these two processes dominate in our devices (SF or TTA)
and to investigate the role of an intermediate TT state in singlet-triplet interconversion,
we study the magnetic-field dependence of EL. We observe two trends in MEL line-shapes
with increasing TIPS-pc concentration: (i) the magnitude of MEL signal increases making
the line-shapes more negative, and (ii) the magnetic field strength required for MFE zero-
crossing (from negative MEL to positive MEL) increases, changing the line-shapes.
To extract more information about the underlying processes from the MEL data we
develop a kinetic model encompassing both SF and TTA based on the Merrifield theory
to fit the data [19, 27]. We fit the data using a fitting parameter ε = kTF/γd which
decides the direction in which the reaction proceeds once a triplet-pair is formed (either
via TTA or SF); it either goes back to forming a singlet with a high triplet-fusion rate kTF
or dissociates and decays with a rate γd. On fitting the data we observe that ε increases
with increasing TIPS-pc concentration in the OLEDs thus indicating that formation of
a singlet from the TT-pair becomes a more likely outcome as TIPS-pc concentration
increases in TIPS-pc/PVK OLEDs. This effect in broadening of the MEL line-shapes due
to increasing ε is called the kinetic broadening which indicates the presence of long-lived
triplet-pairs. This is understandable as the higher the TIPS-pc concentration, more and
more triplet pairs are formed in the OLEDs. The presence of two competing processes
SF and TTA results in long-lived triplet pairs some of which eventually form a singlet
exciton and result in radiative emission.
As mentioned earlier, dissociation of the triplet-pair into individual triplets strongly
depends on the geometry of the surrounding molecules [29], which in turn dictates the ef-
ficiency of singlet-fission. In our OLEDs, the triplet pairs generated seem to preferentially
form singlets from the triplet-pairs as the concentration of TIPS-pc increases indicating
the preferential geometry of TIPS-pc molecules for converting the triplet-pair into a sing-
let exciton instead of forming free triplet excitons. The MEL model developed in this
work therefore provides a way to probe the direction of reaction from the TT-pair state
and thus can be a useful tool to optimize the active layer molecular packing motif in
OLEDs where the emitting molecule is capable of both SF and TTA, as in our devices.
This could then provide a way to strategically enhance the electroluminescence of such
OLEDs by utilizing TTA-formed singlets.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In the previous chapters we have discussed three important strategies for surpassing the
Shockley Queisser limit: (i) tandem solar cells, (ii) singlet fission sensitization and (iii)
triplet-triplet annihilation.
In Chapter 4, we demonstrate a monolithic, solution-processed perovskite/CQD tan-
dem solar cell. We highlight the importance of inter-subcell radiative coupling effect in
improving the tandem solar cell efficiencies. Recycling the photons generated via radi-
ative recombination in the top cell by utilising them for photocurrent generation in the
bottom cell results in a significant enhancement (≥ 11 % absolute gain) of the overall
device efficiency. We discuss the individual device optimisation and describe the ortho-
gonal solvent processing method adapted for the fabrication of our devices. Using SEM
images we show that this deposition method maintains the integrity of each of the ten
deposited layers. We report a two-terminal, monolithic perovskite/CQDs tandem solar
cell with PCE of 1 % showing clear evidence of voltage addition of the two sub-cells. The
CQD sub-cell limits the short-circuit current densities in our tandem devices thus limiting
their efficiency.
The two main reasons restraining photocurrent generation in the CQD devices were
identified to be: (i) significant amount of photocurrent being generated from high-energy
(blue) photons due to relatively thin (100 nm to 150 nm) CQD layer; (ii) the difficulty
of depositing a thick CQD layer using the spin-coating method. Thus we explored an
alternative dip-coating method for depositing the CQDs which allowed us to increase the
thickness of the CQD layers up to 200 nm. This method resulted in CQD device PCE
reaching 6 % for 1.2 eV CQDs which was previously limited by spin-coating method to
3.6 %. This was a significant improvement considering the maximum efficiency of such
devices reported in literature at the time was 10.6 % [1]. However, the photocurrent
generated from the dip-coated CQD device after filtering out the blue photons with the
perovskite-cell stack was still limited to 6 mA/cm2 which would still make the CQD device
the current-limiting sub-cell in perovskite/CQD tandem solar cells. Combining our model
with experimental data from the literature we project that the tandem cell performance
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of 29 % can be expected using the monolithic tandem architecture proposed by our work.
Furthermore, using the same model we show that a detailed balance efficiency of 43 %
can be achieved using 1.55 eV perovskite as the top-cell semiconductor along with 1.0 eV
CQDs as the bottom-cell semiconductor.
In Chapter 5 we demonstrate incorporation of pentacene films prepared from a novel
solution-processed precursor (p-Pc) in singlet fission (SF) sensitized organic and hybrid
solar cells. Following the complete cleavage of attached side-groups on annealing, we
demonstrate that the pentacene formed via the precursor route forms thin-films with
bulk-phase molecular packing. Furthermore, we incorporate p-Pc into bilayer devices
with C60 as the electron acceptor molecule and compare it with pristine pentacene bilayer
devices [2]. We find that although singlet fission still remains 200 % efficient [3], the
generated triplets are trapped at the interfaces thus limiting device performances.
We also integrate p-Pc in bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells with PC61BM and
observe significant contribution to photocurrent between 500 nm and 700 nm indicating
charge generation from SF-generated triplets. Following the work of Ehrler et al. [4]
and Yang et al. [5] we prepare bilayer p-Pc/CQD devices and also experiment with
p-Pc/CQD BHJ-type blends. Although we obtained significant photovoltage from the
BHJ p-Pc/CQD devices reaching ∼ 0.7 V, extracting photocurrent from these devices
remained a challenge. Since triplet diffusion length of ≈ 40 nm in pentacene [6] limits the
SF domain size to 40 nm and higher film thickness improves light absorption, we focused
on optimizing the BHJ-type architecture to efficiently extract SF-generated triplets. By
using electron microscopy, we investigated the distribution of CQDs in a p-Pc matrix.
The requirement of thermal-cleavage of side groups from the pentacene precursor was
seen to limit the application of p-Pc in p-Pc/CQD BHJ devices as the thermal annealing
causes aggregation and merger of the CQDs. We speculate that the chemical impurity of
3 % present in the commercially bought pentacene precursor could be the primary reason
limiting the electronic properties of p-Pc films and further purification of the precursor
could result in p-Pc device characteristics matching those of pristine pentacene. Our work
presents a comprehensive understanding of the advantages and shortcomings of using the
novel pentacene precursor and provides pathways for using singlet fission in photovoltaics.
In Chapter 6 we study triplet-triplet annihilation in TIPS-pc/PVK OLEDs which
is an interesting system demonstrating simultaneous singlet fission and triplet fusion.
Using a range of different concentrations of TIPS-pc by weight in a polymer matrix and
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confirming that our TIPS-pc/polymer films are aggregate free, we fabricate OLEDs using
this host/guest active layer. From the device characteristics, we observe that at a constant
applied voltage, the current flowing through our devices increases with increasing TIPS-
pc concentration while the external quantum efficiencies decrease indicating the presence
of efficient SF in these devices. However, on studying the time-resolved EL from these
devices we notice about 50 % contribution from a bimolecular delayed process to the total
EL which we assign to TTA based on previous work [7]. Since SF and TTA are both spin-
dependent mechanisms, we use magnetic-field effects on the EL as a probe to understand
the underlying mechanisms in these OLEDs and develop a model based on the Merrifield
theory to explain these effects [8, 9].
The overall magnetoelectroluminescence (MEL) line-shapes from our OLEDs resemble
those of singlet fission dominated MEL reported in literature [10–12]. However, we observe
two additional trends in MEL line-shapes with increasing TIPS-pc concentration: (i) the
magnitude of MEL signal increases, and (ii) the B-field required for zero-crossing (from
negative MEL to positive MEL) increases, changing the line shapes. We fit our data using
the kinetic model developed in this work and use ε = kTF/γd as the fitting parameter
which decides the direction in which the reaction proceeds once a triplet-pair is formed
(either via TTA or SF); it either goes back to forming a singlet with a high triplet-fusion
rate kTF or diffuses via other pathways with a rate γd. On fitting the data we observe
kinetic broadening as ε increases with increasing TIPS-pc concentration in the OLEDs.
Thus indicating that formation of a singlet from the triplet-pair becomes a more likely
outcome as TIPS-pc concentration increases in TIPS-pc/PVK OLEDs.
We note that the dissociation of a triplet-pair into individual triplets strongly depends
on the geometry of surrounding molecules [13], and this dissociation rate in turn dictates
the efficiency of a singlet-fission event. Thus the fate of the triplet-pair can be indicative
of which of the two processes (SF or TTA), will dominate in a device. The MEL model
developed in this work, provides a way to probe the direction of reaction from the TT-pair
state and thus can be a useful tool to optimize the active layer molecular packing motif
in OLEDs where the emitting molecule is capable of both SF and TTA, as in our devices.
Thus the model developed in our work provides a way to understand the dominant spin-
dependent mechanism in OLEDs and can be adapted to strategically utilise TTA for
enhancing TTA based OLEDs.
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Appendices for Chapter 6
Derivation for EL kinetic scheme
GS Gpair
















= Gpair + kSFαi[S]− kTFαi[Pi]− γd[Pi] (B.3)






























































εαiGpair + kSF εα
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It is important to notice here that if the GS is set to 0, the second term will giverise to
a line-shape similar to an all-TTA scheme. With a limit that γr  kSF or considering
no SF channel. Solving for the case where the rate of radiative emission from the singlet




















































































The rate equations :
d[S]
dt






kSFαi[S] = 0 (B.18)
d[Pi]
dt

































Write kTF/γd = υ and use the identity
∑9
i=1 αi = 1 to simplify the above to









































































Triplet-triplet annihilation and MFEs
In this section we will explore the effect of magnetic field on triplet-triplet annihilation
(TTA) process and use it to explain the magnetic field data observed in experiments.The
Merrifield theory [87] provides a detailed description of the effect of a magnetic field on
TTA and SF. And the same theory can then be used to explain triplet-polaron interaction.
The following is a simplified kinetic scheme to describe the TTA mechanism:
S1 + S0








where T+T defines triplet annihilation, Pn defines the intermediate T-T pair state, S1+S0,
T + S0, Q + S0 define the singlet, triplet and quintet states post annihilation. Other
definitions: |Sn|2 = | 〈ψn|S〉 |2; |Tn|2 =
∑3
m=1 | 〈ψn|Tm〉 |2; |Qn|2 =
∑5







n |Qn|2=5;finally gn describe the rate of triplet pair
generation from free triplets and k−1 describes the reverse process. Now we can write a




2 − (k−1 + kS|Sn|2 + kT |Tn|2 + kQ|Qn|2)Pn (B.30)
And assuming that:
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• All of the 9 triplet-pair states are generated with equal probability, i.e. gn = 19k1
• Quintet states lie too high in energy to be formed by TTA, i.e. kQ = 0.
















(k−1 + kS|Sn|2 + kT |Tn|2)
(B.33)





























(k−1 + kS|Sn|2 + kT |Tn|2)
)
(B.36)
To find the rate of TTA and its evolution under different B-field, we need to use the spin
Hamiltonian of triplet-triplet pair and find the evolution of triplet-triplet wavefunction
with B-field. To simplify further, we note that no triplet-pair state can simultaneously
have a singlet and a triplet character [87], and |Tn|2 = 1 for a pure triplet state, regardless
of triplet-basis states which means that kT is independent of B-field. Thus, we can simplify










Redefining |Sn|2 = αi and defining a new parameter β for the ratio of rate of decay of the













We can simplify the scheme to determine the effect of B-field on γTTA:
GT
















































∴ PL = γTTA[T ]
2 (B.45)
where
γTTA =
k1
9
∑
i
αi
β + αi
=
k1
9
∑
i
εαi
1 + εαi
(B.46)
